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Abstract
Observationalandnumericalmodellingstudiesofthehydrodynamics,sedimenttransport,and
light extinction were undertaken in the marine environment around Cape Bolinao in the
Lingayen Gulf (Northwest Philippines). Abundant with ecologically important seagrasses
andbenthicorganisms, CapeBolinaoispresently threatenedwithsiltationandeutrophication
problems. For this reason intensive field measurements of relevant environmental variables
which include currents, tides, temperature, salinity, total suspended solids (TSS), ash-free
dry weight (AFDW), sedimentation flux, grain size distribution and organic content of
bottom sediments, gilvinabsorption, phytoplankton concentration, and lightextinctionwere
executed from August 1993 to June 1995. Laboratory experiments were simultaneously
undertaken to determine the sedimentation and light extinction characteristics of various
sedimentfractions. Usingtime seriesandregressionanalyses,theresultswereanalyzedand
presented. Aset of numerical models were developed andapplied in the area around Cape
Bolinao and the Lingayen Gulf. A prognostic model for the hydrodynamics, driven by
realistic wind and tide forces, was developed independently for the cape (fine-resolution
model) and the gulf (coarse resolution model). An operational open boundary condition
basedonthemethodofwavepropagationisdiscussed. Thehydrodynamicalpredictionswere
used, inconjunction withadiagnostic surface wavemodel, to force the suspended sediment
transport model. The transport model, which is based on the time-dependent advectiondiffusion equation, is third order accurate in space and time. For a realistic description of
the suspended sediment transport process in Cape Bolinao, resuspension and sedimentation
fluxes wereincluded inthenumericalmodelusingexistingparameterizations. Thepredicted
suspended sedimentconcentrationswereusedinadiagnosticmodelfor lightextinction. This
later model is based on the assumption that the contributions of the optically active
componentstotheattenuationofthephotosynthetically availableradiation(PAR)arelinearly
additive. Calibration of the numerical models using field observations produced a set of
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parameter values which isdeemed representative for the area of investigation. Using these
parameter values, the overall model predictions were in good agreement with field
observations. Finally,usingtheintegratedmodel,theimpactofriversedimentloads(treated
as aconservative tracer) inthe Bolinao reef system was quantified.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There is at present a global marine environmental problem related to the discharge of
sedimentsincoastalseas. ThebarelyprotectedPhilippinecoastalzoneiscertainlythreatened
with a similar marine pollution problem. Naturally or anthropogenically triggered, the
consequences of sedimentation can be enormously disastrous. The continuous cycle of
resuspension and sedimentation, and the consequent reduced light penetration threatens the
ecological functions of the biodiversity of the marine ecosystem. One example of such
ecosytem in danger is Cape Bolinao situated at the mouth of the Lingayen Gulf (16°25 N
latitude, 119°58Elongitude)inthenorthwesterncoastofthePhilippines (Figure 1.1). Cape
Bolinao is characterized by a fringing coral reef area with interspersed islands and islets
extending northward from themainland province of westernPangasinan. It isconnected to
the South China Sea through the western part of the Luzon sea with no appreciable
continental shelf due to sharp increase inthebathymetric contours. Avery narrow shelfof
severalkilometerdistance, thereefareaaroundthecapeisabundantwithvariousunderwater
biota like seagrasses, seaweeds and corals which are presently endangered by siltation and
theassociatedproblemsofnutrienttransportandeutrophication. Siltationandeutrophication
affect the marinebiota invariousways. Themajor impacts include changes inthe substrate
composition, changes in nutrient concentrations and increased turbidity due to increased
amount of suspended solids.
Thereisgreatneedforknowledgeonthephysicalenvironmentalcharacteristicsofthemarine
waters off Cape Bolinao, and generally of most Philippine coastal waters. However, they
have notbeen studied inmuchdetail. Information onthehydrodynamics anddescriptionof
themarinephysicsnecessaryto studythePhilippine coastal seaenvironment isscarce. The
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Figure 1.1. The Cape Bolinao marine environmental system geographically situated west
of the mouth of the Lingayen Gulf. Bathymetric contours are given in fathoms.
reason for this is twofold. Firstly, physical oceanography and coastal engineering are
relatively young sciences inthe Philippines. Secondly, beingunpopular sciences, very few
scientists and engineers aredevoted toconduct researches inthese field of studies.
Contributions in the field of physical oceanographic researches in the Philippines started
rather late and development is slow. One of the early researches on the physical
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oceanography ofWestern Philippine coastal waters started with theworks of Wyrtki(1961)
who investigated much of the South China Sea. Some observations which resulted to a
qualitativeandquantitativedescriptionofthedynamicsoftheareaareprovided intheNAGA
report (1961). Additional information on the surface waters of the South China Sea is
described inLevitus(1982). Monthly surface flowsdeducedfrom shipdrift observationsare
presented in an atlas. Recently, observations are made on the dynamics of the Luzon Sea
by the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE on-going). Aside from these few
documented observations, there are some numerical modelling efforts which may provide
some insight into the dynamics of the coastal waters of Northwestern Philippines. The
baroclinicmodelsofPohlmann(1987),ShawandChao(1994)andChaoetal. (1994)present
some quantitative descriptions of the water circulation within South China Sea and adjacent
areas inthePhilippines. Similar observational andmodelling studiesonthe hydrodynamics
ofthe LingayenGulf andof CapeBolinaoarepresented inlocal literature. Villanoy (1988)
deduced the circulation of the reef waters at Cape Bolinao from data observed on different
occasions. Onmodelling, delasAlas(1986)conducted numerical simulations ofthesteadystatecirculation intheLingayenGulfanddescribedthewind-drivenflow patternsofthegulf
waters. Additionally, Balotro (1992)used abarotropic numerical model and presented the
wind and tide-driven circulation patterns in the gulf. Information on the geochemical
characteristics ofthebottom sedimentsofLingayenGulf isprovided inSantosetal. (1986).
Heavy metal concentrations are measured in samples taken within Lingayen Gulf.
Furthermore, using nuclear dating techniques, the sedimentation rate in the gulf was
estimated. Chen (1993) studiedthe surface sediments of theSouth China Seaand provided
some information on the geochemical and textural characteristics of sediments that exist in
the LuzonSeacloseto CapeBolinao. Thereport provided someinformation onthe sources
of surface sediments at the South China Sea including the western Philippine sea.
Concerning water quality, Maaliw et al. (1989) made a preliminary observational study on
thegeneral water qualitycharacteristics oftheLingayenGulf. In-situ field observationsand
laboratory measurements of relevant variables within the gulf are presented with some
information on Cape Bolinao. Additional information on the marine environment of Cape
Bolinao is provided by a number of biological and chemical research studies at the Marine
ScienceInstitute, University ofthePhilippines. However, observations onrelevantphysical
processes are limited since they are treated as auxiliary variables.
The work presented here attempts for a detailed and in-depth study of the physical
environmental characteristics ofthemarinewatersatCapeBolinaoandatthe LingayenGulf
as a whole. Intensive field and laboratory investigations in the Bolinao area coupled with
modelling studies onboththe cape and thegulf asa whole areundertaken for thispurpose.
It should be noted that the present study isundertaken in conjunction with a simultaneous
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study on the ecology of the seagrasses at Cape Bolinao. The necessary environmental
characterization of the area is provided by the present study. The objectives, relevance,
scope and approach of this study isdescribed inthe following sections.

1.1.

Objectives and Relevance of the Study

This research work is itself amodest contribution to thephysical oceanographic sciencesof
thePhilippinecoastal waters. Inthepresent study, themarineenvironment ofCapeBolinao
and the physical processes that exist therein are the central themes for investigation.

1.1.1. General and Specific Objectives
Thegeneral aimofthisresearch study istocarry outobservational andmodelling studiesto
obtain a substantial data set for a detailed quantitative description of the existing physical
environmental characteristics of the marine waters off Cape Bolinao. Relevant physical
processesrelatedtothehydrodynamics,suspendedsedimenttransportandlightextinctionare
described based on observational andmodelling studies.
Furthermore, future conditions ofthemarineenvironment of CapeBolinaoareaddressedby
predictive models that are developed based on deterministic approaches. Such models are
used for impact assessment studies of relevant marine environmental problems. The
transport of suspended sediments and the associated underwater light extinction phenomena
are particularly addressed inthis work.
The specific objectives of this study are:
1.

To provide a quantitative description of the general circulation patterns, sediment
transport processes and light extinction inthe marine waters off CapeBolinao.

2.

To develop a numerical model of the hydrodynamics, sediment transport and light
extinction at Cape Bolinao and adjacent waters for environmental impact studies.

1.1.2. Relevance and Scope
The information provided in this research work is highly important in marine ecological
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studies. Relevant ecological research which needs this information includes studies on
marine primary production, dispersal patterns of marine plankton (phytoplankton and
zooplankton), growth of submerged vegetation suchasseagrasses and seaweeds andgrowth
of filter feeders and other benthicorganisms.
The information from this study is also useful in assessing marine pollution in coastal
environments. The distributionpattern of nutrients causing eutrophicationproblems inthe
coastal sea can be assessed using the results of the present research work. Furthermore,
distribution patterns of heavy metals, including certain toxic compounds released into the
marine environment can bedescribed using the information provided inthis study.
The scope of the study covers the following physical oceanographic processes observed at
the coastal sea.
Thehydrodynamicsoff CapeBolinaoandthewholeLingayenGulffocuses onthelongwave
circulationinducedbywindandtidalforcing. Astheinducedlong-wavecurrent isgenerally
responsible for the advectionanddistribution of sediments inthecoastal zone, detailed and
in-depth study of the wind-induced and tide-generated currents and their interaction is
presented. Additionally, effects of surface waves (windwaves) are addressed in thecontext
of sediment transport processes.
The transport of sediments is mainly confined to the suspended load transport. Vertical
transport via resuspension and sedimentation is discussed as much as horizontal transport
(and re-distribution) due to the wind and tide-driven currents. Point sources of sediment
loads from river discharges and their impact on the marine waters at Cape Bolinao are
considered.
Light extinction is described in detail by taking into consideration most of the important
factors affecting light absorption and scattering in the marine environment. These factors
includesuspended sediments(inorganicandorganic),phytoplankton, gilvinandwateritself.
The organic fraction ofthe suspended sediments istaken intoconsideration bythe observed
ash-free dry weight (AFDW)concentration. Relatedcharacteristics of suspended sediments
such as size spectra and fall velocities are considered to account for differences in the
absorption and scattering of the underwater light field.
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Approach of the Study

Observationalandmodellingprogramsaredesignedtogivethenecessary information needed
in this study. Much of the effort in the execution of the observational and modelling
programs isdescribed below.

1.2.1. Observational Program
Anintensive observational program wasexecuted atmanysitesaround CapeBolinaoduring
a period of more than Wi years from late 1993to mid-1995. Selection of sites started in
mid-1993. These sites were chosen to cover the areas around Cape Bolinao which are
mainly the areas where seagrass beds exist. Different frequencies of observations are
undertaken to cover the appropriate time scales of processes to be investigated.
Firstly, high frequency sampling of current speed and direction, tide, wind, water
temperature, suspended sediment concentrations and light irradiance wasexecuted to obtain
information on the variability and dynamics of physical processes at time scales of several
minutes to hours. A mobile platform was installed at selected sites (Figure 1.2) and the
necessary instruments which include a current meter with temperature sensor, automatic
water sampler, pressure sensor, and light irradiance sensors attached to a datalogger were
deployed. The platform was moved to one of the four selected sites every IV2months (or
atleast 1 month). Inthiscase,every siteofdeploymenthasobservationsfor eachofthetwo
seasons (southwest and northeast monsoon season)prevailing inthe area of study.
Secondly, weekly measurements at a number of sites (see Figure 1.2) of current speed and
direction, water temperature, salinity, suspended solids concentrations, ash-free dry weight
concentrations, gilvin absorption, phytoplankton concentration, sedimentation fluxes, and
light irradiance were executed to obtain information on the dynamics of the investigated
processes on a time scale of weeks or months. These provide information on seasonal
variationsaswell. Asidefrom thesevariables, laboratory investigationsonbeamattenuation
ofwater samplestakenfrom thefield werealsodone. Furthermore, laboratory experiments
on suspended sediment fractions according to fall velocity distributions were undertaken.
The light attenuating characteristics of each sediment size fraction were then determined in
thelaboratory byspectrophotometric analysesofthecorrespondingbeamattenuationofeach
fraction assumed. Additional analysis was done for the contribution of algae to light
attenuation. Cultured samples of diatom species (Jsochrysis galbana andChaetoceros
gracilis) were subjected to beam attenuation experiments aswell.
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Thirdly, quarterly investigation ofbottomsediment samplestakenfrom anumber of sitesat
Cape Bolinao (see Figure 1.2) was undertaken. The size distribution of the sediment
fractions assumed (e.g. sand, silt andclay) and their beam attenuation were determined in
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Figure 1.2. Map showing the study area and themeasurement sites.

the laboratory. Aside from the above observations, precipitation was also observed and a
total rainfall wasrecorded daily whenevertherewasrainatthestudysite. Thislastvariable
isimportantwhenconsideringprocessesrelatedtosedimenttransportphenomenainthearea.

1.2.2. Modelling Approach
The modelling approach takes into consideration the important physical processes and the
developed modelhasthepotential for operationalpurposes. Asarule, thenumericalmodel
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mustpossesspredictivecapability without necessarily involvingtoomuchcomplexity. The
choice of a modelling approach in this work is founded on such principles. After careful
considerations of the preceding, a two-dimensional vertically integrated model for the
hydrodynamics, sediment transport and associated light extinction is used to describe the
dynamics of the concerned phenomena in the area of interest. Apparently, two areas have
to be modelled, Area 1covering Lingayen Gulf and Area 2 covering the waters off Cape
Bolinao (Figure 1.1). The aim of this approach isto be able to describe satisfactorily the
physical processes concerned at Cape Bolinao. While this is themain area of interest, the
influence of the greater Lingayen Gulf to Cape Bolinao hasto be taken into account.
To carry out such modelling, acoarse resolution model for Area 1(Lingayen Gulf) witha
grid distance of 1 km was designed. This is run with realistic forcing functions from
observed wind and tide. Amodel for Area 2(Cape Bolinao) with aresolution of 500 mis
also designed independent of the Coarse Model. This fine model isalso run independently
with the same forcing functions. The influence of relevant processes (especially sediment
transport) inthe LingayenGulf toCapeBolinaocanbeassessedusingthecoarsemodel. At
the same time, localized processes at themain area of interest canbe understood using the
finemodel.

Chapter 2
Environmental Profile of CapeBolinaoand Surrounding Areas
The environmental characteristics of Cape Bolinao and adjacent areas are typical for many
coastal areasinthePhilippines. Therearehowever someobviouspeculiaritiesinthegeneral
coastal environment ofthisparticular area. Thecape,beingasmallpieceoflandprotruding
into the open sea of the northwestern coast of the Philippines, hasdefined oceanographical
characteristics not found in other coastal areas. The water quality, sedimentology and the
coastal geometry areall affected bythedynamicsof thewatersaround thearea. There also
exists a distinct topography surrounding the entire area which affects its meteorology and
general marine environment. In particular, the monsoonal wind patterns especially during
the northeast monsoon season are not similar to other areas in the Philippines due to the
presence ofmountains totheeastand northeast. Furthermore, itsgeographical positionhas
somebearingtotheamountofprecipitation itreceivesthroughouttheyear, theairandwater
temperature variations, and the influence of weather disturbances. All these factors of
various sources aremanifested inthecoastalenvironmental profile of thearea. Description
of the relevant environmental characteristics of the area of study andvicinity isprovided in
this chapter.

2.1.

Coastal Geomorphology and Aquatic Environment

2.1.1. Topography
The bottom topography of Cape Bolinao can be seen partly from the bathymetric chart of
Lingayen Gulf (see Figure 1.1) published by thePhilippine Coast and Geodetic Survey. A
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finer resolution map of the bathymetry is shown inFigure (2.1). Depths of lessthan 30m
are generally observed around SantiagoIsland, thebiggest island withinthecape. Northof
the island is a vast coral reef area. A general feature of the reef flat is a relatively deep
coastal lagoonnearthe shorelinedecreasing indepthnorthwardsuntilthereef crest andthen
increasing again in depth at the reef slope offshore. The reef crest is an important
characteristic of the area as incident waves experience a range of conceivable phenomena

Figure 2.1. Bathymetric profile of Cape Bolinao marine waters (McManus et al., 1992).
including reflection, diffraction, refraction and occasional breaking, thereby sheltering the
biotic communities withinthereef flat from violent wave actionsduring stormy conditions.
Another interesting feature of thebathymetry isashallowportionextending about 15kmto
thenortheastofSantiagoIsland. ThisisdescribedbyMcManusetal. (1992)asa subsurface
barrier reef which is of hydrodynamic importance as well. A sharp increase in the depth
distribution can be observed to the west and northwest of the area as shown by the
bathymetric contours. From a shallow forereef slope depth of about 10m, depths of more
than 100mcan be observed already within 2km offshore inthose directions.

environmentalprofileofcape bolinao andsurrounding areas
2.1.2. Morphology
The morphology of Cape Bolinao is complicated by the presence of islands and islets
boundedbynarrowchannels. Thecoastalgeometry ofthecapeisveryirregular contributing
to the complex hydrodynamical characteristics of the area. The biggest island of Santiago
is separated from the mainland (CapeBolinao) by adeepchannel (see Figure 1.1). Depths
there exceeds20mespecially tothenorthwest. There isahowever ageneraldecrease with
depthintheeastwarddirectionwithinthechannelpresumably duetoheavy siltation. Within
the reef flat, there are small islands to the north and northeast of Santiago Island. Both
islands are lessthan 1km2 in surface areas. To the south of Santiago Island is a relatively
bigger island (area > 2km2) separated from Santiagoby anarrow passage of lessthan500
m. Together with several small islands to the south, they are separated from Bolinao and
createashallowsemi-enclosedmarineenvironment. Farthersouth,thereisanarrowchannel
(width < 200mand almostclosed by anislet) separating mainland Bolinao andthebiggest
island in the Lingayen Gulf (Cabarruyan or Anda). Very narrow but deep, the small
channel can serve as a connection between Cape Bolinao and the heavily silted southern
coastal areas where several small rivers are located. This can be an important part of the
coastal geomorphology of the area as it serves as a channel to Cape Bolinao for sediment
transport by tidal currents. Aside from these system of islands and channels, there are
several islets in the vicinity of the cape which may complicate the current and wave
propagation patterns inthe area.

2.1.3. Sedimentology
A description of the bottom sediments in the Lingayen Gulf give some insight into the
sedimentology ofCapeBolinao. Santosetal.(1986)madeageochemicalcharacterizationof
the bottom sediments at several stations within Lingayen Gulf. It was found that bottom
sediments at the gulf have high metal concentrations due to mine tailings discharged by
several mining companiesoftheBenguetProvince eastofthegulf anddomestic inputs from
coastal areas. Ofparticular significance isthe increasing Cu content of the sediments from
4mdeeptothe surface. Furthermore, through nucleardatingtechniques, the sedimentation
rate of the gulf was estimated to be inthe order of 4.7 cm year1.
Arecent study onthe surficial sediments of the SouthChina Seawaspresented ontheFirst
WorkingGroupMeetingonMarineScientific ResearchintheSouthChinaSea(1993)giving
additional information on the sedimentology of the surrounding areas near Cape Bolinao.
The percentage of clayey sediments was found to be generally higher than that of silt and
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sand. Theresult ofthegrainsizeanalysesfurther indicated40 % clay and30% siltcontent
of sediments gathered west of Cape Bolinao. Thesedimentmineral content inthe areawas
also reported to contain quartz (15 %),plagioclase (20 %),illite (10 %),K-fledspar (5%)
andamphibole(upto 15 %). Theincreasingamphibolecontentofthesedimenttowardsthe
land wasknownto indicatethe origin of themineral from themain island of Luzon (North
Philippines). Furthermore, thecarbonatecontentofbottomsedimentswestofCapeBolinao
wasreported to be generally less than 10 %(Chen 1993).

2.1.4. Water Quality
Awaterqualitybaseline studyattheLingayenGulf(Maaliwetal., 1989)conducted in198788 presents some insight into the state of the marine waters around Cape Bolinao. The
observations made in several stations included measurements of primary water quality
variables such as pH, temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, transparency, nutrients and
heavy metals, BOD, as well as coliform and pesticide levels. Nutrients such as nitritenitrogen, nitrate-nitrogen, and total phosphorus were among the observed variables.
Furthermore, heavy metals including lead, zinc, cadmium and mercury were analyzed in
several stations. Figure (2.2) showsthe locationsof the sampling stations. Only the major
rivers to the south of the gulf namely Agno River, DagupanRiver and Patalan-Bued River
were sampled for riverine and estuarine characterization while most of the stations are
locatednearcoastalareasborderingthegulf. TableII.1showsmeanvaluesof severalwater
quality variablesmeasured inoffshore, riverine andestuarine watersduringthewetanddry
seasons. Seasonal differences of water quality parameters are observed at several stations.
Of particular significance is the finding that riverine and some estuarine stations showed
consistently lowD.O.levelsforbothdryandwetseasons. ThelowlevelsofD.O. observed
Offshore
Variable

Riverine

Estuarine

Wet

Dry

Wet

Dry

Wet

Dry

pH

8.1

8.0

8.0

7.9

8.0

7.9

Salinity (ppt)

29.6

33.4

14.5

29.7

12.8

19.3

Temperature (°C)

30.9

28.7

30.5

28.8

29.5

29.5

D.O. (mg/1)

5.27

4.46

4.20

5.09

4.14

4.00

Secchi Depth (m)

0.9

1.0

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.3

Table II.1. Summary of general water quality parameters during the wet and dry seasons
(Maaliwetal., 1989).
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apparently indicate anorganicpollutionwhere oxygendemand of oxidizable organicmatter
is high.
Themeannutrient levels inthewater columnmeasured inseveral stationswithinthecoastal
waters around Cape Bolinao are presented in Table II.2. Stations 11 - 13 are within the
waters of Cape Bolinao (see Figure 2.2). The ranges in mean concentrations for the
observed nutrients are very high. Maaliw et al. (1989) found a low average concentration
of0.18/ig/1 toaveryhighmeanconcentrationof34pig/1 for nitrite. Theauthorsalso found
mean concentrations which range from 0.92-26 /*g/l for nitrate and 3.27-118 y.gl\ for
phosphate. Elevatednutrientlevelswereobservedparticularlyduringthewetseason. These
relatively high nutrient levels were attributed to domestic effluents, organic and inorganic
fertilizers from agricultural farms and fishponds and leaching from the soil (Maaliw et al.,
1989).
N02-N

N03-N

(M5/1)

fcg/1)

P04-P03
(fg/D

11

5.39

9.32

6.63

12

8.22

6.59

18.34

13

6.04

4.05

5.30

14

1.94

2.71

13.37

15

2.39

2.87

15.63

Station

Table II.2. Mean nutrient levels (data averaged from Maaliw et al. 1989).

2.1.5. Freshwater Influence
Themajor sourceoffreshwater inputtothewholeLingayenGulfarefrom rivers(seeFigure
2.2) which discharge considerable amounts of freshwater during the rainy season and with
aconstant lower supply during thedry season. Therearefive major riversdraining intothe
Lingayen Gulf. These include Agno, Dagupan, Patalan-Bued rivers in the south, and
Aringay and Bauang rivers in the east. There are also small rivers (Inerangan, Garita,
Barcadero and Coliat) in the west coast of the Lingayen Gulf which also contribute to the
freshwater content of the gulf waters.
Of particular significance to the Bolinao area is the Balingasay river situated west of Cape
Bolinao. Themain river measures approximately 30m in width and has anaverage depth
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of 3.5 m near the mouth. Measurement of water discharges during rainy days showed an
average of 71.4 m3 s"1(high flow) and anaverage of 16.7m3 s 1 (low flow) during rainless
days (EIA, 1994).

16.50
%SilakiIsland
16.40
%

£
16.30

1
3

16.20

16.10

120.00

120.10

120.20

120.30

Longitude(DegreesEast)

Figure 2.2. Sampling locations of water quality baseline study at the Lingayen Gulf
(Silvestreetal., 1989).

Another source of freshwater supply is groundwater. A qualitative groundwater resource
map for the study area is shown in Figure (2.3). The amount of freshwater supply from
groundwater isgenerallylessthanthetotalamountofriverfreshwater inthearea. However,
the almost constant supply of freshwater from underground sources is important in
maintaining the salinity levels in the coastal waters. It should be noted that during the dry
season when rivers do not discharge enough freshwater, the groundwater supply is
responsible in preventing salt water intrusion that can cause adverse effects to near-shore
biota.
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Effects onthe hydrodynamics of thesefreshwater inputs couldbeexperienced duringheavy
discharges. Inparticular, thevertical stratification enhanced by density differences between
freshwater and marine water could induce secondary circulations. In general however,
mixing by the wind and tidal currents after aheavy discharge eliminates the formation ofa
permanent density-driven circulation.

N

A

SiallowWellArea

5km

CfcepXteUArea

UZJ

Difficult Area

Figure 2.3. Groundwater resources map within the study area (EIA, 1994).

2.2.

Meteorology and Oceanography

There exist some semi-permanent climatological patterns within the tropical regions which
haveimportantconsequencesonthe environmentalcharacteristicsofthe areaofinvestigation.
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The seasonal reversal of the windsduring the southwest andnortheast monsoon seasons for
instanceresultindifferent circulationpatterns inthesurface watersoff CapeBolinaoandthe
Lingayen Gulf as a whole. Furthermore, the passage of tropical cyclones in the area have
significant influence onarangeofcoastalenvironmental processes. Thegeneral featuresof
the coastal zone could, in fact, be the result of the prevailing meteorological and
oceanographical conditions inthe area. The generally great amount of precipitation due to
meteorological disturbances in the area can also have significant impact on the general
environmental characteristics ofLingayenGulf. Inparticular, thesedimentsdischarged into
the coastal zone during heavy rainfall result inchanges inthegeneral water quality, bottom
topography and water levels of the area. External pollution loads including silt, nutrients,
heavy metalscarried by rainwaterupland havegreat impactonthecoastal zoneofthe study
area.

2.2.1. Meteorology
2.2.1.1. Monsoons and Sea Breeze Influence
The monsoons are basically reversing wind patterns brought about by the changes in the
general atmospheric circulation andthe sea surface temperature inthetropics. There exists
twodistinct features of themonsoons inthePhilippines. Generally, the northeast monsoon
persists during the months of November until April and the southwest monsoon during the
months of May until October. Thenortheast monsoonhowever attains strength during the
monthsofDecemberuntilMarchandtransitionperiodsinthemonthsofNovemberandApril
are observed. Moderate to strong northwesterly winds during the peak of the northeast
monsoon can be experienced in the area of investigation. The elevated mountain peaksof
theCordilleras tothenortheastofthestudyarea seemtoblockthenortheastwindsresulting
in an apparent change in its direction over the entire Lingayen Gulf area.
Thesouthwestmonsoongenerally affects theareaof investigationduringthemonthsofMay
until October but normally attains itspeak during the months of June till September. The
rainfall amount during this season is considerable. It isduring this season that the passage
oftropicalcyclonesaregenerallyexperiencedandchangesinthewatercirculationscanoccur
due to a complex wind stresspattern ascyclones cross or influence the area of study.
Aside from the observed seasonal reversal of the winds due to the monsoons, observations
at a meteorological station near the area showed the influence of the sea breeze. A semipermanent mesoscale meteorological phenomenon known asthe sea breeze results from the
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temperaturedifference betweentheseaandland. Duringdaytime,whenthelandiswarmed
bysolarheating, windsfrom therelatively coldersearushonshoreproducingthe seabreeze.

M

W

1.5-3.4 3.5-5.4 5.4-7.9
meters per second

>S.O

Figure 2.4. Annual windrose diagram representative of the study area (EIA, Bolinao
Cement Plant).
Reversal of this atmospheric phenomenon occurs at night when the land cools down. The
sea, with its relatively higher heat capacity maintains its temperature. This reversed
temperaturegradientbetweenthelandandtheseaproducetheland-breezephenomenonwith
relatively weakerwindsdirected offshore. Thisland-seabreezephenomenonprevailswithin
the area as northwest-southeast reversing wind pattern. Figure (2.4) shows the windrose
diagram (1961-1992) at a nearby meteorological station. A high percentage of occurrence
(14.6 %) for 'calm' wind speeds not exceeding 1.5 m s 1 is observed. The highest
percentage is recorded for wind speeds ranging from 1.5 - 3.4 m s"1 (> 15 %). The
monsoon and sea-land breeze winds generally fall intothese categories.
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2.2.1.2. Tropical Weather Disturbances
ThePhilippines, beinganarchipelagoboundedbythePacific OceantotheeastandtheSouth
China Seatothewest, occasionally experience severalweatherdisturbancesdeveloped inthe
twobasins. Theseweatherdisturbances includetheinter-tropicalconvergencezone(ITCZ),
ordinary tropical depressions (low pressure areas) and severe disturbances like tropical
cyclones.
Ofparticular significance aretropicalcycloneswhichdevelopedintheWesternPacific Basin
during thesouthwestmonsoonseason. Often, lowpressureareasdevelopand intensification
to atropical storm or typhoon occursbefore crossing thePhilippine islands. Anaverageof
20cyclones either directly hit or have significant influence onthe atmospheric and coastal
environments of the Philippines. The impact is mostly felt from strong winds and heavy
precipitation. Considerable sediment transport is experienced by the area from eroded
topsoils by surface runoff and river discharges. These can be seen as very turbid narrow
areas near the coasts during heavy precipitation.

2.2.1.3. Air Temperature and Precipitation
Atmospheric temperature andprecipitation aretwometeorological variables whichcanhave
significant influence oncoastal oceanography. Existing meteorological stations close tothe
area of study provide some information regarding these meteorological variables.
The atmospheric temperature at the study site has a mean value of 28°C and ranges from
18°Cto35°C(McManusandChua, 1990). Theminimumtemperatureisexperiencedduring
the month of January and the maximum during the month of April. There is a general
increase inmeantemperature from February toMay andadecreaseduring therainy months
from Juneto October. Significant decreaseintemperature isexperienced inNovemberuntil
January.
Precipitation on the other hand is mostly experienced during the onset of the southwest
monsoon season from May until October. The mean annual precipitation that the area
receives is about 2500 mm. Highest precipitation occurs during the month of August, the
peakof the southwest monsoon seasonwithmaximum rainfall of about600mm (McManus
and Chua, 1990). A significant amount of precipitation is dumped when tropical cyclones
cross the area in coincidence with thepeak of the southwest monsoon.
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2.2.2. Oceanography
2.2.2.1. Tides
ThemarinewatersaroundCapeBolinaohavebeenreportedbyWyrtki(1961)tohavediurnal
tides (Figure 2.5). Observations show however that the area generally have mixed tides
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Figure 2.5. Geographical distribution of tides in the vicinity of the South China Sea
(Wyrtki 1961).
withthediurnalcomponentsprevailing overthesemi-diurnalcomponents. Thisimpliesthat
thereprevails onehigh water andonelow waterdaily, buttemporarily (once ina fortnight)
twohighwatersandtwolowwatersoccurwithinadaywhichdiffer inheightandhighwater
time. Figure (2.6) showsatypical tidalobservationatCapeBolinaowhichconfirm thatthe
tide isamixed onewithprevailing diurnal components. Thetidal range often exceeds 1 m
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at spring tide. Generally however, the area experiences a low tidal range of less than a
meter especially during neaptides.
Thetidalconstituentsresponsiblefor thetypeofwaterlevelfluctuation experienced atCape
Bolinao are shown in Table II.3 with their corresponding periods in hours. Interactions
between these four major tidal constituents and thetopography of the area of study produce
the characteristic curve shown in Figure (2.6).
Type

Tidal Constituent Name

T(Hrs)

M2

semidiurnal principal lunar

12.42

S2

semidiurnal principal solar

12.00

Ki

diurnal luni-solar

23.93

o,

diurnal principal lunar

25.82

Table II.3. Prevailing tidal constituents at Cape Bolinao and vicinity (Wyrtki, 1961).
1.5
diurnal
1.0

semi-diurnal
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^ 0.5
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19May -2June 1994
Figure 2.6. Atypical tidal observation at Cape Bolinao (present study).

2.2.2.2. Water Temperature and Salinity
The surface water temperature in the area of study ranges from a minimum of 26 °C to a
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maximum of 32 °Cwith ameanvalue of 29 °C. Normally, the general trend inthe water
temperature is slightly out of phase with the trend in atmospheric temperature. McManus
et al. (1992) reported a periodic pattern of temperature with maximum values in June and
Julyjust after the summer and minimum values inJanuary and February during the winter.
Surface temperatures can become temporarily low however during the passage of weather
disturbances inthemonths ofJune till October. Temperature gradient inthevertical which
leads to stratification of the water column isexperienced particularly in thedeeper portions
of the study area but not in the shallow reef waters at Cape Bolinao. These temperature
differences from the surface to the bottom which may have some influence on the
hydrodynamics of the marine waters in the study area are brought about by strong solar
heating at the surface during the dry season and cooling during heavy precipitation. The
later source of temperaturegradient may leadto instability inthe water column. However,
mixing duetothewindbreeze andmonsoonalwindstendsto stabilizethewatercolumnand
slighttemperature gradientsthatmaystilloccurdonotcontributesignificantly tothevertical
stratification and consequently to the instability of the water column.
Thesalinitydiminisheswithincreasing freshwater inputandrangesfrom aminimumof26.8
ppt during the wet seasonto amaximum of 34.6 ppt during the dry season (McManus and
Chua, 1990). Heavy rainfall withstrongfreshwater discharges from riverscontributetothe
low salinity values. On the other hand, high salinity values during the dry season are
experienced due to minimum freshwater discharges and enhanced evaporation.
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Chapter 3
Monitoringthe MarineEnvironment off CapeBolinao
Monitoring the marine waters around the area of study is anessential part of this research.
Thephysical processes atthecoastal zone, localized and very variable asthey are, canonly
be understood more clearly from anextensive field and laboratory observational program.
Quantification ofvariablesrelated tohydrodynamics, sedimenttransport andlightextinction
processes can be obtained from such observations. These measured variables can be very
useful in understanding various physical processes of interest. At the same time, the
modelling studies which are another important part of this research, rely heavily on such
measurements. Model calibration and sensitivity analyses, in order to arrive at sensible
results, can only be carried out with the aid of accurately determined quantities. The
characteristic time and spatial scales of relevant processes are key factors inthe monitoring
program. It is likewise important that observations be carried out long enough to reveal
variability of quantities or processes on longer time scales.
Theexecution of the observational study both inthe field and inthe laboratory isdescribed
inthis chapter. Description ofthegeneral methodsused areprovided. Detailed procedures
are available in Appendix 1 and some methods which are commonly used are given due
citations.

3.1.

Hydrodynamics and General Oceanography

Thehydrodynamics ofthewatersoff CapeBolinaoisgovernedbytheinteractingwindstress
andtidalforcing. Motionduetodensitydifferences from temperatureandsalinity variations
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are of secondary importance but nevertheless observations are madeto establish acomplete
data set on the variables responsible for the complex water motion in Cape Bolinao and
surrounding areas.

3.1.1. Currents
Current measurements were doneusing the Niskin Winged Current Meter (NWCM Mk II)
(GeneralOceanics, Inc.)- Itisabattery-powered self (RAM)recordingcurrentmeterwhich
measures current by the angle of tilt of its own housing. The wings of the housing orient
themeter withthecurrentandthedirection isdeterminedbyasolid-stateflux-gate compass.
It uses a vector-averaging method where the internal microprocessor computes the average
eastandnorthcomponents ofcurrentfrom anumberof individual readingsandrecordsonly
those averages in the RAM (NWCM Operating Manual, 1991). The meter incorporates a
real-time clock andusestheUniversal Coordinated Time(GMT). Whenmeasurements are
taken, an average is recorded with the GMTtime (8hours behind the Local Time).
The speed sensor is a force-balance tilt sensor. With the standard fin of the housing, the
accuracy and resolution of this sensor arebothequal to ± 1cm/s. Thecurrent direction is
measured with a three-axis flux-gate compass and has an accuracy of ± 2 degrees and a
resolutionof ± 1 degree. Themeterwascalibratedbythemanufacturer before deployment.
For a coherent data set, current measurements were done together with other necessary
environmental variables (e.g. light, water level, water sampling) in a platform. This was
done for most of the measurements except in deep areas where current measurement was
necessary and hence done independent of other meters. In this case, mooring isdone with
an anchor and a float (see Figure 3.1).
It should be noted that current measurements in shallow waters are prone to noises. A
significant part of this noise comes from wave generated orbital movements whose
magnitudes are stronger near the surface. When wind is strong, the wave-induced orbital
velocities can behigh and the actual horizontal current measured at the level of the current
meter is not the real long-wave current of interest. Aside from this, the motion of the
mooring line and the float may introduce noises which couldmaskthe actual wind and tide
generated horizontal currents. To overcome such noises, the meter has to be installed in
deeper areas where wave effects are minimal. In shallow areas where most measurements
were done, the meter is fixed to the platform avoiding the effects of the motion of the
mooring line and float.

monitoring themarine environment ofcape bolinao

SURFACE OR
SUB-SURFACE FLOAT

Figure 3.1. The self-recording Niskin Winged-Current Meter (NWCM) in a typical
deployment inthe coastal sea (General Oceanics NWCM Manual, 1993).
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3.1.1.1. Tidal Currents
The tides induce a periodic horizontal water motion reversing in direction with periods
corresponding to the periods of the dominant partial tide causing the motion. The NWCM
current meter measures the magnitude of such periodic motions with its tilt sensor. The
direction is then measured with its compass where a standard fin is oriented with the
prevailing current direction.
This periodic component of the current is easily recognized from the data measurements
when wind is weak. As wind measurement is done simultaneously, it is possible to
determine the tide generated components of the flow in someoccasions.

3.1.1.2. Wind-Induced Currents
Wind stress creates ahorizontal gradient inthewater surface. Thedrift currents due tothe
wind is random innature dueto therandomness ofthewind stresscausing it. TheNWCM
measures the total current and often in shallow water, the records would show high
magnitudesofwind-drivencurrent. Thesecanbeseenaselevatedcurrents superimposed on
the periodic component generated by thetide.
It shouldbenoted that thecurrent fluctuations due toshortperiod windwaves are smoothed
out by allowing the NWCM to take burst samples. Before deployment, the NWCM isset
with aburst interval of 2 seconds and 8samplesperburst. Thena5-minute average of the
samples is recorded. In this way, noises introduced by the short waves are minimized.

3.1.2. Tides and Water Level Variation
Variations in water level is predominantly caused by tides which are basically long gravity
wave with periods of several hours. Small variations are however caused by short period
wavesfrom thewind. Thesecanbeseenassmallfluctuations withperiods of someseconds
superimposed on aperiodic tide record. Measurements of water level were done with the
WIKA Druckme6umformer pressure sensor (Alexander Wiegand GmbH & Co., F.R.G.).
The pressure signal from the water is measured by this sensor inmilliamperes (mA). The
sensor can measure signals from 4 - 2 0 mA. The signal is then recorded in a datalogger
(CR10 Campbell Scientific, England). It should benoted that theCR10datalogger records
data in millivolts and the wires of the pressure sensor has to be fitted with appropriate
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resistorstotransform signalsfrommilliamperestomillivolts. TheCR10isthenprogrammed
to convert the signals into water levels in cm. A 1-millivolt signal corresponds to 1cm
water level. Themaximumwater levelthatcanbemeasuredbythesensor isabout250cm
which in most cases is capable of measuring the tide (maximum range is about 1.3 m in
Bolinao) and windwaves. The windwaves may reach a i m range in the shallow waters of
Bolinao during strong wind events.
It should be noted that the sensor has an accuracy of about l/10th of a centimeter. This
would make it ideal even for small wind generated waves. However, the high frequency
neededtoobtainareasonablemeasurementofwindwaveslimitstheuseofthedatalogger for
wave measurement alone. Since there are other sensors attached to the datalogger and
simultaneous measurement is important, the frequency of pressure sampling is reduced.
Average valuesof2-minute sampling interval were recorded anddata analyses would reveal
only the water level due to the tide. Measurement of wind-generated waves was not
successful at CapeBolinao.

3.1.3. Temperature
The NWCM is equipped with a temperature sensor and continuous measurement is done
simultaneously withcurrent speed anddirectionmeasurement. The sensor isanaged linear
thermistor (Yellow Spring Instrument Co. Type 44202) and has an accuracy of ± 0.25 °C
and a resolution of ± 1/64 °C. The range of measurable temperature is from - 5 to + 45
°C. The maximum temperature in Bolinao does not exceed 35 °C and the sensor is most
suitable for most of the continuous temperature measurements done. Similar to current, 8
samplesperburstwitha2-secondburstintervalweremeasuredand2-minute averagevalues
are automatically calculated and stored.
For non-continuous (weekly)measurements oftemperature, adigitaldissolved oxygen(DO)
meter equipped withatemperature sensor isused. Thetemperature sensor ofthe DOmeter
(Yellow Springs Instrument Co., Inc.) has an accuracy of ± 0.2 °C. The measurable
temperature is-4to45 °Cwhich iswell withintherangeof thewatertemperatures atCape
Bolinao.

3.1.4. Salinity
Most of the measurements of salinity were done with the same DO meter used in the
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temperature measurement (Yellow Spring Instrument Co., Inc.). A salinity sensor is fixed
with the digital meter and measurement is done simultaneously with temperature. The
resolution for salinity is 0.1 ppt and the accuracy is about ± 0.1 ppt. The range of
measurable salinitybythesensorisfrom 0to40pptwhichisgenerally well withintherange
of observed salinity atBolinao.
During the last months of the field work (January - June 1995), a different method to
measure salinity wasused. Water samples which aretaken from the field were brought to
the laboratory. The samples were properly covered to ensure that no evaporation occurs
duringthetimethatelapsedbeforemeasurement. Ahandrefractometer (ARGENTChemical
Laboratories) wasthenusedtomeasurethesalinity. Ithasalesserresolutionof0.5 pptand
anaccuracy of ± 0.5 ppt. Ingeneral, however, the resolutionofthistypeof salinity meter
is acceptable for obtaining long term salinity trends.

3.2.

Meteorology

Part of the measurements done in this study include meteorological variables. These are
neededtoobtaininformation ontherelativestrengthofwindandvariability indirectionand
rate of precipitation. The wind speed and direction are important driving forces for windinduced currents and sediment resuspension. On the other hand, knowledge of the rate of
precipitation in the area is important when considering surface land erosion and riverine
discharges in sediment transport studies. The following sub-sections refer to such
measurements of meteorological variablesdeemed necessary for this study.

3.2.1. Wind Speed and Direction
WindspeedwasmeasuredusingthespeedsensorModelTV-114(A.C. Generator) ofTexas
Electronics, Inc. USA. This is basically a three-cup anemometer constructed of gold
anodized aluminumtopreventcorrosiontherebymakingitsuitablefor coastal measurements
of wind. Long term maintenance-free operation is characteristic of this sensor.
Furthermore, a precision alternating current generator is employed which completely
eliminatescontactbetweenrotatingandstationarygeneratorcomponents (TexasElectronics,
Inc., Wind Speed Sensors Manual). The signal from this sensor can be recorded using a
datalogger whichcanconverttheA.C.toD.C. signal. TheCampbellCR10dataloggerwas
used in recording the signal from the sensor. The CR10 was programmed to convert the
D.C. signal into wind speed in m/s with the appropriate multiplier and offset (constant)
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included. Thesewereobtained whenthesensor wascalibrated withtheES-020wind sensor
of the Department of Meteorology and Oceanography of the University of the Philippines
before deployment.
It shouldbenoted thatthesensorhasathreshold nominalresponse of 2.0 mph. Thismeans
that wind speed below this is not properly measured. However, wind speeds of over 100
mph is measurable and the sensor can be used during typhoon occurrences which is
characteristic of theareaduring the southwest monsoonseason. Theaccuracy of thesensor
isabout + 2 %with temperature limits of -50 °Cto 50 °Candhumidity limits of 0 to 100
%.
Forwinddirection, theModelTD 104DofTexasElectronics wasused. The sensorutilizes
alonglifehybridpotentiometermechanically coupledtothewindvaneshaft. Averynarrow
3° gap exists between the ends of the potentiometer (Texas Electronics, Inc.). The D.C.
signal from the sensor is also tapped using the CR10 datalogger. Conversion of the D.C.
signal into appropriate direction signals was made possible with the programmable CR10
datalogger. The operating range of the sensor is from 0 to 360° with a 3° dead band
between the ends of the potentiometer. The nominal response of the sensor in terms of
starting accuracy is 3.6±.39° with the same operational specifications as the speed sensor.

3.2.2. Precipitation
The amount of precipitation was measured using a graduated cylinder with a diameter of
about2.5 inches. Duringarainevent,thevolumeofrainwatercollectedbythecylinderwas
recorded. Thisvolumeofrainwaterwasthenconvertedintoprecipitationunitsinmmtaking
intoconsiderationtheeffective surface areaofthecylinder. Therewasnorecord of rainfall
durationbyanymeansandtherateofprecipitationcanonlybeestimatedusingdailyaverage
rainfall rates (inmm/day).

3.3.

Suspended and Bottom Sediment Characterization

Thevariables relevantfor thesedimenttransportpartofthisstudyincludestherangeoftotal
suspended matter, either organic or inorganic, living or dead materials.
Inadditiontothesevariables, thefilter-passing dissolved organicsubstancegenerally known
as gilvin is also determined for subsequent light extinction studies.
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3.3.1. TSS and AFDW Concentrations
For continuous measurement of TSS and AFDW, water samples were takenevery 4 hours
by an automatic water sampling device (ISCO Model 3700). The ISCO model 3700 isa
programmable sampler powered by a rechargeable 12 VDC NiCD battery. It allows
sequential collection of 24 samples with volumes of 1liter each. Aplatform was installed
to accommodate the sampler and with a 3 m hose, sampling of water at mid-depth was
possible. Ithastobenotedthatdeployment sitesinBolinao(reef areas)are shallowandthe
low tide level should betaken intoconsideration sothat the sampler hose is not exposed.
Thewater samplescollectedbytheISCOsamplerwereretrievedtwiceaweek(Mondayand
Thursday). Analyses of TSS for the 1liter samples in the laboratory follows the Dutch
standard (NEN-methods).
For theweekly sampling, water samplesaretakenmanuallyusing 1 gallonplasticcontainers
(available in many shops). These grab samples are analyzed for both TSS and AFDW
includingGilvin, Chlorophyll-a,andbeamattenuation. AnalysesforTSSandAFDW follow
the same NEN method.
Itshouldbenotedthatfor AFDWanalyses, thedriedsamples(measured for totaldryweight
inBolinao) are brought toManila (Marine Science Institute) for ignition since there was.no
availablefurnace atthesiteduringthetimeofsampling. Careistakenthatthedriedsamples
arenotcontaminated bydust. Properly sealedpetri-dishesareusedfortransportingthedried
samples.

3.3.2. Phytoplankton Concentration
Weekly, the phytoplankton concentration was determined by measuring the chlorophyll-a
content of 2-liter water samples taken from several sites around Cape Bolinao. Initial
measurements indicated a very low amount of chlorophyll-a from 1-liter samples. The
concentrations obtained from smallvolumes are sometimesbelow thelimit ofdetection. In
succeeding measurements, 2-liter samples were used to obtain higher chlorophyll-a
concentrations.
The procedure used for measuring chlorophyll-a is based on the Manual of Chemical and
Biological Methods for Seawater Analysis (Parsons et al. 1984). The method, with slight
modification isoutlined inthe appendix. The spectrophotometer used for this purpose was
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the Spectronic 20 (Milton Roy Company). The model (analogue type) is a single beam
spectrophotometer with an overall wavelength range of 340 nm to 950 nm, covering most
of the desired ranges for estimating the chlorophyll-a concentration.

3.3.3. Sedimentation Flux
In situ measurement of sedimentation flux was done by installing sediment traps at the
designated sitesatCapeBolinao. Thetrapshaveadiameter of 5cmandalength of 30cm.
This corresponds to a diameter/length ratio of 1/6 which is generally acceptable to avoid
resuspension of collected matter in turbulent areas. The traps were deployed in the
designated sitesandwereemptiedeachweek. Thetotaldry weightofthecollected particles
wasdetermined andthesedimentationflux wasestimatedbydividingthetotaldry weightby
the surface area of the traps and the period of installation.
Installation of traps in shallow areas are done by fixing them to wooden sticks which are
hammeredtothesediments. Asarule,theopeningofthetrapsshouldnotbeexposedatlow
tide in shallow areas. Ontheother hand, deployment oftraps indeepareas wasdoneusing
lines. The trap was fixed at a certain level (mid-depth), a rock served as anchor and
styrofoam as floats.

3.3.4. Grain Size Distribution and Organic Content
Quarterly (every 3months), sedimentsamplesfrom severalsitesaroundtheareaof studyare
collectedfor analysesofgrainsizeandorganiccontent. Surficial sediments (depthofwhich
donotexceed 10cm)areobtainedusingaPVCtube adiameterof 5cm. Theseweredried
in the oven at a temperature of 60 CC for over 24 hours (period depends on whether the
sediments are dry enoughfor sieving). These were dry sieved with sieves of mesh sizesof
> 3.35 mm, 600 /mi, 250 /mi, 125/mi, 63/miand < 63/mi.
Of thesedried samples, asmall amount (10-20g)wasstored incarefully sealedpetri-dishes
and transported to Manila for measurement of the organic matter content. Before these
sampleswereputinthefurnace, thedry weightwastaken. Thentheyweredried at550 °C
for aperiod of6hours. Theorganiccontentwasthendeterminedbytheashfree dry weight
of the sediment samples.
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3.3.5. Bottom Sediment Fractionation
From the bottom sediment samples taken each quarter of a year, an attempt was made to
determine the relative content of sand, silt and clay for each of the designated sites around
Cape Bolinao. The whole procedure is outlined inAppendix 1.

3.3.6. Suspended Sediment Fluxes and Composition
For thepurpose of determining fluxes andcomposition of suspended matter, sediment traps
(4 to 5) were installed at mid water depth taking into consideration the lowest water level
during ebb sothat traps are not exposed. The sediment traps were emptied each week and
the contents analyzed in the laboratory.
Inthe procedure for determining sediment fluxes, three sediment fractions wereconsidered
namely sand, silt andclay. These sediment fractions wereconsidered bytaking appropriate
ranges of fall velocities in literature. Thegeneral procedure is shown inthe appendix.
Averagefluxes weredeterminedbytakingintoconsiderationthevolumeofsub-samples,total
volume of sample, period of installation, and effective surface openings of sediment traps.
For chlorophyll-a, the sameprocedure as inSection 3.3.2. wasused and approximate algal
fluxes were also determined considering the above parameters. Gilvin absorption of the
filtrate isa separatemeasurement intheinterest of lightextinction investigation (see 3.4.3).

3.4.

Underwater Light Conditions

Theunderwater lightconditions atCapeBolinaowerecharacterized by in-situmeasurements
ofirradianceandlaboratory investigationsusingexistingspectrophotometricmethods. Being
affected by a number of factors, the light extinction phenomena at the area of study were
studied by taking into consideration the independent characteristics of these factors.
Laboratory investigations werethennecessary for suchundertaking asthesecannotbedone
by in-situ field measurements.
Generally, the Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) is of particular importance in
environmental studies hence light measurements were executed to cover this range of the
light spectrum (400-700 nm).
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3.4.1. Downward Irradiance
Theunderwater irradiance wasmeasured withtwotypes of sensors. Atthe platform where
continuous measurement is necessary, the Bottemanne sensors were used (Bottemanne
WeatherInstruments, Amsterdam). Thesearebasicallyphotosyntheticradiationmeterswith
aquantumresponsecalibrated withinthevisiblerangeofthelightspectrum. Radiationunits
given by this PAR meter are inphotons, expressed as/xmols"1 m 2 (1/rniol = 6.022 x1017
photons). The signal from this sensor given inmV is recorded by the CR10 datalogger at
the platform (1 mV = 10^mol s 1 nr2). An appropriate program for the CR10 was made
to obtain measurements with time intervals of 2 min. The accuracy of this type of sensor
is ± 2% and it can measure irradiance from 1 to 2000 jumol s"1 m~2 which is generally
acceptable in relatively less turbid marine waters.
Manual measurements of irradiance (weekly routine) were done with the LICOR sensor
(LICOR, USA). This is basically a cosine-corrected irradiance sensor similar to the
Bottemanne which covers the PAR range as well. A handheld datalogger from the same
company is used to record instantaneous measurements. With an appropriate calibration
constant, thevoltagesignalfrom thesensorisconverted intoirradianceunitsof/nmols' m"2.

3.4.2. The Vertical Attenuation Coefficient
The vertical attenuation coefficient (kd)isknown to bethe best single parameter by means
of which different water bodies may be characterized in terms of the available
photosynthetically useful radiant energy. Basically, two values of irradiance are measured
in order to get an estimate of the vertical attenuation coefficient. This necessitates
measurements attwolevels inthewatercolumn, onenearthesurface andanother belowthe
first level noting the difference in depth. Thequantification ofkd follows from the general
law of Beer, i.e. kd = \lz (In E0 - InEz) where E0 and Ez are respectively the observed
irradiance values near the surface and at depthz (below the surface).

3.4.3. Gilvin Absorption Coefficient
Animportant contribution to light extinction incoastal waters comesfrom gilvin. Gilvinis
basically filter-passing dissolvedorganicmatterwhichcontributetotheyellowcolorofmany
natural waters. Terms such as yellow substance, gelbstoff, humic or nilvie acids are
common names for this substance. It strongly absorbs light below the infrared range.
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Gilvin absorption was determined inthe laboratory fromfilteredwater samples taken from
the field. Water samples were filtered using theWhatmanGF/Ffiltersand a smallamount
of the filtrate (50 ml) was stored in tubes for subsequent measurements in a
spectrophotometer (Spectronic 20, Milton Roy Company). The absorbance at the 380nm
wavelengthgenerallygivesagoodindicationofthemaximumconcentrationofgilvinandthis
was scanned for filtered samples at the spectrophotometer Spectronic 20. The absorption
coefficient canthenbeestimatedusingthe standard spectrophotometricdeterminationtaking
into consideration the actual cuvette size or pathlength used.

3.4.4. Specific Beam Attenuation Coefficients
Specific beam attenuation coefficients of suspended sediments from the fractionation
experiment, water samples from the field, and cultured algae were also determined in the
laboratory. Three different kinds of suspension from the fractionation experiment were
subjected for the analyses, i.e. sand, silt and clay. Thefollowing sub-sections describe the
procedure for each of these samples.

3.4.4.1. Suspended Sediment Fractions
From the result of the fractionation experiments (see section 3.3.5), small amounts (about
50 ml) of the sand, silt and clay samples were stored. The absorbances of these samples
were scanned using the Spectronic 20and the beam attenuation coefficient calculated using
same equation for gilvin (see 3.4.3). The specific beam attenuation coefficients were then
determined bydividing thebeamattenuationcoefficient bytheobserved dry weightsofeach
of the sediment fractions. As a small scanning step isnot very practical with the available
spectrophotometer, measurements at 50nm interval were deemed acceptable from the350700 nmrange.

3.4.4.2. Water Samples
Water samples were taken from the field and weekly determination of the specific beam
attenuation coefficients was undertaken. The procedure is meant specifically to obtain
information on the relation between observed light extinction coefficients and the specific
beamattenuationcoefficients. Watersamplesoff CapeBolinaoaregenerally clear forbeam
attenuation measurements andonly four turbid siteswere sampled, namely the sitescloseto
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the mainland of Bolinao. The procedure for the determination of the specific beam
attenuation coefficients follows that of section 3.4.4.1.

3.4.4.3. Diatoms
The independent contribution of phytoplankton to light extinction in the coastal waters off
Cape Bolinao was also determined. Cultured samples of diatoms {Isochrysis galbanaand
Chaetoceros gracilis)at the Bolinao Marine Laboratory were subjected for this purpose.
These phytoplankton species were used because they are known to be the dominant species
ofthe algalpopulation inBolinao. Samples of 500mleacharetakenfrom 1 to2weeksold
cultured samples. 450 ml was filtered usingWhatman GF/C filters and their concentration
determined following section 3.3.2. The 50 ml was subjected to spectrophotometric
absorbance analyses, scanning the wavelength from 350 to 600 nm with a scan step of 50
nm. TheSpectronic20(MiltonRoyCompany)usedforthispurpose isoflimitedcapability.
The specific beam attenuation coefficients were then determined from the observed beam
attenuation coefficients divided by theobserved concentrations of each of the algal species.
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Chapter 4
HydrodynamicalModelling of FlowsandWaves in the Coastal Zone

Thehydrodynamical modellingstudydescribed inthischaptercoversthelong-wave induced
circulation phenomena at the Lingayen Gulf and at Cape Bolinao with some relevant
information on surface waves as necessary for the processes discussed in the following
chapter. Thecoastalcirculationinducedbythewindandthetideisdiscussed independently.
However, the actual hydrodynamical modelling done in this study treat both effects
simultaneously inorder toassesstheflow patterns intheareasof interest subject torealistic
driving forces. The chapter begins with some theoretical foundations followed by model
formulation. Themodelling study provides important descriptions onthetreatment of open
boundaries which are essential in dealing with open coastal environmental systems such as
the ones considered here.
Two cases of hydrodynamic models are presented. The whole Lingayen Gulf is modelled
using a coarse resolution grid and hence called Coarse Resolution Model. This model
encompassesCapeBolinaobutthehorizontalresolutionisnotfineenoughtofully understand
the dynamics of a small-scale area such as Cape Bolinao whose coastal geometry is
complicated. Thisisthereasonwhyahigherresolutionmodelisalsodeveloped for thearea
around Cape Bolinao. This is called the Fine Resolution Model which is developed
independently from the Coarse Model.

4.1.

Theoretical Considerations

Fundamental to understanding sediment transport and light extinction processes that occur
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at the coastal sea is a thorough knowledge on coastal hydrodynamics. The coastal sea
features some unique physical characteristics not present in many natural surface waters.
Firstly, the long gravity wave known astide, whose propagation from theopen seatothe
coast, presents some interesting characteristics not observed in many freshwater systems.
The resulting water level variation and tidal current patterns dictate many observable
phenomena atthecoastwhich include sedimentandnutrient transport processes. Secondly,
thehigh salinity content ofmarine watersascomparedtofreshwater addscomplexity to the
density structure in both horizontal and vertical directions. In particular, the salinity
variations near rivers enhance stratification inthewater column whichcanhave significant
influence notonlyonhydrodynamicsbutalsoontransportprocesses,mixingandentrainment
inthewater column.
The necessary coastal hydrodynamical principles needed in this study are presented inthe
following sections.

4.1.1. Tide-Induced Coastal Circulation
Thecoastal circulation isdictated inpartbythetide-generating forces producing aperiodic
ebbing andflooding nearthecoast. The tideissimplyalonggravity wavewithwavelength
scaled in kilometers, and periods from several hours to days. The typical speed of
propagation approximately equals (gh)m, where gisthegravitational acceleration andhis
the water depth. This isjust thespeed ofwavespropagating inashallow sea. Comparing
the wavelengthL, which isseveral hundreds ofkilometers,tothewaterdepthh(h <1000
m), atide acanbecategorized asashallow water wave (L/h >25).
TheLingayenGulfhasbeencharacterizedbythedominanceofthefour tidalconstituentsOl5
K1; M2,andS2. Atypicaltidal observation inthegulf revealsamixed tideinthebasinwith
a dominant diurnal component. Thegulf, being oriented approximately north-south in the
westcoastofLuzonwithitsopeningtothenorth,possessesadistincttidalcirculation. Tideinduced currents in such a basin would reveal rotating north-south components of flow
velocities. Currents would rush towards thesouth during flooding, andtowards thenorth
during ebbing. This simpleflow pattern ishowever modified and complicated bythewind
stress acting over thearea. Thewind stress andtide forces interact non-linearlytoproduce
a complex flow pattern partly modified by the coastal geometry, the bathymetric
configuration andpresence of islands withinthegulf.
The tide-induced motion ofacoastal seaisgenerally described bytheconservation lawsof
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momentum and water mass (derivation is beyond the scope of this thesis). In a 2dimensionalcartesiancoordinatesystem,thetidalmovementinacoastalseacanbedescribed
by the basic equations:
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where u and vrepresent the depth-averaged current velocities defined as
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and f isthesea surface elevation. Earth's rotation istakenintoconsiderationbythecoriolis
parameter/in Equations (4.1) and (4.2) defined as

/ = 2Qsin($)

( 45 >

where Q istheangular rotationrateoftheearth(-7.292 x 105rads"1) and$ isthelatitude.
The time-dependent water level h isdefined as
h =* + f

(4.6)

where h0 is the still water depth.
Conservation of momentum is represented by Equations (4.1) and (4.2). Together, they
describe the horizontal balance of forces per unit mass in an incompressible fluid.
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Specifically, these equations describe the evolution of the flow velocities at a particular
location. Themeanflow isdictated bymomentum advection, coriolis acceleration, surface
elevation gradient, bottom frictional dissipation and horizontal momentum diffusion (inthe
order written).
The conservation of water mass is simply written in Equation (4.3). Basically called the
depth-integrated equation of mass continuity, theevolution of the sea surface elevation due
to the tide isdescribed by this equation.
The quadratic formulation of the bottom friction term (second to the last terms in Equation
4.1 and 4.2) is a rather arbitrary option. Bottom friction can be parameterized as a linear
function of the flow velocity. In cases where quadratic parameterization is used, the
parameter k is often taken to be related to the Chezy coefficient Cas in

k =JC2

(4.7)

whereg isthe acceleration due to gravity.
The tide is usually described by a perturbation coming from the open sea boundary
propagating inside a bay where tidal circulation is being modelled. The simultaneous
solution ofthesystemofpartial differential equations (4.1to4.3) describestheevolutionof
the horizontal current velocities#nd surface elevation fields in acoastal seadue to the tide.
Neglecting diffusion represented by the horizontal Laplacian terms (last terms in 4.1 and
4.2), Flather and Heaps (1975) successfully modelled thetidal dynamics of the Morecambe
Bayusing a finite difference numerical modelbased onthe preceding non-linear equations.

4.1.2. Wind-Driven Coastal Circulation
Thewindexertsastressontheseasurface whichisapproximatelyproportionaltothesquare
of its speed. The general circulation pattern in a coastal sea is complicated by the timedependent wind stress. This stress isalso variable in space, whenconsidering large coastal
seas, contributing to acomplex flow pattern governed by the interaction of the wind-driven
andthetide-induced currents. Theshallowdepths incoastalwatersmakesitpossiblefor the
wind to dominate over the tide in some occasions. It is generally accepted that the wind
stress effect is important in areas with depths of about 100m or less. These are typically
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the areas within a continental shelf, from the coast to several kilometers to the open sea.
In such areas, it is therefore almost impossible to decouple the effect of the wind and tide
inthe general circulation pattern.
Generally, the basic conservation equations (4.1 - 4.3) also apply to the wind-driven
circulation in a coastal sea with the inclusion of an appropriate surface stress forcing from
the wind. Koutitas (1988) givestheclassical model for wind-driven circulation inacoastal
sea as
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where the TSX and rsyrepresent the surface stress due to the wind, Tbxand Tbythe bottom
stress, andp isthe water density. The surface stress isgenerally parameterized intermsof
the wind Wtaken at anemometer level asin
ra - PacdWx\W\

,

rsy = PacdWy\W\

(4.11)

with a constant or variable drag coefficient cd. For example, Wu (1982) gives
cd =(0.8 +0.065W) X 10 3

(4.12)

from breeze to hurricane withthe wind speed inm/s. Onthe other hand, the bottom stress
is generally represented by a quadratic relation asin

I± = kusj(u2 + v2)
P

,

I* = kVs/(u2 + v2)
P

(4-13)
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where k is the bottom friction coefficient which can be estimated in terms of the Chezy
coefficient. Similarequationscanbeused inmodelling lakecirculation. Forexample, Van
Duin(1992)applied themodelWAQUAwherehorizontal transportbyflow velocities inthe
shallow LakeMarken (TheNetherlands) ismodelled onthebasisofthepreceding non-linear
equations with the inclusion of horizontal momentum diffusion.
The sea surface elevation f defined by the wind has a wavelength scaled in kilometers and
a period of a few hours. The general wind-driven circulation develops within a period of
several hours todays.
Thewind-drivencoastalcirculationdescribedbyEquations(4.8-4.10)isresponsibleforthe
long-term and long-distance transport of suspended particulate. Normally, fine particles
with very low settling velocities remain suspended in the water column. The wind-driven
flow velocities;are generally responsible for the horizontal transport and redistribution of
these fine materials. The transport of larvae and other planktonic materials in coastal seas
and lakes is governed by the drift currents due to the wind. For these reasons, the winddriven component of water motion isof utmost ecological importance.

4.1.3. Surface Waves
Aside from the long-wave phenomenon defined by the wind as described in the previous
section, surface waveswithwavelengths scaled inmetersandperiodsof several secondscan
be observed in the coastal sea asperturbations superimposed on the tide and wind-induced
surface elevation. The randombehavior of the sea surface during moderate to strong wind
events is defined by these surface waves.
Wind-waves as they are often called, are generally characterized by the significant wave
height Hs, the significant wave period Ts, and the significant wavelength Ls. They are
defined astheaverageheight, periodandwavelengthoftheonethirdhighestwaves. Several
researches have dealt with the study of wind-waves. Groen and Dorresteyn (1976), Bouws
(1986) and CERC (1977, 1984) provide empirical relationships for the determination of
short-wave characteristics as induced by the wind.
The significant wave heightHs can be estimated from (CERC 1984, Bouws 1986);
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The significant wave period is similarly estimated from;
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where F is the fetch or effective distance the wind TVis blowing over a certain period. The
wind is assumed by these formulations to be taken at anemometer level which is
approximately at a height of 10 m above the water surface.
The wavelength can be estimated from the explicit relationship given by Fenton and McKee
(1990);
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(4.16)

From the above formulations, it can be seen that the wave characteristics are highly
dependent on the water depth, fetch, and wind speed. As the effective water depth is highly
variable in the coastal marine environment due to the tide, an appropriate modelling of the
tide is an important factor inshort-wave hindcasting especially inshallow areas nearthe coast
where the tidal fluctuation is a substantial portion of thetotal water depth. It should be noted
that the surface waves estimated from these empirical relationships give average,
instantaneous wave characteristics. From measurements takeninboth lakes and coastal seas,
these equations aregenerally reasonableapproximations ofthesignificant waveheight, period
and length respectively. They are particularly useful in estimating wave-induced bottom
orbital velocities and near bed shear stress needed when considering rates of sediment
resuspension, a topic for the next chapter.
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Modelling Coastal Circulation

Coastal circulation is generally a long-wave phenomenon primarily dictated by the
simultaneous action of the wind and the tide. Modelling the circulation of a coastal area
using theconservation lawsof massandmomentum hasbeenthegeneralpractice incoastal
engineering and oceanography, and similar direction isadopted in this study.
Thebasisofthecoastalhydrodynamical modeldeveloped inthisstudyisthemodified winddriven circulation model of Koutitas (1988). It isextended in the present study to include
horizontal momentum diffusion and some modifications in the general application. The
governing equations read:
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where 7Srepresents the stress acting over the water surface,/ isthe Coriolis parameter and
Ahisthehorizontal eddy viscosity coefficient whichcanbeassumed constant. Thevariable
a is related to the wind stress as in:

T

a=

A

pv

Theeddy viscosity v is assumed constant with mean value equivalent to

(4-20)
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Turbulence models and laboratory measurements indicate that 0[X] = 0.1 (Koutitas 1988).
For X= 0.066, Koutitas gives

a=

r.h

III
= \6.6f]7
pv

(4-22)

where p is the water density. The surface stress is assumed as a quadratic function of the
wind as given in Equation (4.11).
Equations (4.17) and (4.18) define the current accelerations in the horizontal x and ydirectionsrespectively. Theyarebasicallyarepresentationoftheinteractionsofthephysical
processes inducingthemotionofawaterbodysubjecttoknownforcing functions from wind
stress and tide. The first terms on the left of both equations represent the local change of
the flow velocities. The following terms on the left represent changes in the fluid
acceleration due to advection of momentum. The additional advective terms involving the
stress variable a are corrections imposed on advection to include non-uniformity in the
current profile (see Koutitas 1988). Onthe right hand side of both equations (in the order
written), effects duetoearth's rotation (coriolisacceleration), horizontalelevation gradient,
surface stress andbottom frictional effects, andhorizontal momentumdiffusion providethe
necessary physical processes for modelling coastal circulation. Basically, they represent
conservation of momentum in the coastal sea. Current velocities are predicted using these
equations. On the other hand, Equation (4.19) which is simply the continuity equation,
represents conservation of water mass. It predicts the evolution of water levels or surface
elevations from knowncurrent velocities due to the wind and thetide.
Theseequations, whilewritten ina2-dimensionalvertically-integrated form, canbeusedto
assessthethreedimensional structure ofthewatercurrent. Itisdevelopedbyassumingthat
the current profile inthe vertical isaquadratic function of depth i.e. u(z) = az2 + bz + c
With appropriate boundary conditions, Koutitas (1988) derived the solution for the current
profile inthe vertical tobe:
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< 4 - 23 >

+ «U + 1

u{z)- (1« - | «

The hydrodynamic model isthusaquasi-three dimensional model inthe sense that currents
at any depth can be estimated from model calculations using Equation (4.23).
Theeffect ofthetide inthecoastalcirculationcanbeincluded bythepropagationof alonggravity waveattheopenboundaryofthecomputationaldomain. Thesurfaceelevation field,
varying in time, is normally prescribed at the open sea boundary with an appropriate tidal
forcing function representative of the observed tidal variation withinthe area of interest.
Inthe applicationof thegeneral Equations (4.17-4.19), it shouldbenotedthatthebottom
friction has to?be modified in case the wind is very low or approaches zero. Frictional
dissipation would disappear in suchcases as dictated by themodified bottom friction

J

JL =0A8uJ7ip~
-0.5^
V
P

p

, 7JL = 0ASvJ7ip~
- 0.5.JZ
v
p

(4-24)
p

Withthetidedominatingtheflow insuchinstance,this isunrealistic andwouldtendto.give
unstable solutions due to high velocity fluctuations. In the coastal sea, bottom frictional
dissipation never disappears and in cases when the wind approaches zero, the standard
quadratic friction law given by Equation (4.13) should be used. This is an additional
modification totheoriginalmodified circulationmodelofKoutitas (1988)devisedmainly to
include the non-linear interaction between the wind and thetide.

4.2.1. Finite Differentiation and Numerical Integration
Itisnecessary to solve thethree partial differential equations (4.17 to 4.19) simultaneously
inorder to assessthe water movement duetotheprimary forcing functions. Modelling the
circulation in a coastal sea using these governing equations (or simplified versions with
reduced number of terms) is not an easy task. The numerical solution of the system of
equations has been the subject of many researches in hydraulics and oceanography for the
pastdecades. Many approachesbasedonfinite difference and finite elementmethods have
been proposed. The solution approach in this study follows that of Koutitas (1988). It is
basically an explicit finite difference approach defined in a staggered grid shown in Figure
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(4.1) with the indices / andj representing specific locations of a variable in the x and ydirections respectively. Thebasic grid element shown represents a fundamental area of the
coastal sea.

u

i-ij

. . M;

••

Ay

v

ij-l

Ax

Figure 4.1. Location of variables inthe staggered grid used inthe present study.

In this grid system, thex-component of velocity u is situated at the middle of ay-directed
side of the basic grid element shown inthe figure. Also, they-component of velocity vis
situated at themiddle of anJt-directed side. Thecurrent velocities u and vare offset half a
grid distance from the surface elevation f whichis situated atthecenter of agrid cell. The
water depth h is similarly defined at the center of the grid cell. In modelling applications,
this space-staggered approach has a big advantage over other techniques in that boundaries
are treated quite easily. For example, in solid coastal boundaries, vanishing normal
components of flow velocities are easily specified. Atthe open boundaries, lesser number
of variables need to be determined at each time during the numerical integration.
Furthermore, the associated spatial gradients of the variables in each of the governing
equations can also be treated with simple space-differences.
AssumingafinitegriddistanceofAx=Ay=Asandafinite timeintervalAt,theexplicit finite
difference representations of the general equations (4.17 -4.19) in a staggered grid shown
in Figure (4.1) are givenby
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(4 27)

where theaverage values of the current velocities uandvaregivenby;

u

4^"'" + "<>' + M'"1-'+1 + "'-•./)

^ 4 ' 28 ^

v" = i(vi; + v,;., + v ^ . , + v,:ij>

<4-29>

"

=

and

The discrete values of the variables are denoted by the indices i andj (x and v-axes
respectively), with the time level denoted by the superscript n. As a result of the space
staggered approach, thevalues of uat a v-point, andthevalues of vat a M-point are taken
as simple averagesoffour neighboring points (Equations 4.28 -4.29). Also, the mean water
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depths used at the locations of thex andy-velocity components are respectively givenby

\ - jihUu + iO

- », =\K«

+

K>

( 4 - 30 >

where the effective water depth h = h0 +f,at aparticular time level n.
Thesurface stresstermsrsx, Tsy and rsaretime-dependent butnevertheless donotdependon
locations since it is assumed that the wind does not vary considerably within the
computational domain. This isa reasonable assumption considering the small spatial scale
of theareaofapplication (< 100km). Spatialgradientsinthewind stress isappreciableon
a space scale of greater than 100km (Gill 1982).
The mathematical modelling problem is to provide the solution of the three unknown
variables u, vand f as functions of space and time. The numerical solution proceeds by
solvingEquation(4.27)firstprovidingnewfvaluesattimen+1. Usingthisupdated surface
elevationfield, calculationofthenewvelocityfield from Equations(4.25)and(4.26) follows
providingpredicted values of«and vattimeleveln+1. Calculations alwaysproceed inthe
order of increasing i andj respectively.
Initialcondition assumesthatthecoastalseaisatrestwhichmeansthatu(x,y,t), v(x,y,t)and
£(x,y,t) = 0 at t = 0. After one day of simulation, the modelled area generally becomes
insensitive totheeffects of initial conditions due tofrictional dissipation. Furthermore, the
modified model with corrections to horizontal dispersion and bottom friction, tends to
converge (reach steady state) faster than the classical one given in Equations (4.8 - 4.10)
(Koutitas 1988). Thismakes itmore suitable tousethenew non-linear model to assessthe
timeevolution oftheflow velocitiesand surface elevation fields inthecoastal seasubject to
the wind and tidal forcing.
It should be noted that inthe numerical solution of the system of equations (4.25 to4.27),
the advection and diffusion terms have to be solved a grid distance As from the open
boundary. Unlike in thenon-linear model of Flather and Heaps (1975) where advection is
decoupled 3Asfrom theboundary toremovetheeffect ofboundary conditions from thenonlinearterms,thepresentmodelwhenusedinconjunction withasuitableform oftheOrlanski
Radiation Condition permits advection and diffusion only a grid distance from the open
boundary (see Section4.3.2). This isphysically more realistic inthe sense thatmomentum
is allowed to be advected and diffused at the boundary, a restriction imposed in other
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modelling studies. It islikewise worth mentioning theimportance of thetime-variationof
thetotalwaterdepthhincostalmodelling. Inshallow areasforexample, thebottom friction
terms contain a singularity when thedepth approaches zero atlowtide. Therefore, inthe
general application of the model, h is set to 1mwhenever the effective depth (h0 + f)
becomes lower than this minimum value.

4.3.

Coarse Resolution Model -TheLingayen Gulf Case

The hydrodynamic and transport phenomena at the LingaySn Gulf determine in part the
dynamics of the main area of interest which is the Cape Bolinao. This is one important
reasonofmodelling thewholeLingayenGulf. The bigriversdischarging southofthegulf
canhavesomesiltation impactattheCapeBolinaoreefsystem. Forexample, slow-settling,
fine particulate'materialsdischargedbytheseriverswhichmaybenutrient-rich andcarrying
somecontaminantscanreachCapeBolinaobymeansoftheadvectivecurrentsdrivenbythe
wind and the tide. To answer such questions, it is the necessary to investigate through
numerical modelling theoverall dynamics ofthe LingayenGulf.
The Coarse Resolution Model applied attheLingayen Gulf isbased onthemodified nonlinear equations (4.17-4.19). Thefinite difference equations approximating thesolutions
of these partial differential equations aregivenbyequation (4.25to4.27). Section (4.2.1)
describesthenumericalintegrationoftheseequations. Thefollowing sectionsgiveadditional
details onthemodelling procedure.

4.3.1. Grid Layout andBathymetric Smoothing
The computational area for the Coarse Model covers the whole of Lingayen Gulf. For
reasons of computational accuracy, extension ofthedomain from themouth ofthe gulf to
several kilometers oftheopenseaisgivenallowance. Figure (4.2)showsthelayoutofthe
computational grid defining thecoastal boundaries andseveral islands covered by thegrid
network. Thegrid distance Asis 1kmintheCoarse Model.
At the center of each grid cell, the water depth is read from available bathymetric maps
published by the Bureau of Coast and Geodetic Survey (BCGS Philippines, 1984). The
datum level used in these maps is the mean lower low water (MLLW). The depth
distribution intheLingayen Gulf israther complex. Formodelling purposes, smoothingis
applied using
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+ h

ijJ

(4.31)

where s is a smoothing coefficient between0and 1. Avalue of 0.25 isused inthemodel.
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Figure 4.2. Grid layout for the Coarse Resolution Model.
Figure (4.3) showsathree-dimensional pictureofthedepthdistributionattheLingayenGulf
smoothed according to Equation (4.31). The decrease in depth distribution is quite abrupt
towardsthewestandnorthwestofCapeBolinao. Depthsinthatregionreachmorethan500
m. In modelling long gravity waves, great depths would result in very short time stepsto
maintain stable computations sincethetime step, At, inmodel integration isdetermined by:
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At <

As

(4.32)

JW,
BetterknownastheCourant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)criterionforcomputationalstability,this
impliesthatthetimeintervalformodellinglongwavecirculationshouldbelessthanthetime

Figure 4.3. Depth distribution atthe LingayenGulf.
needed for the long gravity wave to cover the grid distance As. Numerical instability can
result if the time interval exceeds this value. With a grid distance As of 1000 m and a
maximum depth h,^ > 500m, the optimum time interval should be less than 10s. Since
the present study is concerned on localized processes at the coastal zone, and taking
advantage of the fact that the wind stress is important at depths of about 100 m, the time
interval for numerical simulation can beput to 10swhenthemaximum depth is set to 100
m. Using such At generally gives stable solutions for the present coastal wind and tidedriven) circulation model.
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4.3.2. OpenBoundaryConditions: ThePseudo-Implicit OrlanskiRadiationCondition
Formorerealisticsimulations inalimited-areadomain, theboundariesattheopenseaofthe
computationaldomainhavetobemodelledcorrectly. Unlikeinthecoastalboundarieswhere
flowscan be easily specified by zero-water transport, flows at the open sea boundaries are
noteasilypredicted. Watertransportinandoutoftheopenboundariesduringtidal flooding
andebbing hasto beaccurately specified inorder to get anaccurate prediction of theflows
inside the computational domain.
There are twoopenboundaries for thecoarseresolutionmodel, inthenorthandwestofthe
Lingayen Gulf (see Figure 4.2). These represent considerable difficulty in modelling tide
and wind-driven circulation inthegulf. Anincorrect representation of theflowvelocity or
water level atthese openboundaries willresulttoinaccuratepredictionsnear theboundaries
and inside the computational domain. Errors at those locations can propagate inside and
corrupt the predictions thereby giving unreliable computational results.
Several openboundary conditions areavailable inliterature. Forexample, aNeumanntype
boundary condition wherein the spatial gradient of the variable normal to the boundary is
assumed to vanish implying quasi-uniformity of the current velocity across the boundary.
This is a simple yetefficient type of openboundary condition which canbe used incoastal
circulation modelling (Koutitas 1988).
Openboundary conditionsbasedontheconservationof watermassgivenby theequationof
masscontinuity (Equation4.27) issometimesused. Inmodelling thetide-driven circulation
of Morecambe Bay, Flather andHeaps (1975) applied this type of openboundary condition
and successfully predicted the dynamics of thebasin as forced by theM2 tide.
In a series of numerical experiments, Chapman (1985) proposes several types of open
boundary condition whichcanbeused incoastal oceanmodelling. Ranging from aclamped
boundary condition (no change in time of a variable at the boundary), Neumann type, and
several radiation conditions (wave propagation), the reflection coefficient of each of the
studied open boundary condition is estimated. The result of the numerical experiments
showed that a special case of the Orlanski radiation condition appears to be a 'perfect
absorber' of perturbations generated inside the computational domain, i.e. zero-reflection.
Theuse of such open boundary condition isthus favorable.
The Orlanski Radiation Condition is basically a wave-propagation technique whereby the
valueofavariableattheopenboundarycanbedetermined from theinnerneighboringvalues
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if thepropagation speed of that variable isknown. The approach is generally based onthe
Sommerfeld radiation condition represented by the advection equation (Chapman 1985);

** ± c^. =0
dt
dx

(4.33)

where$ representseitherthevelocityorseasurface elevation, andcistheadvectivevelocity
or phase speed. Note that the upper and lower signcorresponds to the right and left open
boundaries respectively. This type of open boundary condition gives a time-dependent
approximation of a variable if certain conditions for the propagation speed of that variable
are satisfied near the boundary. These necessary conditions defining thepropagation speed
c of a variable <t> are givenby;

c=

T

Ax
AT

if

d<t>/dt
d<l>/dx

if

0 <T

0

if

-p d<t>/dt
d<t>/dx

^ d<j>/dt ^
d<j)/dx

Ax
At

d<t>/dt

d<j>/dx

< ^
At

(4.34)

< n

Initsnumerical form, Chapman (1985)recommends animplicitversionof Equations (4.334.34). Thisisbasically apseudo-implicit form asboundaryvaluesareestimatedpartly from
already known, predicted quantities. Values of avariable at andnear theopenboundary at
time levels n+l, n and n-\ are used in the time and space derivatives of <t>. The original
OrlanskiRadiationconditionisanexplicitformulation requiringonlyquantitiesattimelevels
«, n-\, andn-2toobtaintheboundary variable attimeleveln+l. Thesecanbe seenmore
clearly in the finite difference analogue of Equation (4.33) which can be written as

<t>B ~ <t>B

± c |"(*r'

+

4>B~')/2 -

0wil

=Q

(4.35)

2A7

where the subscriptB denotes theboundary. Notethat inthe advective term, theboundary
value of the variable is taken as the mean value at two time-levels (i.e. at n + l and n-l)
while the value at a gridpoint next to the boundary is taken at time level n. Assuming a
dimensionless quantity, ft, (sometimes called the Courant number) givenby
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then Equation (4.34) istransformed to;

1

cL

0

if
if
if

cL * i

(4.37)

o <q<i
cL < o

where CL is givenby

C =

0BT1

*JT1

(4.38)

Note that thetime and spacederivatives of thenext inner grid points areused toobtain CL.
This implies that it is only necessary to get information on the propagation speed c (and
consequently of p) of a variable <t> at the next inner grid points in order to know the value
of that variable at the open boundary. Rearranging Equation (4.35) and substituting p. for
cAt/Ax, we finally obtain;

&1 =[ * r ' d - H)+ 2 ^ T 1 ] / ( l + n)

(4-39)

where <\>Bn+l is thepredicted value of a variable <j> (either velocity or sea surface elevation)
at the boundary. The position of the variable at the open boundary defines the sign to be
used in the implementation of Equations (4.37 - 4.39) in the model i.e. the upper sign
corresponds to the right open boundary and the lower sign corresponds to the left open
boundary. WhiletheCoarseResolutionmodelpresently discussed needsonlytherightopen
boundary formulations, the Fine Resolution model (section 4.4) needs both boundary
formulations.
Applicationoftheaboveboundary conditiontothenormalcomponent ofcurrentvelocity at
the western open boundary is straightforward. Equation (4.39) gives for the H-component
of velocity;
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= [<,"'(! " M) +2 M <]/(1 + n)

(4-40)

where «0, is the estimated open boundary value of the current at the west boundary. The
value of IJ. has to be estimated according to Equations (4.37). The necessary conditions
satisfying (4.37) can be estimated from:

C, =
'*•

lJ

"lJ

.«•!

(4.41)
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Specification for the current component at the north open boundary is also needed for
calculation of the non-linear terms. The procedure is also based on the same radiation
condition and thisgives;

C

= [v,V(i - & +2^v,.;,,]/(i + M)

(4 42)

-

wherethesubscriptnj(maximum/)refers tothenorthopenboundary value. Theestimation
of the phase speed requires that the next two inner grid points at the north open boundary
beused. Thus, we obtain for CL
i-l
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The surface elevation field at the open boundary denoted by f is specified as a tide
propagating insidethecomputationaldomain. Thefollowing sectiondescribesthederivation
and application of atidal boundary condition at the northern openboundary.

4.3.3. External Tidal Forcing
The north open boundary condition for surface elevation f is specified using the Fourier
analyzed tide at Cape Bolinao. Continuous time series of hourly tide level observed at
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Bolinao are used for the analysis. The dominant tidal constituents Ou K{, M2, S2 are
incorporated using their known frequencies. (TableII.3gives theperiods of the dominant
tidal constituents in the area.) The result of the analysis provides a suitable tidal forcing
function to beused in this study. The tidal variation described by such forcing function is
givenby the equation:

f(0 =a0 + ^COSCOJ^ - pr) +a2cos(o2r - p2) +a3cos(w3f - p3)
+ a4cos(o)4r - p4)

^M)

where f(r) represents the seasurface elevationdue tothetideattheopenseaboundary asa
function oftime t, a's thecoefficients ortidal amplitudes, w'stheir knownfrequencies, and
p's the phases of each of the four constituents.
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Figure 4.4. Tidal forcing derived from the Fourier-analyzed data at Cape Bolinao.
The truncated Fourier series given by this equation is then used to force the model at the
northern open boundary simulating periodic flooding and ebbing at the Lingayen Gulf.
Figure (4.4) showsatypicaltidalvariationbasedontheFourier equation(4.44)whosetidal
constants (amplitudes and phases) are derived from the observed tide (also shown) at the
study area.
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Whilethetidalvariationshowsatypicaldiurnalcharacteristic showingonehighandonelow
tide level in a day, an occasional semi-diurnal character of the tide is observed. The
interactionofthefour tidalconstituentsproducethistypicaltidalcurveinthestudyareawith
the diurnal components dominating over the semi-diurnal components.

4.4.

Fine Resolution Model - The Cape BolinaoCase

Cape Bolinao has a smaller space scale as compared to the whole Lingayen Gulf requiring
higherresolutiontounderstandfully wellthedynamicsoccurringinthatopencoastalsystem.
The Fine Resolution Model described in this study provides the modelling approach which
can beused in such a small scale system. The approach is simply based onthe same finite
difference model used in the Coarse Resolution Model. Treatment of open boundaries is
similar to the coarse model. However, thisnow requires more velocity components at the
openboundaries. Following the sameOrlanski Radiation Condition asdiscussed inSection
(4.3.2), the application is nevertheless straightforward. Also, the use of the same tidal
forcing as in the coarse model is applied to obtain similar forcing mechanisms for both
modelled basins.

4.4.1. Grid Layout
The primary area of interest covers the reef flat around Santiago Island at Cape Bolinao.
This is the region where most of the observations were made. The Fine Resolution Model
covers all of these areas extending several kilometers from the reef to the open sea. For
reasons of numerical accuracy, the effect of openboundaries has to be decoupled from the
areas of interest.
ThegridnetworkcanbeseeninFigure(4.5) withthesmoothedbathymetry inFigure(4.6).
Withthepresent resolutionof 500-m griddistance, therearestillsmall islandsandchannels
between islands which, unfortunately, cannotbe represented inthemodel. Also, there are
sub-grid scale intertidal areas which are exposedduring low tide, and are submerged again
during high tide. Nevertheless, most of the important features of the study area which
include the Santiago Island and thechannel systems surrounding Cape Bolinao are resolved
quite well.
Similar to the coarse resolution model for Lingayen Gulf, the flow velocity and surface
elevationfield aredefined usingaspacestaggeredtechniqueasshowninFigure (4.1). This
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has the same obvious reason that boundaries are easy to handle in this grid type, i.e. the
coastalboundariesdonotpermitnormalflows, andopenseaboundariesrequirelessnumber
of variables to be determined at any time level. These obvious advantages of the space
NorthOpenBoundary
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Figure 4.5. Grid layout for the Fine ResolutionModel.
staggered approach isthereasonwhymanynumerical coastalmodels, and alsolakemodels
rely on its use. Van Duin (1992) described a similar approach for modelling the winddriven circulation of Lake Marken in the Netherlands. It is further claimed that the space
staggering approach reduces computation time as the number of computational gridpoints,
including the number of boundary values to bedetermined are reduced.

4.4.2. Treatment of Open Boundaries
Open boundaries are undesirable in any modelling work but nevertheless have to be
approximated for the variables needed. The boundary is an imaginary line dividing the
modelled area from the rest of the sea. The difficulty in modelling open coastal systems
appearintheopenboundarieswherethenumericalgridends. Thepropagationof quantities
inside the computational domain across that boundary presents an interesting problem in
coastalmodelling. If incaseswhereinappropriateboundary conditionsareusedinthemodel
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for example, reflections at theboundaries will resulttohighfluctuationsintheregions near
the boundary. This, if left unchecked, will corrupt the solution inside the computational
domain, giving erroneous solutions.

f

Figure 4.6. Bathymetric chart of Cape Bolinao asused inthe Fine Resolution Model.
Adesirableboundaryconditionisonethatisnon-reflecting orweakly-reflecting (Vreugdenhil
1985, Chapman 1985). Ideally, there should be no reflection at all sothat inside solutions
can not be corrupted. The use of the Orlanski radiation condition partly achieves such
situation at the open boundaries (Chapman 1985). The application of this open boundary
condition in the Fine Resolution Model where three open boundaries exist (Figure 4.5) is
discussed inthe following section.

4.4.2.1. Application of the Orlanski Radiation Condition
With the present grid set-up, there isa lesser number of variables to be determined ateach
of thethree openboundaries ofthe fine model. For thewestandeastopenboundaries, the
model requires the H-component of velocity. The north open boundary requires the v-
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component ofvelocity andtheseasurface elevation. Thesurface elevation field atbotheast
and west boundaries can bedetermined explicitly from the continuity equation. However,
the northopenboundary requiresthatthetidebespecified andallowed topropagatetowards
the coast.
Thewestopenboundary requirestheu-componentofvelocity. Thecomputational procedure
as outlined in the Lingayen Gulf model (Equations 4.40 -4.41) is similarly applied in this
Fine Resolution Model. Theeastopenboundary now requiresthew-componentof velocity
to be estimated. In accordance with Equation (4.39), the boundary value of the normal
component of velocity utakes the form:

C

= [</'(! " M) + 2 M C J ] / ( 1 + ix)

(4-45)

with the iivalues also takenaccording to Equations (4.37). CL isnow estimated using the
next two inner grid points to the left of theboundary as in:
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Forthenorthopenboundary, thenormalcomponentofvelocity valsoneedstobeestimated
because of the non-linear terms. Application of thepresent boundary formulation hasbeen
outlined in the Coarse Resolution Model (Equations 4.42 - 4.43). The specification of the
surface elevation field (tidal forcing) at the northern open boundary is the only boundary
condition left. Abrief description of this isprovided inthe following sub-section.

4.4.2.2. Tidal Forcing at Northern OpenBoundary
Similar to the Coarse Resolution Modelused for the Lingayen Gulf, the tidal forcing atthe
northopenboundary oftheFineResolutionModelisbasedontheFourieranalyzedtidaldata
at Cape Bolinao. Similar condition is assumed representative of the tide at the open
boundaryoftheFinerResolutionModel. Whenconsideringthewavelengthofthetidewhich
is several hundreds or thousands of kilometers, that small distance between the open
boundary of the Coarse Model and the Fine Model is insensitive to the same tidal
prescription. Only the deformation that can be caused by bathymetric change may be of
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importancebutneverthelessnotsignificant enoughduetotheverysmalldistancecoveredand
the slowly varying depth distribution within the area north of thegulf.
TheFourier representation given inEquation (4.44) istherefore applied using theestimated
amplitudes and phases of the four dominant tidal constituents namely O^ Klf M2and S2,as
observed at Cape Bolinao. Atypical tidal curve used to force thecomputational domainis
shown in Figure (4.4).

Chapter 5
Sediment Transport in the Coastal Sea
Sediment transport plays an important role in water quality. Firstly, the crucial role that
suspended sediments impart to the attenuation of the available photosynthetically useful
radiant energy has long been documented. Secondly, contaminants and nutrients are
generally transported along with the sediments upon which they are adsorbed. The
transportation by currents and wavesof especially thefine-grained sediments has lend itself
thenasacentral themefor investigationby aquatic scientists. Sediment transport alsoplays
an important role in coastal engineering and water quality management. The design,
construction and operation of sound coastal structures especially for navigational purposes
rely heavily on a knowledge of the sediment transport processes. These obvious reasons
have become the background of intensive research on sediment transport in the coastal sea
by both marine scientists and engineers inrecentyears.
Sediment transport in the coastal sea is a complex physical phenomenon involving the
interactions of several processes. The knowledge obtained from river sediment transport
studies has become the starting point for research but is not, in a strict sense, adequate to
characterizetransportprocesses inthecoastalsea. Whiletransportprocessesintheriverare
mainly dictated by channel flow velocities, the problem is complicated in the coast by the
presenceofbothwavesandcurrents. Theirnon-linearinteractionmakesthecoastaltransport
process more complex. Additional complication arises from the fact that sediments
transported into the sea become unstable due to the high salinity content of the marine
environment. In particular, the so-called double layer thickness surrounding the fine
(cohesive) particles is compressed due to an increased concentration of ions (Van Leussen
1994). This gives risetothecomplex andcontinuousprocessof flocculation (aggregation),
a phenomenon not very well understood until now.
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Thepurpose of this chapter istoprovide atheoretical andmodelling background oncoastal
sedimenttransport. Specifically, thischapterfocusesonsuspended sedimenttransportwhich
has significant bearing on light extinction (see Chapter 6) and nutrient transport processes.
However, a brief discussion on the bed load transport of sediments is provided since this
modeof sediment transport isclosely related tothesuspended loadtransport. Effects onthe
sedimenttransportbybothcurrentsandwavesaretreated inSections(5.1-5.2). Apractical
modelling procedure (applied to the study area) for suspended sediment transport is
discussed. Thepresent studyproposestheuseof anopenboundary conditionfor suspended
sediment transport modelling based on the concept of wave propagation. The modelling
approach, together with theproposed openboundary condition which isessential indealing
with open marine environmental systems, isdiscussed in Section (5.3).

5.1. Modes of Sediment Transport
Therearetwodifferent modesofsedimenttransport atthecoastal seai.e. suspendedandbed
load transport. Description of the two processes, especially for a mixture of sediment
particles with respect to size, is often difficult because they are closely related. Some
practical definitions for the two processes are presented in the following sub-sections.

5.1.1. Bed-Load Transport
Thismode of sediment transport refers to themotion of sediment particles which are either
sliding, rolling or saltating with regular intermittentjumps close to the bed. By definition,
thebedloadtransportzonewheresuchsedimentmotionoccursisconfined toanarrow layer
near the bed assumed to be a multiple of the sediment grain diameter. Quantitative
relationships for the bed load transport rate are given in Koutitas (1988) and Van Rijn
(1993). The first author gives a review of the classical formulations still in use today.
Classical as well as original derivations are well documented by the second author.
Oneof theclassical formulations quantifying thebed loadtransport isgivenbythe DuBoys
relation (Koutitas 1988):

It = xrb(Tb - r)

whereqbrefers tothebedloadtransport rate, rb isthebedshearstress, T„isthecriticalbed

(5.1)
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shear stress above which sediments start to move, and x is a (dimensional) coefficient
dependent onthe size, geometry and specific weight ofthe grains. Sucha relation suggests
thedependenceofthebedloadtransportrateonthemagnitudeofthebedshear stressneeded
for the initiation of motion near the bed. Evidently, below a certain critical stress, no
transport occurs. Several other relationships, which are still in use today, based on the
influence of the bed-shear stress are reviewed in Koutitas (1988). These include the
conventionalMeyer-PeterandKalinske-Frijlink formulaewithsomemodifications introduced
to allow interaction of current and waves onthe effective bed shear stress.
ThedescriptionofVanRijn(1993)makesuseofthesaltationcharacteristicsofthesediments
derived using equations of particle motion. The bed load transport is then defined as a
function oftheparticlevelocity ub,volumetricconcentration cbandbed load layerthickness
6Aas:
(5.2)

c u

bA

The particle velocity is derived from abalance of forces acting onaparticle which include
gravity, drag and frictional forces. ubisapproximated by

9 +2.61og(D.) - 8

m

(5.3)

where u. is the bed shear velocity, D*is a dimensionless particle parameter, dand 6cr the
mobility and the critical mobility parameter respectively. The dimensionless particle
parameter D, is dependent onthe particle diameterd:
1/3

D,

* - l

where ps and p refer to the density of sediment particle and water respectively, g is the
acceleration due to gravity and v is the kinematic viscosity coefficient of water. The bed
load layer thickness isapproximately equaltothesaltationheight oftheparticles. VanRijn
(1993) gives the approximate relation for 8b inthe case of an approximately flat bed:

(5.4)
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5b = 0.3d, 0 D° 7 r 05

(5.5)

where T is a dimensionless bed-shear stress parameter givenby:

(Tb ~ rJ

(5.6)

Flume experiments were conducted by Van Rijn (1993) to measure the bed load transport
rateasafunction oftheparticlecharacteristics. Usingthemeasuredbed loadtransport rates
in conjunction with Equations (5.3 and 5.5), a function for the bed-load concentration is
derived

(5.7)

cb = 0.18c —

where cb is the volumetric bed-load concentration and cm is the maximum volumetric
concentration. Using this value of cband approximate relationships for the saltation height
and particle velocity, Van Rijn (1993) proposes several methods to estimate the bed-load
transport rate. The following equations give a summary of these empirical relationships.
qb = 0.053 (s-l)05g°-5d£D;°-3T21
qb = O . l ^ - l ) 0 ^ 0 5 ^ 5 ^ , - 0 3 ! 1 5

qb =

if
if

T <3
T>3

O.lSd^^D^T^
(5.8)

qb =0.005uh

u - u„

.^s-DgdJ

.
05

0.9

qb = 0.00099Ps[(s-l)gd50l dD:vTT2

A

Here d50 is the median particle diameter, u is the depth-averaged flow velocity, ucris the
critical depth-averaged flow velocity, s isthe sediment specific weights or relative density
(= pjp), h is the water depth and C is the grain-related Chezy-coefficient. All these
formulae, except for the last, estimate the bed load transport rate from the general relation
givenby Equation (5.2). The lastequation determines thebed load transport rate from the
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sediment pick-up rate and saltation length defined as qb = E \ , in which E isdescribed as
the pick-up rate and X,, is the saltation length (Van Rijn 1993).
A general observation in bed load transport researches supported by field measurements is
the inverse effect of particle sizeto theestimated bed-load transport rate. Theparticle size
determines thesaltationcharacteristics of sedimentsandas suchalsodetermine thetransport
rate. Figure 5.1 shows the influence of the particle size onthe bed-load transport rate.
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Figure 5.1. Influence of particle size onthe bed-load transport rate (Van Rijn 1993).

Evidently, the bed-load transport rate is inversely proportional to the particle size. A
decrease of the grain diameter by a factor of 2yields an increase of the transport rate bya
factor of 2 (Van Rijn 1993). This observation is likewise implicit in the empirical
relationships for thebed load transport ratesderived by VanRijn (1993) sincethebed shear
stressparameter Tgivescorrespondingly highervaluesfor smallerparticle sizes. Except for
thefourth relationgiveninEquation(5.8),alloftheotherrelationsshowthestrong influence
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of the dimensionless bed-shear stress T on the bed load transport rate. The inherently
inversely proportional relationship of Tand theparticle size (which outweighs the effect of
the median particle diameter d50 in the given relations) also implies an inverse relation
between the bed-load transport rate andtheparticlesize.
Someapproaches indetermining thebed-loadtransportratearebasedonstochasticmethods.
The approach givenby Kalinske (1947), Einstein (1950) and VanRijn (1987)estimates the
transport rate from probabilistic functions related to the erodability of the particles on the
sediment bed. Van Rijn (1993) gives adetailed description of these stochastic methods.
Itshouldbenotedthatthesedimentparticlescomprisingthebedloadmaybecomesuspended
inthe water column, i.e. fully supported by the fluid. Thisprocess ishighly dependent on
the influence of the bed-shear velocity and resulting shear stress acting above the bed load
layer. In general, with increasing values of the bed shear velocity, the rolling and sliding
particles atthebed load transportzoneundergosaltationswithintermittent contactswiththe
bed. When the value of thebed shear velocity exceeds the fall (or settling) velocity of the
particles, the particles canbe lifted to a level at which theupward turbulent forces become
comparable with andeventually higher thanthe submerged weights oftheparticles withthe
result that the particles go into suspension (Van Rijn 1985). This later mode of sediment
transport isdiscussed inthe following section.

5.1.2. Suspended-Load Transport
Above thebed-load transport zone, particles remain suspended inthe water columnbyway
of the hydrodynamic lift and buoyancy forces exceeding the submerged weights and interparticle forces of attraction of the sediment particles. The movement of such particles
presumably moving with the fluid velocity is known as the suspended load transport. The
suspended load is the sediment volume moving according to this mode of motion and its
magnitude depends on the ratio of the bed shear velocity and the particle fall velocity
(Koutitas 1988). Generally, thebed shearvelocity mustexceed theparticle fall velocity to
keepthe sediments insuspension. If thebed shearvelocity andtheparticle fall velocity are
represented by u,and wsrespectively, thenthecriterion for particle suspension according to
Bagnold is u, > ws(Van Rijn 1984).
Theconcentration of suspended particles isgenerally very high near thebed, and decreases
rapidly towards the water surface. A hypothetical distribution of suspended sediment
concentration in the vertical is shown in Figure (5.2). A reference level a is assumed,
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separating the bed load from the suspended load transport layers. Assuming a logarithmic
velocity profile andthis sediment concentrationprofile, thesuspended loadtransport canbe
highly non-linear inthe vertical. Abovethe bed load layer where the concentration ishigh
andthehorizontalfluidvelocityhasaconsiderablemagnitude, thesuspended load transport
reaches a maximum (Smith 1992, VanRijn 1993).
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Figure 5.2. Suspended sediment transport profile according to VanRijn (1993).

The actual suspended sediment profile in the coastal zone is three-dimensional in nature.
Assuming that the suspended sediments does not influence the hydrodynamics of the flow,
and that the fall (settling) velocity of the suspended particles wscan be assumed constant,
then the field equation describing the time-dependent mass conservation of the suspended
sediments in nearly horizontal geophysical flows is givenby;
dc
dc
— + u— +
dt
dx

vac

dy

_wdc
s
dz

=±lKdc\
dx\ xdx!

&z£dz')
dy'( « £ ) • ;dz^

where c is the suspended sediment concentration and Kx, Ky, and Kz are the diffusion
coefficients in the x, y and z directions respectively. This equation describes in full the
concentrationprofile ofsuspendedmatterinaturbulentadvectiveflowfield (Koutitas(1988).

<5-9>
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The existence of vertical concentration gradients of suspended matter in the water column
depends onthe ratio of turbulent dispersion and sedimentation (Lijklema etal. 1994). The
characteristic time scales for dispersiontd and settlingts can becompared asin
t± _ h2/2Kz _ wj
t.
hlw.
2K.

( 5 1Q)

where Kzis the vertical dispersion coefficient. Accordingly, if tjts < < 1then dispersion
will be dominating. Inmany surface water systems such asshallow lakes, it canbe shown
thatdispersiondominatesoversedimentation. Thismeansthatconcentrationgradients inthe
vertical can be assumed negligible in these cases. Hence, the mass conservation equation
represented in Equation (5.9) canbereduced to atwo-dimensional horizontal equation, i.e.
the vertical concentration gradients canbe eliminated.
The sediment concentration profile inthe vertical direction canbedetermined by assuming
a uniform flow and sediment equilibrium conditions such that theupward flux of sediment
particles isbalanced by the downward flux due to settling, i.e.

K^
1
dz

+

wc=0

(5.11)

The solution of this equation needs an approximation of the vertical eddy diffusion
(dispersion or mixing) coefficient. Several distribution functions of this variable are
described inliterature, i.e. aconstantdistribution, linear, parabolic, andaparabolic-constant
(see Figure 5.3). Assuming a linear shear stress distribution from the reference level a to
the water surface, aparabolic distribution function for the diffusion coefficient is obtained,
i.e.

Kz = &KU,z{fl ~ z )

(5.12)

where Kisthe VonKarmanconstant (= 0.4) and/3 isaconstant ofproportionality between
the diffusion coefficients for suspended sediment and fluid mass (Dyer 1986). Using a
reference concentrationcaatthereference levelaasabottomboundarycondition, integration
of Equation (5.11) inconjunction withEquation (5.12) results intheclassical Rouse profile
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for the sediment concentration givenby

h-z a
z h-a

(5.13)

where z. is the Rouse or suspension number which expresses the influence of the upward
turbulentfluid forces andthedownwardgravitational forces (VanRijn 1984b). Thisisgiven
by

w

(514)

z.=-A-

inwhich u* (= Tblp) isthebed-shear (friction) velocity. It should benoted that, analogous
to Equation 5.10, the z. parameter is of primary importance in describing the suspended
sediment distribution overthewater depth. For low valuesof z* (z. < < 1),the suspended
sediments are almostuniformly distributed over the water depth. For z. values larger than
unity, the suspended sediments are confined inthe near-bed layer upto mid-depth.
The Rouse concentration profile (Equation 5.13) gives azero sediment concentration atthe
water surface which islessrealistic. Toobtainanon-zeroconcentration atthe surface, Van
Rijn (1993) assumed aparabolic-constant distribution oftheeddydiffusion coefficient. For
the lower half of the flow depth (bed-load transport zone until mid-water depth), the
parabolic distribution of eddy diffusion (Equation 5.12) is assumed. For theupper half of
the flow depth (mid-depth to the water surface), the eddy diffusion function is assumed
constant, i.e.

K = -&KU,h
z
4

for

1 > 0.5
h

(5.15)

The resulting sediment concentration profile for the lower half of the water column, as
describedbytheparaboliceddydistribution, isgivenbytheRouseequation(Equation5.13).
Abovethiszonewithaconstanteddydiffusion coefficient, thesedimentconcentrationprofile
is givenby
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h
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for

i > 0.5
h

(5.16)

Theverticaldistributionprofiles ofthesedimentconcentration describedbyvarious profiles
forthefluid and sedimentdiffusion (mixing)coefficients areillustratedinFigure(5.3). The
sediment and fluid diffusion coefficients are related by Kz = j3<t>ef, where ef is the fluid
diffusion coefficient, and <j> isacoefficient expressingtheeffect ofthe suspended sediments
on the turbulence structure of thefluid(Van Rijn 1993).
The sediment concentration profile expressed by Equation (5.16), in conjunction with the
Rouse concentration profile (Equation 5.13), generally gives good agreement between
observed and measured suspended sediment concentrations (VanRijn 1993).
Assuming alogarithmicvelocity profile and the sedimentconcentration profiles represented
by Equations (5.13 and 5.16), the depth-averaged suspended load transport rate qs can be
estimated from (Koutitas 1988);

__ hi

\h> J -

(5 . 17)

where u isthe depth-averaged flow velocity. The suspension number z. includes the effect
of both current and waves, suchthat with |3=1, this is givenby (Koutitas 1988);
-1/2

z. = —
K

T„

P

Here, T^ istheeffective bed shear stressduetocurrent andwaves. Thebed shear stressis
assumed tobe anon-linear product ofthecurrent-related stress (rc = pgu2/C2) and thepeak
orbital velocity averaged during a wave cycle. Anempirical relation quantifying the total
stress due to current and waves according to Bijker's analysis is given by (Dyer 1986,
Koutitas 1988):

(5.18)
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T„„

= r.

H

r

(5.19)

u

where Mm refers to the near-bed wave orbital velocity and £ is a dimensionless parameter
related to the bed roughness asin

£ = Slk
\/27

(5-20)

in which fw is the bed friction coefficient for waves, and C is the Chezy coefficient.
Estimation of the suspended sediment transport rate using Equation (5.17) usually gives
reasonable values for z* values between 0.1 and 3 (Koutitas 1988).
Several mathematical equations for the suspended load transport canbe found in literature.
These includetheformulae proposedby Einstein(1950), Bagnold(1966), Bijker (1971)and
Van Rijn (1984b). These are reviewed by VanRijn (1993). When the vertical profiles of
flow velocity and sediment concentration are known, the suspended sediment load can be
obtained by integration of the relations:

[ ucdz
-fl+fl

,

qv = | v

cdz

(5-21)

-n+a

where qsx,q^ are the volumetric suspended load transport rates, uand vrefer tothe current
velocities in thex andy-directions respectively and h is the effective water depth (Koutitas
1988). Notethat the integration isperformed not from thebed, but atthe reference levela
above the bed-load transport zone.
Itshouldbenotedthatthesuspended (andbed)loadtransportratesobtained inthepreceding
relationships use the volumetric concentration. The weight concentration is obtained by
multiplying the volumetric concentration by the sediment density ps.
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5.2.

Resuspension and Sedimentation

Most of the sediment particles in the water column which constitute the suspended load
participate ina continuous process of resuspension and sedimentation. Particles resting on
thesedimentbedareresuspendedifthesubmergedweightandattractiveforcesareovercome
by the hydrodynamic lift and buoyancy forces. Such overcoming forces are characteristic
for thefluid inwhichtheparticlesaresubmerged. Ofparticularimportance istheturbulence
intensity of the water column related to the velocity fluctuations near the bottom. The
effective turbulence is related to the wave and flow-induced motion near the bed resulting
in a specific shear stress capable of eroding the bottom sediments if it exceeds the critical
stress for sediment resuspension. This critical stress is characteristic of the submerged
particles but may be modified and dictated in part by the fluid physico-chemical
characteristics. The following sections give a description of the sediment fluxes due to
resuspension and sedimentation, taking into account the important factors affecting both
processes.

5.2.1. Resuspension by Waves and Currents
Resuspensionistakentoberelatedtobothwaveandcurrent-inducedbottomstress. Insome
research studies especially applied to shallow lakes, wind-induced waves are known to
dominate the resuspension process such that the effect of the current is neglected. Studies
conducted in Lake Balaton (Hungary) by Luettich (1987), and in Lake Veluwe and Lake
Marken (The Netherlands) by Blom et al. (1992) and Van Duin (1992) all showed the
dominanteffect ofwavesininducing resuspension. Ontheotherhand, itiswellestablished
thattheresuspensionprocessandgrosssedimenttransportprocessesinriversdependheavily
on the flow characteristics of the water. In the coastal zone, both effects are deemed
important. While waves may dominate sediment resuspension at a given time, the current
acts to complement in a nonlinear way the resuspension and total sediment transport. But
in cases whenthese wind-generated waves are very weak, it canbe assumed that sediment
resuspension and transportation are governed by the current, tide or wind-induced.
Nevertheless the wind is almost ceaseless and it is essentially the interaction of both windgenerated wavesandthetidal(andwind-driven)currentthatmakestransportprocessesmore
complex in the coastal sea. As pointed out by Koutitas (1988), the waves act as a
destabilization, mobilizationandsuspensionfactor forthesedimentsinthecoastalzone,and
a minimal current (even inthe form of Stokes' wave drift), may be able to carry away the
already activated sediment grains. In essence, the effect of both current and waves in the
sediment resuspension and transport process can be viewed as inseparable. The following
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sections seek to give a description on the resuspension and sedimentation processes in the
coastal sea taking into consideration the independent and combined effect of waves and
current.

5.2.1.1. Wave-Induced Resuspension
Wave-induced resuspension takes into account the characteristics of the wind-generated
surface waves. Thesignificant wavecharacteristicsdefined inthepreviouschapter givesan
empirical estimation of the significant wave height, period and length from known windforcing and basin characteristics such as depth and geometry (fetch). These surface waves
riding atop the tide and wind-generated surface elevation, have aperiod scaled in seconds,
and wavelengths scaled in meters. As a consequence, the associated wave-boundary layer
does not have a chance to grow to athickness of more than a few millimeters (Luettich et
al. 1990). Sincebottom shearisproportional tothevelocity gradient intheboundary layer,
the bed shear stress due to wavescan bevery significant when considering resuspensionof
bottom sediments.
The orbital velocity uminduced by the surface wavesatthe sediment-water interface canbe
derived from the wavecharacteristics. Themaximum valueof um near the sediment bed is
given by (Phillips 1966):

u_ =

xH,
i
2x/2
Tsinh

(5.22)

where Hs,Ts and Ls are the significant wave height, period and length respectively. The
estimated near-bedorbitalvelocityisthenusedtocalculatethebed-shearstressTWduetothe
waves. Several approximations ofthebed-shear stressareavailable inliterature. Theyhave
in common that the stress is proportional to the square of the maximum wave orbital
velocity. Van Rijn (1993) assumes

-Pf (« f

( 5 - 23 >
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where p isthe water density, and/w isawave friction factor which isassumed tobe related
to the near-bed wave orbital excursionA and the wave-related bed roughness heightkswas
in (Van Rijn 1993):
-0.191

/„ =exp| -6 + 5.2

(5.24)

'
K

s,w

The wave orbital excursion near the bed is similarly estimated from the significant wave
characteristics and isgivenby;

A=

^
2sinh(27r/j/LJ)

(5.25)

The wave-related roughness heightkswmay range from 0.01 to 0.1 m (Van Rijn, 1993).
The resuspension flux of bottom sediments by the wave-induced characteristics is basically
theupward transport of sediment massbrought into suspension per unit area andunit time.
Several empirical relationships for this flux are available in literature. Aalderink et al.
(1984), Van Duin(1992) and Lijklema et al. (1994) give areview of the available methods
for estimating the sediment resuspensionflux. InAalderinketal. (1984),the wave-induced
resuspension flux is estimated from an energy balance. Accordingly, the potential energy
attributed to the resuspension flux is approximately equal to the energy dissipated at the
bottom. Using available relationships for the terms in the energy balance equation, the
following empirical relationship for the wave-induced resuspension flux is obtained:
6 = kn^ulm™

(5-26)

where k is a constant dependent on several factors including sediment density and n is the
wave frequency.
The empirical model according to Luettich (1987) relates the resuspension flux directly to
the significant wave height by:
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<t>r - K

H. - H
H."f

(5.27)

whereHs, Hcn Hr^aie the significant waveheight, critical waveheight andreference height
respectively.
Van Duin (1992) uses the relationship given by Lam and Jacquet (1979) and expresses the
resuspensionfluxasdependentonthewaveorbitalvelocityandacriticalvalueofthisorbital
velocity as in:

*, = kK ~UJ

(5.28)

where unc isthe critical wave orbital velocity, andk isthe resuspension constant givenby:

KpsP

(5.29)

(Ps - P)Un,

inwhichKisaconstant. Withappropriate empiricalconstantsdetermined from calibration,
most oftheforegoing flux formulations areknowntogivereasonableestimatesofthewaveinduced resuspension flux ofbottom sediments in shallow lakes. For example, Blomet al.
(1992) used Equation (5.28) to estimate the resuspension flux in the STRESS-2D model
developed by the authors and found good agreement between the measured and simulated
suspended sediment concentrations in some shallow lakes inthe Netherlands.
Incoastalandestuarinestudies,stress-basedresuspensionflux formulations areapplied. The
relationshipproposed byParchure andMehta (1985)treatsresuspension ofhomogeneous or
non-homogeneous (cohesive) sediment beds. Accordingly, the flux of resuspension for
homogeneousdenselyconsolidatedbedcanbedescribedbythecommonly-used Partheniades
erosion function

0 r =M

(5.30)
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whereM is anerosionparameter, rband TC, refers to thewave-induced bed shear stressand
criticalshearstressrespectively. ThevalueofMandTcrdependsoncertainphysico-chemical
parameters suchasthecationexchangecapacity (CEC)characterizing the interparticle bond
strength, Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) and pH (Parchure and Mehta 1985). In cases
wherethebed isnon-homogeneous, soft andpartly consolidated, theflux ofresuspension is
found tobe;

<t>r = *rexp[a(T6 - TJ1'2]

(5-31)

where kris regarded as the floe erosion rate, and a is a parameter which is known to be
inversely proportional to the absolute temperature. This formulation implies that the
resuspension flux hasthe valuekr if rbdoes notexceed the critical stress T„. Parchure and
Mehta (1985) pointed out that as a consequence of the stochastic nature of rb some
entrainment of sediment floes will occur even whenTb <icr.

5.2.1.2. Flow-Induced Resuspension
Undercertaincircumstances, theflow velocitycanbeassumedtodominate theresuspension
process of particulate material. In fact, the magnitude of this flow velocity or the
concomitant bed stress, is the basis of erosion and transportation formulations for river
systems.
In the coastal zone, resuspension by the tide-induced flow velocities can be discerned
especially when surface waves are weak (as when the wind is weak for instance). The
characteristic wavelength and period of the tide and wind-generated long wave currents
responsible for the subsequent flows are in the order of several kilometers and hours
respectively. Thecurrent boundary layer has a characteristic period on the order of hours
andtherefore couldgrowtoathicknesscomparabletothewaterdepth(Luettichetal. 1990).
As a consequence, the associated bottom stress due to the mean flow is generally less than
the bottom stress generated by the short (surface) waves. In the absence of surface waves
thus the resuspension must be caused by the long-wave tidal currents provided these are
strong enough. Several studies confirm the strong influence of tidal currents on sediment
resuspension. For example, Pejrup (1988) studied the suspended sediment dynamics inthe
DanishpartoftheWaddenSeaandfound thaterosion-transportationcyclestowardstheland
and back to the sea are dependent on the tidal cycle which shows that tide-induced flow
velocities are responsible for the resuspension of particulate materials in whichever fashion
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they may be transported. In general there isanasymmetrical transport process due mainly
to the asymmetry in the flood and ebb currents. The same phenomenon is noted by Van
Leussen (1994) in his study at the Ems Estuary (The Netherlands). Observations of the
dynamics of suspended macroflocs showed that the flood and ebb currents give rise to an
asymmetric stepwise resuspension and transport of sediments in the estuary. Higher
concentrationsofsuspendedmaterialsduringincreasingtidecurrentsareobserved confirming
the dependence of resuspension onthe strength of theflowvelocities.
Asthe wind isceaseless, the actual resuspension and transportation processes inthe coastal
zonecanbequitecomplexduetothepresenceofbothwind-generated andtide-induced flow
velocities interacting non-linearly. The individual effects of the wind and the tide cannot,
ina strict sense, bedecoupled. Field studiescouldonly measurethetotalmagnitude of the
flowvelocity and relate itto the observed dynamics of suspended sediment concentrations.
Insuchstudies,themagnitude ofthebedshearstressestimated from thecombined windand
tide-induced'current can be related to the resuspension flux of particulate materials. The
equations (5.29-5.30) defining thefluxof resuspensionasdescribed by Parchure andMehta
(1985) and Mehta et al. (1989) are applicable in such instances. However, the bed shear
stress is now dependent on the magnitude of the effective current velocity. The currentrelated bed shear stress can beestimated from (Van Rijn 1993);

rc - \Pf^

(5-32)

inwhich V(= [M2 + v2]1'2)isthemagnitude of theflowvelocity and/c isthe current-related
friction coefficient, assumedtobe afunction of theeffective waterdepthh andthe currentrelated roughness heightkscas in:

/, =

—
log2(12h/ksc)

(5-33)

Themagnitude ofthebedstressisthensubstituted intheexpressionsofParchureandMehta
(1985) given by Equations (5.30-5.31) to obtain theflow-inducedresuspension flux. It
should be noted that the resuspension parametersM andkrdepend onthe erodability of the
sediment bed and hence are site-specific. The critical shear stress rcris also dependent on
thetypeandcompositionofsedimentparticlesonthebed. Innaturalsystems,wherethebed
iscomposed of amixture of sediments varying insizes andcompositions, this critical shear
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stress has no unique value. Wilcock (1993), however, made a study on the critical shear
stress of natural sediments and found it to be approximately in the range given by the
conventional Shields approach. Van Rijn (1993) gives an analytical relationship for the
critical shear stress according to Shieldsas
rcr = <P, - P)gdx6cr

(5.34)

where 6cr is defined as the critical particle mobility parameter. The value of 6cr varies for
different particle sizes and densities, i.e.
0cr=0.24D.1
ecr = 0.14D;064
ecr = o.o40£>;01
6cr=0.013£>°29
0„ = 0.055

1 < Dt < 4
4 < z), < io
io < Dt < 20
20 < D„ < 150
D. > 150

<5-35)

inwhichD, istheparticleparameter giveninEquation (5.4). Themedianparticlediameter
d50 isusually takentocharacterizetheparticleparameter. TheShieldsapproachcanbevery
useful inestimating thecritical shear stress of generally non-cohesive particles withparticle
sizes above the silt-clay range. Reported values for thecohesive fractions from laboratory
experiments vary strongly, which indicates that the critical shear stress could be very sitespecific.

5.2.2. Sedimentation
Sedimentation isusually taken to mean gravitational settling. The sedimentation flux <j>s is
defined asthe downward transport of sediment massperunit area perunit time. Theusual
expression quantifying the sedimentation flux in surface water systems is related to the
sediment settling velocity wsand near-bed concentration cbasin
A = wc.

(5.36)

The sedimentation flux represented by this equation istakenjust above the bed-load layer,
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i.e. at the reference level a. Quantification of the sedimentation flux from the foregoing
relation is not as straightforward as it seems. The estimation of the settling velocity,
especially for fine cohesive sediment fractions, and the reference concentration are
complicated by several factors related to the sediment particles in suspension and the
turbulence structure of the water column.
Krone (1962) proposed that the sedimentation flux should be derived using the probability
that the suspended sedimentswillbedeposited. Theprobability of sediment deposition/?is
assumed to be a function of the shear stress nearthebed, i.e.p = (1- TblTcd) where rb and
Tcd are the near-bed shear stress and critical shear stress*for deposition respectively.
Accordingly,p = 0whenTb > Tcd. Themodified sedimentation flux asproposed byKrone
(1962) isthenestimated from
4>, = pw,c„

(5.37)

The estimation of near-bed concentration cb is an important issue in sediment transport
studies. Ithas beenpointed out byDyer (1986)that itsquantification isoneof theweakest
points of sediment transport modelling. The time-dependent sediment concentration inthe
water column iscontrolled by the local sedimentation flux at the reference level (abovethe
bed-load transport zone) whose mean concentration can be assumed equal to cb. It should
be noted that the expression (Equation 5.7) derived by Van Rijn (1993), yields a zero-near
bed concentration if the bed-shear stress is less than the critical shear stress, which is
unrealistic. Mehta et al. (1989) assumed that the near-bed concentration is related to the
depth-averaged sedimentconcentrationandtotheverticalvariationintheconcentration. The
analytic expression quantifying this relation is dueto Teeter (1986) and is givenby;

(5.38)

1 +

1.25 + 4.75/J

2.5

where c is the depth mean concentration, p is the probability of deposition, and Pe is the
Peclet number (analogous to the suspension number z»)givenby

wh
w
e =-4=r= -f—^—

p

(5-39)
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in which Kz is the depth-averaged eddy diffusivity, whose approximate value has been
obtainedbyverticalintegrationthroughoutthewaterdepthoftheparabolicdistributiongiven
by Equation (5.12), u, is the friction velocity (jblp) derived from both current and waves,
and K isthe vonKarmanconstant. Normally, /? canbeassumedequalto 1(Koutitas 1988).
In general, an increasing magnitude of Pe implies an increasingly deposition-dominated or
net sedimentation environment, which isthe case inmany estuaries (Mehta et al. 1989).
Whenvertical gradients intheconcentration are negligible, the sedimentation flux <j>scanbe
assumed equal towsc or ws(c -c0) where c„ istaken asabackground concentration for very
slow settling or non-settling materials in the water column. This later approximation is
usuallyapplied inshallowlakes(seeforexampleBlomandToet 1991, Lijklema etal. 1994).
As afirst approximation, the settling velocity canbeestimated from the Stokes settling rate
theory. For homogeneous spherical particles settling in anundisturbed water column wsis
givenby

w = _ 1 _j Ps ~ P ^1
18
P

(5.40)

whereds isthe diameter of a spherical particle, visthe kinematic viscosity of water and 9
isacoefficient of form resistance. For particles of various sizes, approximate relations for
the determination of the settling velocity are given by (Koutitas 1988);

1 (s - l)gdw
ws = __
_
,
10»

w

, =
1

<*»

,
I

+

o.oi(5 - i)gd 5 V 05

ws =l.l[(s-l)gd50\05 ,

d50< 100M
(5.41)
11, 100/x < d50< lOOOfjL

']•

d50> 1000M

wheres isthe specific weight (or relative density) of the sediment particles. Estimationof
the settling velocity in natural suspensions is complicated not only by the heterogeneity of
theparticles inthewatercolumn,butalsobytheturbulence inthewatercolumn. Suspended
particlesofvarying sizes,density andcomposition, areinaconstantmotionfromhightolow
(or vice versa) zones of turbulence intensity, so that the validity of the Stokes settling rate
theory is questionable due to the turbulence.
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When sediment concentrations arehigh (several thousands mg/1), Van Rijn (1993) suggests
that the settling velocity isnot constant but depends ontheconcentrations because hindered
settling occurs. The relationship suggested to represent thishasthe sameform as inMehta
(1986):

w,m =(1v - C)TVV
s,m

'

(5.42)
s

where wsm isthe particle settling velocity inamixture, wsistheparticle settling velocity in
clear and still fluid, and y is a coefficient (4 to 5) for particles of diameter 50to 500 fi.
Van Leussen (1994), who studied intensively the characteristics of flocculated cohesive
sediments, proposed adifferent method inestimating the particle settling velocity. Froma
number of observations with field settling tubes, a general exponential relation between the
settling velocity and the sediment concentration was observed. Hence, he proposed the
following power relation:

w.

KCm

(5-43)

whereKandmareempiricalconstantswhichdependontheturbulence structureofthe flow,
the cohesivity of the suspended particles, temperature, and the concentrations of several
dissolved and colloidal constituents inthe water column (Van Leussen 1994).

5.3.

Modelling Suspended Sediment Transport inthe Coastal Sea

Sedimenttransportmodelling asaddressed inthisstudyfocuses ontheproblemofsuspended
sediments. More attention is needed in this respect than to the bed-load transport process
since one of the main problems addressed in this thesis is the reduced light penetration as
affected by suspended sediments inthe water column.
Modelling of suspended sediments had been the subject of many researchers, e.g. Wang
(1989), Leeetal. (1994) andotherauthors. Mostly, themodelling approach isbasedonthe
first or second-order mass-conservation laws solvedusing finite difference orfinite element
methods. The modelling study presented here discusses athird-order method based onthe
explicit finite difference technique proposed by Ekebjaerg andJustesen (1991). Themethod
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isusedfor reasonofitssimplicity, efficiency andcompatibilitywiththehydrodynamicmodel
presented in the previous chapter. The general numerical scheme (called QUICKEST) is
extended to include the source-sink terms to account for the effects of resuspension and
sedimentation on thedynamics of suspended sediments inthe coastal zone. The following
sections discuss the modelling approach used inthis study.

5.3.1. Third-Order Suspended Sediment Transport Model
The suspended sediment transport model used in this study is based on the numerical
procedure described by Ekebjaerg andJustesen(1991). Thegoverning equation isbasically
obtained by vertical integration of Equation (5.9). Thisgives,

<* +u?£ +v<* =K ^ +K ^ + *' " * '
y
dt
dx
dy
dx1
dy2
h

(5.44)

where c is the depth-averaged concentration of suspended sediments, u and vrepresent the
x andv-componentsofthedepthmeancurrentvelocitiesdetermined from thehydrodynamic
model, KxandKyare (depth-mean)dispersioncoefficients, <t>r istheresuspensionflux taken
as asource term, 0, isthesedimentation flux (sinkterm), andh istheeffective waterdepth
(= h0 + f). The first term on the left of Equation (5.44) represents the local change of
suspended sediment concentration. The next two terms described the changes in sediment
concentrations due to advection by currents. The effect of dispersion (or diffusion) is
represented by the first two terms on the right followed by the source and sink terms, i.e.
the fluxes of resuspension and sedimentation.
The finite difference approximation of Equation (5.44) canbe obtained using Taylor series
expansion around thepoint ij (Ekebjaerg andJustesen 1991). Disregarding the source-sink
terms, this gives
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TErepresentshigherordertruncationerrortermswhichresultfrom approximatingthepartial
derivativesofEquation(5.44)byfinite differences. Recentresearchesin advection-diffusion
modelling showed that these truncation terms should be included to obtain more accurate
predictions and attain mass conservation. There are several mass-conserving schemes
available inliterature (seefor example Leonard (1991), Zoppou and Roberts (1993) and Li
and Yu (1994)). Thenumerical proceduresproposed inthesepapers included either second
or third order truncation terms to obtain higher accuracy in their solution. Recently, Le
Veque (1996)alsopresentsaseriesofmass-conserving numerical schemesinvolvingtheuse
of shape-preserving interpolating functions. The QUICKEST numerical scheme which is
adopted inthisstudy isalsoshownbyEkebjaergandJustesen(1£91)tobemassconservative.
In several test cases involving steady flow field, the scheme produces very little mass
falsification. Following Ekebjaerg and Justesen (1991), third order accuracy in space and
time canbe obtained by including the truncation error terms in Equation (5.45) as
„„ At&c
At2d*c
Ax2 &c
Ay2 &c
TE =
+
+u
+v —+ ...
2 dt2
6 dt3
6 dx3
6 dy3

/c , ^
(5.4o)

where the dots indicate fourth and higher order terms which are neglected by the authors.
The time derivatives of concentration in this equation can be eliminated by differentiating
Equation (5.44) with respect totime neglecting the source-sink terms (i.e. the resuspension
and sedimentation terms). Thisyields,

dt2

= U^^L 2 +2uv-^- + v 2 — 2- 2uK— 3- 2vK
dx
dxdy
dy
dx
2uK-^y
dxdy2

dx2dy

{5A7)

-2vK^y 3
dy

^ £ = _ M 3^£ _ 3u2v_?c_ _ 3uv2_^_
_V3^£
dt3
dx3
dx2dy
dxdy2
8y3

(5 .48)

for the second and third derivatives respectively. Substituting these equations in Equations
(5.46 and 5.45) yields a third-order partial differential equation of the form
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be = -u—be - v—be+K v b2c+K v b2c+ —At
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x 2
y 2
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6 bx3
6 by3
h
Equation (5.49) isthe basic equation for the suspended sediment transport model applied in
this study. Its solution and application are described in Section (5.3.3).

5.3.2. Description of Resuspension and Sedimentation Fluxes
Theresuspensionfluxismodelledusingtheexpression(Equation5.32)obtainedbyParchure
and Mehta et al. (1985). Thebed stress inthis study isassumed todepend onboth current
andwaves. Thetotal shearstress TWcanbeassumedasanadditivefunction ofthestressdue
to current and that due to wave (Van Rijn, 1993). The current-related shear stress canbe
estimated from the depth-mean currents (Equation 5.32) provided by the hydrodynamic
model. The depth-mean currents are assumed to be both wind and tide-driven as the
hydrodynamicmodelincludesbothdriving forces. Ontheotherhand, thewave-inducedbed
shearstresscanbeestimatedfrom themaximumwaveorbitalvelocity attributedtothewindinduced waves. The characteristics of these surface waves were discussed in the previous
chapter. Thewaveorbitalvelocity isestimatedusing Equation(5.22) andthewave-induced
shear stress is likewise estimated using Equation (5.23). The total bottom stress for the
resuspension flux is thus givenby

rm - \pfM2

+

v2] • Ip/W(«ft)2

<5-50>

wherefw andfc are the wave and current-related friction factors respectively, which are
estimatedaccordingtoEquations(5.24and5.33). Equation(5.50)doesnotaccount-fornonlinear interactionbetweenwaveandcurrent. AsinLeeetal. (1994),thewave-related stress
is a mean stress, integrated during a wave period.
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On the other hand, the sedimentation flux is estimated from the relationship described by
(BlomandToet 1991,Lijklema et al. 1994), i.e. <t>s = ws(c- c0). A mean settling velocity,
representative of aparticular sediment fraction, isused in this study.

5.3.3. Numerical Solution by Explicit Finite Difference Technique
Similar to the hydrodynamic models, the numerical solution of the suspended sediment
transport model described inthis studyisbased onexplicit finite difference technique. The
use of such technique is favorable due to its simplicity and compatibility with the
hydrodynamic model described intheprevious chapter. Thisextended model makesuseof
theQUICKEST numerical schemedescribedby EkebjaergandJustesen (1991). Thescheme
isessentially based ontheone-dimensionalupstream model of Leonard (1979)andextended
in two dimensions by the authors. In the present application, the space staggered grid
(Figure 4.1) described inthe previous chapter is used wherein the sediment concentrations
are situated at the center of agrid cell together with the water depth and surface elevation.
The spacederivatives inEquation (5.49) are approximated byupstream finite differences as
inEkebjajrg andJustesen (1991). Theresuspension and sedimentationfluxesare solved on
the center of the grid cells. For numerical details, please seeAppendix 2.

5.3.4. Open Boundary Condition
The open boundary condition for the sediment transport model developed in this study is
essentially based on the Orlanski Radiation Condition proposed by Chapman (1985) for
circulation modelling. Discussion of theconcept wasprovided inthe previous chapter (see
Section 4.3.2). Its application in sediment transport modelling isdiscussed inthis section.
Thesediment concentrations, being scalar quantities, aretreated atthe openboundary using
thesameconceptofpropagation(orradiation)asinthehydrodynamicmodel. Idealsolutions
for the sediment concentrations at the open boundaries must not indicate any reflection of
advected concentrations. Inthatcase, thepredicted concentrations inside themodelled area
are not corrupted by computational errors introduced at theboundaries. Theuse of several
open boundary conditions has been tested in the present study. One which is commonly
applied is based on theuniform flux assumption i.e. d2c/3w2 = 0, where n isthe normal to
theboundary. Whilethis type of openboundary condition isapplicable, theuseof it inthe
present modelling study is not satisfactory. Concentrations at the open boundaries
accumulate in time which mask the solution inside the computational domain. While, this
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couldbetheresultofahighly non-uniform velocityfieldduetothewindandthetideasused
inthe model, it could be an indication ofpartial reflection making itundesirable for use in
the present application.
The speed propagation of a variable <t> (inthis case depth-mean sediment concentrations) at
theopenboundariescanbedeterminedusingthegeneralconditionsgiveninEquation(4.34)
intheprevious chapter. Usingtheseconditions andsubstituting \ifor cAt/Ax, weobtain for
Q
„n-l

_

_n+l

C-ATI
BT1 - «.JT1

=

rt +1
B*\
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~n_1
BT\ ~

C

O^"
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where the subscript B denotes the boundary. Here, the sediment concentrations atthe next
two inner grid points attime levels n+l, nandn-\ areusedtoget anestimate of thephase
speed of propagation of c near the boundary. Using this value CL inthe general condition
givenby Equation (4.37) gives anestimate of /x. Thisvalue of JX isthenused todetermine
the final sediment concentrations at the openboundaries using the general relation;
cnBl =[cnB\\ - it) +2Mc;T1]/(l + n)

<5-52)

wheretheupper signcorrespondstotheright openboundary, and thelower signtothe left
open boundary. The third order upstream nature of the present numerical scheme implies
that two unknown points in the open boundaries have to be specified. This can be easily
treated withthepresent boundary conditionby initially solvingthevalueatthe second inner
grid point then successively solving the value at the openboundary.
This type of open boundary formulation can be used for all open boundaries of the
computational domain where sediment concentrations are advected out of the solution
domain. In cases where concentrations are discharged into the modelled basin, i.e. from
riversornon-pointsources,thesedimentdischargefrom thesesourceshastobedefined from
existingmeasurementsorasuitabledischargefunction mustbeused. Itshouldbenotedthat
usingtheproposedopenboundaryconditionforsedimenttransportmodellingproducesbetter
results than using the zero-second derivative of concentration (uniform flux) available in
literature. Reflection attheboundary isavoided bythepresent formulation. Inseveral test
cases involving unsteady wind and tide-driven flow velocities, concentrations at the
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boundaries never show any reflection or high fluctuations with the use of the present
boundary condition. Insuchcases, theuseoftheclassicalboundary condition (zero-second
derivative) produces high andfluctuatingconcentrations at the boundaries presumably due
to reflections of advected concentrations. This can corrupt the solution inside the
computational domain especially if the domain is not large such as the Cape Bolinao case
wherein boundaries are not far from the main area of interest. The non-uniformity of
currents dueto the wind andthe tide favors theuse of thepresent open boundary condition
based on the concept of wave propagation.

Chapter 6
Light Extinction in the Marine Environment

The extinction of light in the marine environment is one of the important water quality
variables often addressed by aquatic scientists and oceanographers. The characteristics of
the underwater lightfielditself isa classical subject of oceanographic optics.
In light extinction studies, the Photosynthetically Available Radiation (PAR) corresponding
to the wavelength range from 400 - 700 nm is often quantified. Light extinction refers to
the diminution of the incident downward irradiance for PAR in the water column. This
implies capture of incident PAR by the optically active components present in the water
columnwhichmaybeintheformofdissolvedorganicsubstances,livinganddeadplanktonic
materials, inanimate suspended solids and water itself.
The availability of downwelling PAR as a water quality variable is mostly related to the
survival capacity of underwater living organisms suchas submerged flora in the processof
photosynthesis, andunderwater fauna intheir grazingactivities. Ithasamajor influence on
the growth ofphytoplankton and submerged macrophytes (Lijklema et al. 1991,Hootsmans
and Vermaat 1991). The available light isnot only important for submerged biota but also
for human activities in the aquatic medium related to recreation and navigation.
In this study, the importance of light extinction as a water quality variable is addressed in
relation to the ecology of the submerged biota in the coastal areas around Cape Bolinao.
Theselight-dependent submergedbiotaincludeseagrasses,seaweeds,corals,andmanyother
benthic organisms like clams. Of primary importance isthe seagrasspopulation within the
vast reef flat around the cape. The available light is one of the primary limiting variables
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inthe growth of this submerged flora, besides nutrients andtemperature. Light availability
isofmajor importance notonly indetermining howmuchplantgrowththerewillbebutalso
which kind of species will predominate and which kind will evolve (Van Duin 1992).
Therefore, astudy on thedegree of lightpenetration inthewater columnandtheextinction
of the photosynthetically available radiation in such a rich and diversified ecosystem is
deemed important.
Thischapterpresentsboththeoreticalandmodellingbackgroundsnecessary incharacterizing
the underwater light field. The first three sections give some details on the theoretical
background of the subject. Actual measurements available in literature are presented to
complement thediscussion. Thelastsectiondealsprimarily withmodelling lightextinction.
Several approaches in quantifying light extinction asused in natural waters are presented.

6.1. Introduction
Thetheory of wave-particle duality of optical physics serves asanimportant background to
dealwiththestudy ofthebehavior oflightwhichexistasbothwaveandparticleatthesame
time. Thispermits bothclassical geometrical optics and electromagnetic theory to describe
the complex behavior of the interaction of light with the particles in a medium (i.e. the
aquatic medium inparticular). Thetheories of Rayleigh, Einstein-Smoluchowski, and Mie
alldealwiththebehavior, particularly scattering,ofthelightparticles(referred toasphotons
or quanta) in a medium. While these theories are successful inpredicting the scattering of
a quanta of radiation, they can not successfully predict thetotal diminution ofthe available
light inthe aquatic medium due to thecomplex absorption-scattering mechanism involved.
The radiative transfer theory which emerged later became the basis of describing the
characteristics of the light field as affected by the inherent optical properties of the aquatic
medium. As reported by Kirk (1983), Preisendorfer (1961) has used the equation of
radiative transfer to arrive at relations between certain properties of the incident lightfield
and the quasi-inherent optical properties. The inherent optical properties are defined by
Preisendorfer (1961) and by Kirk (1983) asthe absorption, scattering andbeam attenuation
coefficients ofamedium. Theabsorptioncoefficient isdefinedbyKirk(1983)asthe fraction
absorbedperunitofpathlengthfrom aparallelbeamofmonochromaticlightdirectednormal
toan infinitesimally thin layerofmedium. Similarly, the scattering coefficient isdefined as
the fraction scattered of the incident parallel beam divided by the path length. The beam
attenuationcoefficient isdefined asthesumoftheabsorptionandscatteringcoefficients. An
additional inherent optical property describing scattering of photons in a medium is the
volume scattering function whichdefines theangulardistribution ofthe scattered light field.
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Inthe aquaticmedium, the real quantities involved arethediffuse absorption and scattering
coefficients referred toasquasi-inherent opticalpropertiesbyKirk(1983). Thesequantities
are defined analogous to the inherent optical properties but are in general greater in
magnitudes because the angular distribution of the incident flux istaken into consideration.
This gives greater pathlengths for photons to travel in the medium and hence greater
absorption and scattering coefficients. Kirk (1983) gives the equations for the diffuse
absorption and scattering coefficients which are functions of depthz as;

aiz) = JM(Z)

,

b(z)= J-

(6.1)

M(Z)

where n(z) refers tothedepth-dependent averagecosines of allthe anglesthat thequantaof
radiation make with the vertical, a is the absorption coefficient, and b is the scattering
coefficient.
Bydefinition, theincident lightfield ordownward irradiance inawatercolumnrefers tothe
instantaneousvalueofthedownwellingradiantflux inahorizontalunitarea. It isexpressed
inunits of quanta m"2s"\ or more conveniently in /*Em"2s' (1 E = 6.023 x 1023quanta)
since a large number of quanta is actually involved. Kirk (1983) differentiates between
downward andupward irradiance, thefirst beingthatduetodownwelling streamoflightand
the second due to the upwelling stream of light. In light extinction studies, the desirable
quantity isthe downwelling PAR which is referred toas thedownward irradiance covering
the400 - 700nmrange of the wave spectrum. The downwelling PAR isattenuated dueto
both scattering and absorption processes by the optically active components in the water
column. This mechanism of light attenuation by scattering and absorption is further
discussed inthefollowing sectionfollowed by adiscussion inthenext sectiononthe factors
affecting the actual light extinction process inthe marine environment.

6.2.

The Attenuation of Downward Irradiance inthe AquaticMedium

Thedownward irradiance isconsidered by aquatic scientiststogive agood indication of the
amount of photosynthetically available radiation in the water column. Its quantification is
ofprimary importanceespecially whenassessingprimaryproductivity inaparticular aquatic
environment.
The diminution of downward irradiance with depth is approximately exponential in nature
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such that an incident downward irradiance E0 close the water surface attains a value Ez at
depth z in accordance with the Beer's law;
(6.2)

Ez = Eoe-

wherekdistheextinctioncoefficient fordownwardirradiance. Figure(6.1)showsexamples
of the diminution of downward irradiance in somenatural water systems.
Quantum irradiance (Meinsteinsm~2 s~M »
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Figure 6.1. Thediminution of downward irradiance for PARwithdepth (Kirk 1983).
The decrease of the magnitudes of downward irradiance with depth is quite abrupt in both
inlandwaters(LakeBurleyGriffin andBurrinjuck Dam). Thisreflects thestrongabsorption
andscattering ofthedownward irradiance withdepth. Incoastal seas, likeTasmanSea, the
decrease of irradiance with depth is less due to the relatively weaker absorption and
scattering in the marine environment as compared to inland waters. This slow diminution
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of PARwithdepth isrelatedtothelowerconcentrations ofdissolved organicsubstancesand
particulate matter in the coastal sea studied.
The diminution of the downward irradiance for PAR is generally observed to follow the
exponential relation giveninEquation (6.2). However, asthecasesofBurrinjuck Damand
TasmanSeainFigure6.1 show, theexponentialrelationisnotstrictlyobeyed insomecases
i.e. there is a faster attenuation inthe upper few meters of the water column. This is due
tothefact thatthereisaslightdecreaseoftheextinctioncoefficient withdepthintheclearer
waters (Tasman Sea and Burrinjuck Dam). The biphasic diminution of PAR irradiance,
which is not observed in rather turbid waters as the case in Lake Burley Griffin shows,
manifests the dependence of the extinction coefficient with depth. This dependence of the
lightextinction coefficient withdepth, though seldomquantified, isprimarily related tothe
change in the spectral distribution of PAR withdepth.
The downward irradiance for PAR varies with wavelength across the photosynthetic range.
These differences in the rates of attenuation of downward irradiance as a function of
wavelength give rise to aprogressive change with depth in its spectral composition. Some
field observations given by Kirk (1983) show the spectral distribution of the downward
irradiance (seeFigure6.2). IntheratherclearwatersofGulfStreamwherelightpenetration
is relatively deep, measured quantum irradiance values show that most of the available
underwater light is confined within 400 nm to 600 nm. The case at Batemans Bay which
manifests a faster diminution of light with depth in coastal areas shows that the irradiance
spectra contain highpeaksbetween550nmand650nm. Thequantum irradiance decreases
fast towards theblue andthe red end of the spectrum which isattributed by Kirk (1983) to
attenuation by dissolved substances at the blue end and absorption by water at the red end
of the spectrum. These changes inthe spectral distribution of downward irradiance within
theaquaticmediumexplainthenon-linearityofthelogarithmofirradiancewhenplottedwith
depth, with consequently a decrease of the extinction coefficient, as shown previously in
Figure (6.1).

6.2.1. Absorption and Scattering of Downwelling PAR
Bothabsorption andscatteringcoefficients stronglydependonthecompositionoftheaquatic
medium. Themajor lightabsorbing andscattering components inthewater columninclude
dissolved organic substances, dead and living planktonic materials, suspended inanimate
particles, and water itself. These components differ in the way they absorb and scatter
downward irradiance acrossthephotosynthetic waveband. Measurements of the absorption
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and scattering coefficients at different wavelengths have shown such variations across the
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Figure 6.2. Spectral distribution of downward irradiance at different depths in the Gulf
Stream andBatemans Bay (Kirk 1983).
PAR range. For absorption alone, typical absorption spectra in various natural waters are
shown in Figure 6.3. Note the strong variation of the absorption coefficients within the
photosynthetic waveband. Observations in coastal waters show a generally increasing
absorption with increasing wavelength (case e). The estuarine observation (case d) shows
similar patterns as inland waters, with increasing absorption with decreasing wavelength.
These patterns are the result of the total absorption coefficients of all of the major light
absorbingcomponentsinthewatercolumn. Thedifference intheabsorptionspectraonboth
inland and coastal waters are attributed to differences inthe nature and composition of the
major components present inthe water column. Generally, the strong absorption in inland
and estuarine waters is attributed to organic substances, gilvin and/or phytoplankton. The
different spectral characteristics of the absorption coefficient in coastal waters can be
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attributed to absorption by water itself. Especially in areas where the concentrations of
dissolved orparticulate substancesare insignificant, absorptionbypurewater maydominate
light extinction.
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Figure 6.3. Absorption spectra in various natural waters. Cases a, b and c are inland, d
isestuarine and e ismarine (Kirk 1983).

Theeffect of scattering on theother hand isto impede thevertical penetration of light. As
pointed outbyKirk (1983), scatteringdoesnot itself 'remove' lightsincea scattered photon
isstillavailable for photosynthesis. However, bymakingthephotonsfollow azig-zagpath,
the probability of being absorbed by the absorbing components in the aquatic medium is
increased. Hence,withthescatteringcontributionofsuspendedparticulatesforexample,the
vertical light attenuation is intensified through this mechanism.

6.2.2. The Vertical Attenuation Coefficient
The extinction coefficient kdin Equation 6.2 is generally used as the vertical attenuation
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coefficient for downwelling PAR. Itisparticularly useful toobtainquantitativeestimatesof
theextinctioncoefficient todeterminetheextentofprimaryproductionduetolightlimitation
insurface water systems. Aspointed outbyKirk (1983), it isthebest singleparameter by
means of which different water bodies may be characterized in terms of the availability of
thephotosynthetically useful radiant energy withinthem. It isalsouseful whenconsidering
general water quality characterization of natural water systems.
The vertical attenuation coefficient for downwelling PAR is generally a measure of the
energy 'remove' from an incident light field as it penetrates the water column. This
'removal' of energy is generally a non-linear function of the absorption and scattering
mechanism attributed to the character of the light field itself and the inherent and quasiinherent optical properties of the aquatic medium. While the extinction coefficient can be
estimated from thegeneralrelationgivenby Equation(6.2), itsprecisequantification should
be determined by the general relation obtained by Preisendorfer using radiative transfer
theory;

kJLz) =ad{z)+bjz) - bbu(z)R(z)

(6-3)

wherekjj) isthevertical attenuationcoefficient fordownward irradiancetakenasa function
ofdepth,aJX) isthediffuse absorptioncoefficient fordownwardirradiance,bbJ(z) the diffuse
backscattering coefficient for downward irradiance, bbu(z) is the diffuse backscattering
coefficient for upward irradiance andR(z)isthe irradiance reflectance which isthe ratioof
theupward tothe downward irradiance (= EJEd). Note that allthe terms involved depend
on the depth z. In general, the use of Equation (6.3) is difficult to apply since direct
measurement of the involved variables i.e. the diffuse scattering coefficients, is not yet
feasible. The use of the normal absorption and scattering coefficients was found possible
instead by Kirk (1981). The vertical attenuation coefficient, assumed constant with depth,
is found to fit the general non-linear relation givenby
k

Mn) =(°2 + 0.256ab)m

(6-4)

wherezmdenotesthemid-point oftheeuphotic zone, thelayeratwhichPARfalls to 1% of
thatjust below the surface. Inthis layer, most of the photosynthesis takes place. Usually,
measurements oftheabsorptionandscatteringcoefficients aredifficult toexecute, hencethe
use of Equation (6.4) is also not a practical way of determining the vertical attenuation
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coefficient for downwelling PAR. Theavailability ofcommercial equipment for measuring
the downward irradiance throughout the photosynthetic waveband allowed the direct
applicationofEquation (6.2)inthedetermination ofkd. Takinglogarithms ofbothsidesand
rearranging gives;

kd - i l n &
z E,

(6-5)

In principle, only two values at different depths of the downward irradiance are needed to
estimate theextinction coefficient, namelyE0takenatanydepth inthewater columnandEz
taken at any depth z below E0. However, kdis a function of the water depth (see Figure
6.1). Observations showedthat insomeinland andcoastalwaters, theextinction coefficient
slightly decreases with depth. As absorption of PAR decreases with depth, kd is also
expected to decrease with depth. Ontheother hand there isanamplification of the photon
pathlengths with depth because light becomes increasingly more diffuse with depth (Kirk
1983). Inmostobservations, theextinctioncoefficient istakentobeapproximately constant
with depth. The near-constancy of the extinction coefficient with depth canbe due to two
opposing tendencies. Theprogressive removal of the more strongly absorbed wavelengths
givesdecreasingkdvalueswithdepth,buttheangulardistributionbecomesmorediffuse with
depthgiving increasingkdvalues atthe sametime. Itmaybethat inthemoreturbid waters
which show constantkdvalues withdepth, these twotendencies cancel each other out (Kirk
1977).

6.3. Factors Affecting Light Extinction inthe Marine Environment
Light extinction in natural waters is affected by four primary groups of substances whose
composition and concentration differ in each water body giving different values of the
extinction coefficient ineachof thesewaterbodies. Furthermore, theextinction coefficient
may change with time due to the varying composition and concentrations of the primary
factors. These factors, which are referred to as optically active components of the water
column,includeinanimatesuspendedsolids,deadorlivingphytoplankton(algae),gilvin,and
wateritself. Theextentbywhicheachofthesefactors affect thelightpenetrationdiffer from
each other due to the fact that the absorption and scattering characteristics of these
componentsaredifferent. Thelightattenuatingcharacteristicsofthesecomponentsgenerally
vary with wavelength X across the photosynthetic range. Table (VI.1) gives a short
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description of the absorption and scattering characteristics of the different components.
Component
Tripton

Absorption
very weak close to the red end;
decreases with increasingX

Algae

Gilvin

Water

Scattering
strongest relative to other
components

peaks at 440 and 670 nm; function of

less significant compared to

cell size and shape

absorption

strong at low X; decreasing

not significant; no reported

exponentially with increasingX

value

very weak in the blue/green region;

very low value of 0.0058 at

significant above 550 nm;

400 nm

Table VI.1. Light attenuating characteristics of thedifferent optically activecomponents.
The observed absorption and scattering efficiencies (measured in terms of a andb)of these
componentsmayvaryfordifferent waterbodiesduetodifferences inparticlesizedistribution
or composition (Blom et al. 1994). A more detailed description of the attenuation
characteristics of these components is provided in thefollowing sections.

6.3.1. Inanimate Suspended Solids
The inanimate suspended solids referred to as tripton contributes strongly to the extinction
ofdownwelling PARthroughthecombined absorptionandscatteringmechanisms(seeTable
VI.1). Especially in shallow coastal waters adjacent to estuaries where concentrations of
suspendedparticlesaresubstantial,theverticallightpenetrationcanbereduced significantly.
Attypicalconcentrations however, thisparticulatefraction doesnotabsorblightstronglybut
scattersquite intensely (Kirk 1983). Duetothevery lowsettling velocitiesofsomeofthese
particles, they remain suspended in the water column and for a long time contribute to the
overall diminution of PAR irradiance. The effect of increased concentrations on the
extinction coefficient is, as shown by observations, approximately linear, i.e. kdc — KC, in
whichkdcisthe extinctioncoefficient duetothe suspended matter, K isa specific extinction
coefficient and c is the concentration.
Someexamples of the increase of absorption with decreasing wavelengths for inland waters
arepresented inFigure6.4. Theabsorptionspectrasometimesshowtwopeaks(oneatabout
440 nm and another at 670 nm). These observed peaks are related to the presence of
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suspended algae which are difficult to separate physically from the inanimate suspended
particles.
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Figure 6.4. Absorption spectra of suspended particles insome inland waters (Kirk 1983).

As said, scattering generally does not 'remove' light but increases the pathlengths of the
photons and therefore the probability that these photons are absorbed. The Mie theory of
scattering, which is applicable to particle sizes even larger than the wavelength of light,
predicts that most of the scattering isinthe forward direction. Available measurements on
the turbidity of natural waters expressed innephelometric turbidity units (NTU) give some
indication onthe scattering efficiency of suspended particles incertain natural waters. The
measured turbidity inthisway, where 1 NTUroughlycorrespondstoascattering coefficient
b = 1 m"1 (Kirk 1983), is due to both inanimate suspended solids and phytoplankton.
However, in unproductive waters where phytoplankton concentration is negligible, it is
mainly due to the inanimate fraction.
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The size of suspended particles is an important factor in the light extinction. Baker and
Lavelle (1984), inanattempttodetermine theeffect ofparticle size(massconcentration)on
the light attenuation coefficient of natural suspensions, found that suspensions with amean
particle size of 8.5 /xmattenuate 660nmlight 15timesmoreefficiently thansuspensionsof
similar particles withmeandiameter of48/xm. Observations inboth freshwater andmarine
waters also indicate that the specific extinction coefficients of suspended particles increase
with decreasing size fraction (Kirk 1983, Van Duin 1992). This further implies that the
contribution of the smaller particles to light attenuation is greater (per unit weight).
Theoretically, the contribution to light extinction by these inanimate suspended particles is
proportional to their cross-sectional area, andnotto their volume (VanDuin 1992, Blomet
al. 1994). With similar concentrations, (expressed as mass per unit volume) this implies
higher extinction coefficients for clayparticlesthan silt and sand, acommon observation in
natural waters.

6.3.2. Phytoplankton
Partly, thepenetration oflightintothewatercolumnisaffected bythepresenceofdeadand
living phytoplankton. These planktonic materials both absorb and scatter PAR resulting in
reduced lightpenetration. Inparticular, theabsorption of PARbythealgalcellscanimpart
a substantial decrease of the available light in the water column (see Table VI.1). The
photosynthetic pigments of the phytoplankton community which include chlorophylls,
carotenoids and biliproteins, all contribute to absorption of PAR (Kirk 1983). This is
especially important inproductive inland and coastal waters, andalso inareas of upwelling
inthecoastal ocean. Thedegree of PARabsorption by phytoplankton depends not only on
theirconcentrationbutalsoonthesizeandshapeofthealgalcells(Kirk 1983). Inhisstudy,
Kirk (1977) found thatthe absorptioncoefficient duetophytoplankton canbeapproximated
byac — NxA, whereac istheabsorptioncoefficient duetophytoplankton, Nisthenumber
ofalgalcellsperunitvolume,andA istheabsorptioncross-sectionwhichvaries (throughout
the photosynthetic waveband) for different algal species due to differences in shapes and
sizes. Typical spectral variations of themean absorption cross-section of several sizes and
shapesofblue-green algaearepresented inFigure6.5. Theabsorptioncross section, which
tells something about the amount of light of agivenwavelength that asingle cell or colony
takes out from a beam of unit area, clearly depends on the sizes and shapes of algal cells
present. According to Kirk (1977), the mean absorption cross-section differs for diatoms,
dinoflagellates, green, or blue-green algae. The blue-greens have been recognized to
contribute more to the attenuation of PAR than any otheralgae.
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Figure 6.5. Spectral variation of the mean absorption cross-section of various sizes and
shapes of blue-greens. Thetopmost curve refers to6 n diameter spheres; second curve -6
ficylinders; third curve - 28.8 /xprolate spheroids; lowestcurve - 57.6 fidiameter spheres
(Kirk 1983).
The specific absorption coefficient of marine phytoplankton (absorption coefficient per unit
concentration) is typically represented by two absorption peaks within the photosynthetic
range. The spectral variation of the specific absorption coefficient obtained by Morel and
Prieur (1977) from measured light extinction and scattering coefficients is documented by
Kirk (1983). Figure 6.6 shows the estimated spectral variation of the specific absorption
coefficient for marine phytoplankton obtained at the Atlantic off Northwest Africa. The
spectral variation, corresponding to 1mg chlorophyll a per m3 for oceanic phytoplankton,
showsahigherpeakat440nmandaloweronebetween600and700nm. Thesecorrespond
roughly to the spectral variation of the mean absorption cross-section of the phytoplankton
studied (see Figure 6.5).
Thetotal contribution ofacertainphytoplanktoncommunity tolightextinctionexpressedby
thepartial extinctioncoefficient due toalgae canbedetermined from the specific extinction
coefficient and the total number of algal cells. Van Duin (1992) found a general linear
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Figure 6.6. Typical specific absorption spectra for marine phytoplankton (Kirk 1983).

relationship in the form: kda = na•N, wherekda is the light extinction coefficient due to
algae, and *ais in this case a specific extinction coefficient (extinction coefficient per unit
algalcellof Oscillatoriaagardhii). Theestimatedtotalextinctioncoefficient whichincluded
the algal extinction estimated inthis way was very close the observed extinction coefficient
(Van Duin 1992).

6.3.3. Gilvin
One of the major optically active components in the water column is gilvin (gelbstoff).
Gilvinisdissolved organicmatter, composedchiefly ofhumicandfulvic acids(Carderetal.
1989). It is generally recognized that these humic and fulvic substances (which differ in
molecular weights) originate from decomposed plant tissues in upland soil or in natural
waters (Kirk 1983). In the marine environment, the highest concentrations of gilvin occur
in regions influenced by land drainage, such as the Baltic Sea and several coastal waters
(Carder et al. 1989). Furthermore, as reported by Kirk (1983), Kopelevich and Burenkov
(1977) observed that gilvin concentration is strongly related to the level of phytoplankton
chlorophyll inproductive oceanicwaters.
Gilvin strongly absorbs incident light at low wavelengths in surface water systems and is
generally responsible for the yellow colors inthe water column, particularly when its
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Figure6.7. Typical absorption spectraofgilvincontaining Australiannatural waters. The
lowest curve shows atypical observation for a marine environment (Kirk 1983).
concentration ishighenough suchasincertain inlandwaters. Theprofound effect of gilvin
on the absorption of light especially near the blue end of the PAR spectrum is well
documented inboth inland andcoastal waters(seeTableVI.1). Absorption ofdownwelling
PARbygilvindecreaseswithincreasing wavelength. Figure 6.7 givessometypical spectral
variations of the absorption coefficients inboth inland and marinewaters.
High concentrations of gilvin in inland waters give very high absorption coefficients
especially below 550 nm as observed from the figure. In marine waters such as the one
considered here (Batemans Bay), very low concentrations of gilvin impart low absorption.
The general absorption pattern throughout the photosynthetic waveband shows a general
exponential decrease with increasing wavelength. With respect to the peak-absorption
wavelength X0, the absorption coefficient at any wavelength Xcan be estimated from the
approximate relationship proposed by Bricaud et al. (1981) aspresented by Kirk (1983)
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a(\)=a(\0)e-om4(XX)

where a(X) and a(X0) are the absorption coefficients at wavelengths Xand \ 0 (in nm)
respectively. Normally, X0 is taken at lower wavelengths (440 nm or 380 nm) where
absorption is strongest and hence easily measured.
The absorption of light by gilvin throughout the photosynthetic waveband has significant
influence on the ecology of aquatic systems. It amounts to direct competition with
phytoplanktonandotheraquaticplantsforcaptureofavailable"lightenergy (Kirk 1977;Kirk
1983). Also, because of greater absorption of short than long wavelength light, it affects
vision of aquatic fauna by imparting yellow color to the water (Davies-Colley and Vant
1987). While this is especially true in inland waters such as lakes and rivers, it is also
possible in coas'tal waters influenced by land drainage and relatively rich in marine flora
giving high concentrations of gilvin. The resulting light extinction can be dominated by
gilvin absorption inthese surface water systems.

6.3.4. Water
The incident light in the marine environment is attenuated as well by 'pure' sea water In
theabsenceofparticulateordissolvedsubstancesinthemarineenvironment, lightattenuation
stillexistsduetotheinfluence ofthewatermoleculesontheverticalpenetrationofphotons.
Thisattenuationistheresultofbothabsorptionand scatteringprocesses although absorption
isthe moreprominent mechanism (Table VI.1).
In contrast to gilvin, the absorption by pure sea water is stronger at higher wavelengths.
Absorption is very weak and very difficult to measure in the blue-green spectral region
(below 500nm). However, absorptionbeginstorise aswavelength increases above550nm
and is quite significant inthe red region (Kirk 1983). It wasestimated by Kirk (1983) that
a i m thick layer of purewater will absorb about 35 %of incident light of wavelength 680
nm. The absorption spectrum of pure sea water has been estimated by Smith and Baker
(1981)based partly onmeasurements oftheextinctioncoefficient inclear oceanicwaterand
partlyonlaboratory measurements. Figure6.8 showsthespectralvariationoftheabsorption
coefficient of pure seawater withinthephotosynthetic waveband. Averaging the observed
values over the wavelength from 400-700 nmgives amean absorption coefficient of 0.165
m"1, with a low value of 0.0171 m"1at400 nm increasing non-linearly to 0.650 m"1at 700
nm.

(6-6)
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Figure 6.8. Spectral variation of the absorption coefficient of pure seawater. Data were
taken in a clear ocean by Smith and Baker (1981) andcompiled by Kirk (1983).
Scattering oflightbywaterisobserved tobeveryweak. AsreportedbyKirk (1983),Morel
(1974) found very low values ofthe scattering coefficient for purewater (0.0058m"1at400
nm) indicating that scattering by pure water does not contribute much to light attenuation
especially withinthephotosynthetic range.

6.4. Modelling Underwater Light Extinction
The underwater light field is diminished by the combined absorption and scattering
efficiencies of all the optically active components in the water column. The resultant
extinction coefficient reported in literature is influenced not only by the quality of the
incident downward irradiance for PAR, but the concentrations in the water column of the
factors just considered. Furthermore, the composition of both dissolved and suspended
materials in the water column also affects the overall diminution of PAR.
Modelling the underwater light field requires some information on the preceding factors.
Theusualprocedureistoquantify theextinctioncoefficient kdwhichcouldvaryinspaceand
time inaparticular waterbody. Inanattempttoobtainaquantitativedescriptionofthelight
field innaturalwaters,Kirk(1984)usedaMonteCarloapproachbyconsideringthespectral
variationoftheabsorptionandscatteringcoefficients inthesewaters. Thegeneralextinction
relation given by Equation (6.4) is modified to take into account the effect of the angle of
incident light field (zenith angle) inthe water column represented by the average cosine fi.
This modified relation for the extinction coefficient, which includes variations within the
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photosynthetic waveband is givenby;

*/X) = ~[a(\)2 + (0.425/i - 0.19)a(\)b(k)]m

(6.7)

where X is the wavelength, fi isthe average cosine of the zenith angle, anda and b are the
(diffuse) absorption and scattering coefficients respectively as defined in Equation (6.1).
Fromthisrelation, the averageextinctioncoefficient ofPARcanbeobtained by integration
oftheresultingspectralvariationofkdwithinthephotosyntheticrange. WhileEquation(6.7)
may give realistic result for the light extinctioncoefficient innatural waters, theproblem is
transposed to the determination of both scattering and absorption coefficients which is not
feasible. Therefore, such a relation is not often used in modelling the underwater light
extinction.
Acommonmethod often employed inmodelling theextinction ofdownward irradiance isto
consider the influence of the major optically active components separately giving partial
extinctioncoefficients for eachcomponent. Thesumofallthepartialextinction coefficients
gives the average extinction coefficient of the water column in question. The additive
approach isrepresented by;

kj = kA„ + kH„ + k.
a

a.w

d,p

+ k.
d,c

(6.8)
d,g

where kdis the total extinction coefficient, kdw,kdp, kdc and kdg are the partial extinction
coefficients ofpurewater, suspendedparticulatematter,phytoplanktonchlorophyllandgilvin
respectively. The general method consists indetermining the partial extinction coefficients
of the major factors considered. Thepartial coefficients generally can bedetermined from
the specific extinction coefficient andtheconcentration of materials inthe water columnby
the relation;

Kn = «nCn
a,n

nn

where kdn is the extinction coefficient of a particular component, K„ the specific extinction
of thatcomponent, and cnthe observed concentration. Using this, the general equation for
the total extinction coefficient can be writtenas;

( 6 9 )
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K =k,w + KC +KrChl-a + KG
a

a,w

p

c

(6.10)
g

where np, KC, and Kgare the specific extinction coefficients of suspended particulate,
phytoplanktonandgilvinrespectively, cistheconcentrationof suspended particulate, Chl-a
isthephytoplanktonconcentrationtakenaschlorophyll-a,and Gistheabsorption coefficient
of gilvin usually measured at lower wavelengths (i.e. 380 nm)where significant absorption
exists. Field measurements and/or model predictions of the concentrations of suspended
particles, phytoplanktonmeasuredaschlorophyll-a, andgilvinabsorptionareessentialtoget
a quantitative estimate of kd. Regression analyses is often used to estimate the specific
extinctioncoefficients ofeachcomponent. Thepartialextinctioncoefficient ofwater isused
as abackground coefficient which may be assumed constant (literature value).
TheuseofEquation(6.10)canbefurther decomposedfortheparticulatefraction totakeinto
considerationtheeffect ofparticle sizeclasses. Withthethreesediment fractions of interest
(sand, silt and clay), thisgives;
K = kd,«

+

«ici

+K C

2 2 + «3 C 3

+

xcChl-a

+ KgG

(6.11)

where KU K2, K3are the specific extinction coefficients of sediment fractions 1to 3, and c,,
c2, c3are their respective concentrations.
Generally, the suspended particulate in the water column are composed of varying size
fractions imparting different degrees of light extinction. The use of an extended light
extinctionmodel taking intoaccountthecontributionofdifferent sizefractions of suspended
particulate and all the major components has been successfully applied in inland waters
systems. The application of such a relation in the coastal sea is generally valid since the
major optically active components are similar, although concentrations may be lower. The
general relationship given by Equation (6.11) is therefore used in this study for modelling
light extinction around Cape Bolinao. Theestimation of the specific extinction coefficients
asused in the light extinction model is described inthe following chapter.

Chapter 7
Field Observations and Laboratory Experiments

Thefield observational study and laboratory measurements wereundertaken for aperiodof
nearly two years. Although some measurements started in August 1993 due to the earlier
availability of certain equipment, the full operational observational study started at the
beginning of the year 1994. All measurements in both field and laboratory ended in June
1995. It was necessary to execute field research and laboratory measurements for longer
periods in order to obtain information onthe seasonal variability of the physical processes
involved.
The analyses of the measured variables, using available computer programs was completed
only atthebeginning of 1996. Someanalyses, liketidalanalyseshadtobedonewithnewly
developed computer programmes duetounavailability of specialpackagesfor it. However,
most of the data analyses were carried out using available statistical programs. Since not
much research studies related to theprocesses investigated here wereavailable for the study
siteitself, comparisonwithpreviousdataislimited. Thisstudythusisparticularly important
for understanding the relevant physical processes of the marine environment around Cape
Bolinao. With the aid of the modelling studies already described inthe previous chapters,
the marine physics of the coastal zone within the area of study isextensively characterized
inthisresearch. Thefollowing sectionsdescribetheresultsofthefield andlaboratory work,
withtheuseofappropriatetoolsfor analyseswherenecessary, inthemarinewatersoff Cape
Bolinao. It should benoted that thedatafrom uninterrupted simultaneous measurementsof
relevant variables are particularly useful intheanalyses.
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7.1. Hydrodynamics off Cape Bolinao
Thecurrent patterns withinthe reef flat and surrounding areas of Cape Bolinao wheremost
of the measurements were executed are very complex due to the interactions of several
significant factors including wind and tidal forces and general topography. The wind may
dominate the flow pattern insome instances due tothe shallowness of the reef waters. The
wind stressgeneratesdrift currentsduetothelongwavecirculationphenomenaasdiscussed
inChapter 4. Inaddition tothis, there isthe astronomical tidewhosepropagation from the
open sea to the coastal zone gives rise to tidal currents. The periodic ebbing and flooding
can influence to a large extent the general circulation pattern within the reef flat. It is
essentially the interaction of the wind and tide-generated currents that govern the general
circulation pattern off CapeBolinao.
The effect of the wind is not only confined to the development of the long-wavecurrents.
Wind-induced surface waves may affect the observed current patterns within the reef flat.
Theradiationstressesduetothespatialvariationsinthemomentumcontainedbythesewaves
may introduce wave-generated circulation. This phenomenon, including the combined
processesofwavebreaking, shoaling, refraction anddiffraction, maymodify tosomeextent
the long wave-induced circulation pattern. Additionally but less significant, the effects of
atmospheric pressure gradients and density differences induced by freshwater input and net
radiation, may be seen as external forces that can have some influence on the general
circulation pattern.
As evidenced by current measurements, however, the general circulation off Cape Bolinao
isprimarily governed bythewindandtide-drivenlong-wavecurrents. Thetemporalchange
in the wind speed and direction, coupled with the spring-neap cycle of the tide within the
area dictate to a large extent the observed circulationpattern. The seasonal variation inthe
windpattern, andthemixedtidal variations giverisetoadynamiccirculationpatternwhose
strengthandpersistencearepartlydictatedbythecomplextopography andbathymetry ofthe
area.

7.1.1. Currents
Measured surface currents during the whole period of observation have been averaged for
the southwest and northeast monsoon respectively (see Figure 7.1). Generally, these
averaged surface currents were lessthan 10cm s"1at most sites. This low value is typical
for the shallow waters of the reef during ordinary conditions (no storms) as most

field observations andlaboratory experiments
measurements of surface currents are done during such conditions. The surface current
patterns for thesouthwestmonsoonseasonreveal ageneral eastward masstransport pattern.
The case for northeast monsoon shows a general southward transport. Both observations
illustrate the significant influence of the wind stress on the general current pattern in the
shallowreef. Southwesterlytowesterlywinds,whichprevailduringthesouthwestmonsoon,
drivecurrents intheeastwarddirection. Ontheotherhand,northwesterly tonortherlywinds
which prevail during the northeast monsoon, drive currents in the general southward
direction. Asshownbymeteorologicalobservations,theprevailingwindduringthenortheast
monsoonisnorthwesterly tonortherly, andnotnortheasterly asexpected. Thisisduetothe
blockingofnortheastwindsbythemountainranges(ofwesternLuzon)northeastofthestudy
site.

11*86 11*88 11*90 11*92 Tl*i
Longitudj(DegreesEast)

Figure 7.1. Average surface currents at the Bolinao reef for northeast and southwest
monsoon seasons.

The effect of the tide is less obvious in the observed surface current patterns, as surface
currents are primarily wind-driven. However, at some sites like the channel between
mainland Bolinao and Santiago Island, the flows are largely dictated by tidal flooding and
ebbing. The effect of the tide can be seen in Figure 7.2 which shows a typical current
measurements by a self-recording current meter deployed at the channel between Santiago
Island and the mainland. The observed time series ofcurrent isdecomposed intoeast-west
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and north-south components (u and v). A distorted tidal ellipse is observed, rotating
clockwise with the major axis approximately oriented along the channel direction. The
irregularity inthe tidal ellipse isdue to the coastal geometry and bottom topography.

-5
0
5
East-WestComponent(cm/s)

15

Figure 7.2. East-west and north-south current components of hourly-observations at the
channelborderingCapeBolinaoandSantiagoIslandduringtheperiod27Jan- 12Feb, 1994.

This observation shows that the tidal current penetrates eastward inside the channel during
flood tide. At ebb tide, the current is in the westward direction. Generally, theflood
current (< 10cms1)isweakerthanthe ebbcurrent (> 10cms"1) duetotidal attenuation.
Frictional influence duetodecreasingwaterdepthfrom westtoeastofthechannel,combined
withcoastalobstructiononthetidalpropagationisgenerallyresponsiblefor thisobservation.
Analysis of the observed current and wind (measured in intervals of several minutes and
averaged hourly) showsthesignificant influence ofthewind indriving thecurrents atCape
Bolinao. Anhourly-observation ofwindandcurrent duringtheperiod 8-20 December 1993
is shown in Figure 7.3. Prior to analysis, smoothing of the data is applied. The resistant
non-linear smoothing option (5-point) inthe statisticalpackageSTATGRAPHICS isapplied
(also throughout the analysis presented here) since this gives a (smoothed) time series that
is more resistant to outliers than simple moving averages. A cross-correlation analysis of
the smoothed datarevealspositivecross-correlationcoefficients (Figure7.4). Theestimated
coefficients confirmed the significant influence of the wind on the observed current.
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Figure 7.3. Time series of wind andcurrent attheBolinao reef during the period 8-20
December1993.
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Figure 7.4. Cross-correlation coefficients of wind and current during the period 8-20
December 1993. Thetime (differential) lagisamultiple ofthe sampling interval (1 h).

During the southwest monsoon season of 1994,the winds of a tropical storm (codename
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'Iliang') with itscenter located westofthe study area, hadaprofound effect onthecurrents
off Cape Bolinao. Strong southerly winds with surface winds approaching 20 m s"1were
experienced in the Bolinao reef on 10 July 1994 (Figure 7.5). Results of the crosscorrelation and spectral analyses of the wind and current data for this event are shown in
Figure (7.6a,b). Both analyses showed the strong influence of the wind on the currents
during this period.
Duringordinaryconditions(calmtomoderatewinds),analysisofwind,current, andtidedata
showed the relative influence of the wind and the tide on the observed current in the study
area. A simultaneous observation of wind, current and tide near the Bolinao coast during
theperiod from 23-31May 1994isshowninFigure7.7. Across-correlationanalysisofthe
time series wereperformed to quantify the influence of the wind andthetide indriving the
currentsoff CapeBolinao(Figure7.8). Withwindsof lessthan 10ms 1duringthisperiod,
the tidal influence is shown to be more significant (Figure 7.8b).
A simultaneous observation of the wind, current and tide in the Bolinao reef in another
ordinary condition(nostorm)duringtheperiod23-29June 1994isalsoshowninFigure7.9.
Across-correlation analysis of the time series suggests the significant influence of the tide
intheobservedcurrent(Figure7.10b). Thewindisshowntobeofminorimportanceduring
this period (Figure 10a).
i I i i i i 'I
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Figure7.5. Time seriesof wind andcurrent intheBolinaoreef during a stormy period in
July 1994.
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Figure 7.7. Time seriesof wind, tide andcurrent inthestudyarea during theperiod 23-31
May 1994.
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Figure 7.8a. Cross-correlationcoefficients forthetimeseriesofwindandcurrent inFigure
7.7. The time (differential) lag isa multiple of the sampling interval (1hour).
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Figure 7.8b. Cross-correlation coefficients for thetimeseries oftide andcurrent inFigure
7.7. The time (differential) lag is a multiple of the sampling interval (1hour).
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Figure 7.10b. Cross-correlation coefficients for the time series of tide and current in Figure
7.9. The time (differential) lag is a multiple of the sampling interval (1 hour).
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Evidently, during ordinary (stormless) conditions, the influence of the tide becomes more
dominant thanthe influence of thewind indriving thecurrent inthe study area. Generally
however, there is a non-linear interaction between the wind and the tide-driven current.
Depending on the tidal regime and the magnitude of the wind speed (and direction) in the
area, either of the two driving forces may be more significant. Due to the shallowness of
the reef waters, the wind stress is expected to dominate the flow during enhanced wind
speeds especially during neap tides when tidal currents are weak. The tidal effect on the
other hand, canbevery significant especially during spring tidewithtidal rangesexceeding
1 m. With calm to moderate conditions in such occasions, it is shown that the tide will
dominate the currents of the study area.

7.1.2. Tides andWater Level Variation
The observed tide at the study site is mixed diurnal-semidiurnal with a dominant diurnal
characteristic. The Oj(diurnalprincipallunar)andK,(diurnalluni-solar)tideswithperiods
of 25.8 h and 23.9 h respectively, are generally the main constituents responsible for the
diurnal characteristic of the tide in the area. On the other hand, the M2 (semidiurnal
principal lunar) andS2(semidiurnal principal solar)tides withperiodsof 12.4hand 12.0h
respectively, arethemainsemi-diurnal constituents involved. Observations indicatethatthe
diurnal constituents dominate over the semi-diurnal constituents. This was also confirmed
by a harmonic analysis of tidal observations which consistently gave higher amplitudes for
the diurnal constituents. Table VII.1 shows the amplitudes and phases (including the
frequencies) of the four principal tidal constituents derived by harmonic (Fourier) analysis
of the observed tide in May-June 1994 (see Figure 4.4) using the known frequencies
(w=2Tr/period)of the constituents involved. Thederived amplitudes of the 0[ andK,tidal
constituents are approximately 0.21 and 0.33 m respectively, while the corresponding
amplitudes of the M2and S2tides are approximately 0.12 and 0.04 m respectively.
Tidal Constituent

Frequency (rad/hr)

Amplitudes (m)

Phases (radian)

0,

0.243351

0.2136

2.053720

K,

0.262516

0.3372

-0.275370

M2

0.505868

0.1232

3.142611

S2

0.523598

0.0386

-0.897434

Table VII.l. Frequencies (rad h 1 ), amplitudes (m) andphases (rad) of the four principal
tidal constituents (Ou K1; M2and S2)inthe area of study.
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7.1.3. Temperature and Salinity
Time series of recorded temperature (measured in intervals of 5minutes) at the reef shows
a diurnal fluctuation with an average range of about 2 °C. An example of this observed
fluctuation canbe seen in Figure7.11.
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Figure 7.11. Diurnal fluctuation of temperature in the reef waters off Cape Bolinao.

Thegeneral daily variation in solarheating (insolation)coupled withtheshallowness of the
reef waters give rise to this general diurnal fluctuation of temperature. Measurements (at
mid-depth) indeeper areas suchasthechannel separating SantiagoIsland andCape Bolinao
(h > 20m)doesnotshowsuchasubstantialrangeinthediurnal fluctuation oftemperature.
On a longer time scale, a seasonal variation in temperature can be observed. Weekly
observations in the reef and in the channel for more than a year show typical seasonal
variations inthe temperature (Figure 7.12). Thelow water temperature inDecember starts
to rise in February and attains its peak in April (summer). A decreasing temperature is
observed during the start of the southwest monsoon season. The onset of the rainy season
is responsible for this cooling. However, another peak is observed within this season
particularly between August and September. This second peak, though lower than the
summerpeakissimilarly attributedtoanincreaseinsurface heatingduringthisperiod. The
irregularity in this peak is attributed to the passage of some low pressure areas. It should
be noted thatthese atmosphericdisturbances areexperienced during the southwest monsoon
(see Chapter 3). Broken clouds, which decrease insolation, coupled with intermittent rains
during suchweatherconditionscontributetotemperaturefluctuations withintheshallowreef
waters.
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Observations of salinity during a period of less than a year (August 1994 - May 1995),
indicate low salinity at the reef (S < 32) during the southwest monsoon season (Figure
7.13). Increasedprecipitationandlowevaporationduringthisseasonarefactors contributing
tosuchlowsalinityvaluesinthemeasurementsites. ObservationsbyMcManusetal. (1992)
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Figure 7.12. Seasonal variation of water temperature in CapeBolinao.
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Figure7.13. Temporal variationof salinity inCapeBolinaoduring theperiod from August
1994 to June 1995.
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showed even lower salinity values (S < 30) in the reef waters during strong precipitation.
Increasing salinity values are observed towards thenortheast monsoon season. This attains
itspeak inthesummerparticularly inApril(S > 34),theperiod ofalmostzeroprecipitation
inthearea. Thevery low inputoffreshwater during thesummerplusenhanced evaporation
leads to increased salinity values during this period.

7.2.

Sediment Transport in CapeBolinao

Sediment transport in Cape Bolinao can be quite complex due to the complexity of the
associated hydrodynamics responsible for transport. There is a selective transport of
sediments inagivenhydrodynamic regimeowingtodifferences intheerodability ofbottom
particlesandsettlingcharacteristicsofthesuspendedparticles. Finesedimentsrequirelower
bottom shear stress for bed erosion and resuspension in the water column than coarse
sediments. At the sametime, fine sediments have low settling velocities. Thismeansthat
silt for example, can be transported already during moderate conditions (ordinary breeze).
On the other hand, coarse sediments like sand remain on the bottom during such ordinary
conditions with low bottom stress, and can only be eroded and transported during extreme
conditions, e.g. during thepassage of storms.

7.2.1. Dynamics of Suspended Sediments
Analyses of total suspended solids (TSS) concentrations, current and wind during a tidal
cycleand aperiod of severalweekstomonthsrevealed therelative influence ofbothcurrent
and waves in the dynamics of suspended sediments in Cape Bolinao. A cross-correlation
analysis of atime series obtained during 9-20 December 1993and 16-26June 1994showed
that during ordinary conditions (no storms), thecurrent hasa more significant influence on
thetotal suspended solidsconcentration (Figure7.14a). Theinfluence of thewind isshown
to be insignificant (Figure 7.14b). The negative cross- correlation coefficients obtained
between wind and TSS indicate an insignificant influence from the wind during ordinary
conditions. This isalsoevident inthedata obtained during theperiod 12-25March 1994in
the area north of the Bolinao reef (Figures 7.15a - 7.15b).
A spectral analysis of the same data shows that the dynamics of suspended solids during
ordinary conditions is likely to be dictated by the current (Figure 7.16). The spectral
variations inthemagnitude oftheenergy density (squared amplitudes) ofthecurrent occurs
at a frequency corresponding to the frequency of the variation inTSSconcentration. The
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Figure7.14a. Cross-correlation analysisofcurrentandtotalsuspended solids(TSS)during
theperiod 9-20December 1993and 17-26June 1994. Thetimelagisamultipleof4hours.
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Figure7.14b. Cross-correlationanalysisofTSSandwindduringtheperiod9-20December
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Figure7.15a. Cross-correlationanalysisofcurrentandtotalsuspendedsolids(TSS)during
the period 12-25 March 1994. The time lag isa multiple of 4 hours.
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Figure 7.15b. Cross-correlation analysis TSS and wind and TSSduring the period 12-25
March 1994. The time lag is amultiple of 4hours.
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Figure 7.18. Spectral analysis of the time series in Figure 7.17.
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wind spectra showasmallpositive influence atthefrequency of thepeak TSSspectrawhich
is attributed to its random nature. In general however, the wind spectra have their peak
energy density at a lower frequency which does not correspond to the TSS spectra.
A simultaneous observation of current, wind and TSS concentration during another period
of no storm (24-30 June 1994) is shown in Figure 7.17. A spectral analysis of the time
series again showed that the current, rather than the wind, is more likely to be the main
driving force explaining thedynamicsoftheobserved TSSconcentrations (Figure 7.18). A
cross-correlation of a tidal cycle observation of TSS concentration and current in the reef
duringtheperiod 3-4April 1995alsoindicated thesignificant influence ofthecurrentonthe
dynamics of TSS(Figure 7.19). It isevident thatthecurrent effect dominates thedynamics
oftheTSSconcentration during ordinary conditions. However, theeffect ofthewind inthe
dynamics of TSS concentration becomes very significant during stormy conditions. The
observed temporal variation of the TSS concentrations in the Bolinao reef before and after
astrongtyphoon(codename'Katring') isshowninFigure(7.20). Thetyphoon, with surface
winds exceeding 20 m s"1, directly hit the area of investigation in 21 October 1994. The
observed TSSconcentrations duringthatperiod increased from anaverageof 12mgl"1 to30
mg l"1. A cross-correlation analysis of the time series of wind and TSS data during this
occasion is shown in Figure (7.21).
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Figure 7.20. Time series of observed wind and TSS in the Bolinao reef during the storm
of 20-22 October 1994.
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Figure 7.21. Cross-correlation of the observed wind and TSS inthe Bolinao reef during
the storm of 20-22 October 1994. The time lag isamultiple of 4hours.
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Figure7.22a. Cross-correlationanalysisofwindandTSSconcentrationduringatidalcycle
(8-9January 1995) east of the channel. Thetime lag isa multiple of 1hour.
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Figure 7.22b. Cross-correlation analysis of current and TSS concentration during atidal
cycle (8-9 January 1995) east of the channel. Thetime lag is amultiple of 1hour.

Inthechannel areas southof SantiagoIsland, ordinary winds(breeze)canhavea significant
influence on the TSS dynamics. A tidal cycle observation east of the channel during the
period8-9January 1995revealedpositivecross-correlationcoefficients betweenthewindand
the observed TSS concentrations (Figure 7.22). As shown, the effect of the wind is more
significant than the effect of the current in the dynamics of TSS concentration. The
predominance of fine sediments (silt-clay range) in this area could be the reason for this
observation. It should benoted thatthese fine sedimentscanbe resuspended already atlow
bed shear stresses from wind-induced waves.
Itcanbe seenfrom theforegoing analysesthatthe shorttermdynamics (tidalcycle, weekly
or monthly) of the TSS concentrations inCape Bolinao isgenerally governed by a random
component due to thewind and aperiodic component duetothe (tidal) current. Inthereef
areas of Cape Bolinao, the wind effect becomes significant only during stormy conditions,
while the current effect issignificant during ordinary conditions (no storms). Theeffect of
the current can be very significant during spring tides when tidal currents attain their
maximum velocity. In the channel areas south of Santiago Island, the wind can have a
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significant contribution inthe TSS dynamics evenduring ordinary conditions.
On a longer time scale, comparison of separate observations inthe Bolinao reef during the
southwest and northeast monsoonseasons (with nostorms) reveal aweak seasonal variation
inthedynamicsofTSSconcentration(Figure7.23). TheshorttermperturbationsintheTSS
concentrations induced byepisodicwind eventsduring thesouthwest monsoonseasonisnot
very high. The long-term TSSdynamics for both seasons reveal small fluctuations abouta
mean concentration which is about equal for both seasons.
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Figure7.23. TemporalvariationofTSSconcentrations(mg/1)observedduringthesouthwest
(16June - 1Aug 1994) and northeast monsoons (9Feb - 27 Mar 1995) respectively.

Spatially, theweekly observationsduringthewholeperiodofmeasurementindicatethatsites
closetothecoast(inthechannel)havearelativelyhigherTSSconcentrationthansitesinthe
reef north of Santiago Island (Figure 7.24). This can be attributed to the discharge of
sediments by creeks and from surface runoff during the southwest monsoon (rainy season).
Another reason for the spatial gradient which is true even during the dry season is the
possibleerosionofunprotected coasts. Eventualsedimenttransportbytidalandwind-driven
currents from the channel to the reef area can occur, but the 'dilution effect' of relatively
clear waters north of the reef area (as compared to the channel) can also explain the
difference inthe observed TSSconcentrations.
Measurementsoftheash-free dryweight(AFDW)oftheobservedTSSconcentrationsduring
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the same period exhibit a relatively high amount of organic matter ( « 30 %) in the
suspended solids (Figure 7.25). Theenhanced primary productivity inthe area isknownto
contribute to this high amount of organic matter inthe TSSconcentrations. Generally, the
AFDW concentrations exhibit a higher fraction of organic material during calm conditions
(no storms). In contrast, during stormy conditions, the fraction of inorganic material is
greater than the organic fraction. This implies that resuspension of bottom sediments has
occurred.
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Figure7.24. Temporalvariation(weekly)oftheTSSconcentrations(mg/1)inCapeBolinao
during the period from 25April 1994to 5June 1995.
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Figure 7.25. Temporal variation of AFDW concentrations (mg/1) inCape Bolinao during
the period 25 April 1994 to 5June 1995.
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7.2.2. Sedimentation Fluxes
The observed sedimentation fluxes in Cape Bolinao revealed a strong spatial difference
between the reef and thechannel area (Figure 7.26). Measurements inthe channel showed
consistently higher sedimentationfluxes withanaverageof3.2 gm 2 hr 1 ascompared tothe
reef areasnorth of SantiagoIslandwithalowaverage flux of 0.7 gm 2 hr 1 . Thetemporal
variation of sedimentation fluxes at the reef waters were small during the whole period of
observation. In contrast, the channel area showed high fluctuations especially during the
southwest monsoon season. While the higher sedimentation fluxes inthe channel could be
duetotheresuspensionofbottomsediments,thepossibledischargeofsediment-laden surface
runoff during heavy precipitation could also contribute inthe increased fluxes.

12.0

S 2.0
1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61
WeekNumber

Figure 7.26. Mean sedimentation fluxes at CapeBolinao during theperiod from February
1994 to June 1995.

Measurements of the sedimentation fluxes of various sediment fractions (collected by
sediment traps) werealsoundertaken (seeChapter3). Thevarioussizeclassesof suspended
sediments are (operationally) subdivided according totheir fall velocity distribution. Itwas
observed that the combined fractions of 'clay' and 'silt' generally showed higher
sedimentationfluxes thansand(Figure7.27). Thisindicatesandfurther confirms thegeneral
observation that most suspended particles during ordinary conditions are in the silt-clay
range. Duringextremestormyconditionshowever,thereisanincreaseinthesedimentation
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Figure 7.27. Sedimentation fluxes of various sediment fractions in the Bolinao reef
observed during the period from March 1994to April 1995.
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Figure 7.28. AFDW fluxes of various sediment fractions in the Bolinao reef observed
during the period from March 1994to April 1995.

fluxes of sand as seen during the 5th and 6th weeks (10-24 October 1994). This is due to
theresuspensionandshoreerosionofcoarsermaterialsduringperiodsofenhancedbedshear
stress due to the passage of storms inthis period.
Measurements ofthe associated ash-free dry weight (AFDW)fluxes of thesefractions show
avariable percentageoforganicmatter ineachsizeclass(Figure 7.28). Theorganicmatter
contentofthe 'sand' and 'clay' fractions isgenerally smallerthantheorganicmattercontent
of the 'silt' fraction.
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7.2.3. Size Distribution of Bottom Sediments
The bottom sediments off Cape Bolinao are heterogeneous. The bed consist of fractions
ranging from clay (< 2 /mi) to granules (> 2 mm). There are even coarser sediment
fractions from dead corals, as most of the area under investigation is a coral reef area. A
typical grain size distribution of thebottom sedimentsoff Cape Bolinao is shown in Figure
7.29.
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Figure 7.29. Grain size distribution of bottom sediments off Cape Bolinao. Sites north
(south) of Santiago Island are shown in Case a(b).

There is an asymmetrical distribution of bottom sediments, with a dominance of coarser
fractions (sand-granules) in the reef area around Santiago Island (case a). The opposite is
true south of the island (in the channel) where fine sediments are observed to be dominant
(case b). This pattern of sediment size distribution suggests that in the northern areas, the
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combined action of thewaves andcurrents inthose barely protected areas hasa major
influence on the absence offinesediments. This isthe situation inmost sites ofthe reef
which are not protected against waves and strong currents that always actincombination
duringmoderatetostrongwindevents. Thechannelarea,whichisprotectedbytheSantiago
Island itself, is less exposed to wave action and strong currents, making it a gross
sedimentation zone for discharged andtransported sediments, both of allochthonous or
autochthonous origin. Such protected areas also mean that thenear-bed stress fromthe
combined actionofbothcurrentsandwavesisgenerally lowandbelowthecritical stress for
deposition, permitting depositionofeventhe veryfinesediments.

7.2.4. Organic Matter Distribution
Theobserveddistributionpatternoftheorganicmattercontentofbottomsediments(averaged
for the 3rd and 4th quarter of 1994, and1st and 2nd quarter of 1995) isshown inFigure
(7.30).
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Figure7.30. Distribution patternof sediment organicmattercontent (%)offCapeBolinao
averaged throughout the period ofobservation.

A north-south gradient inthe organic matter distribution isobserved. Measured organic
content of bottom sediments in the south exceeds 5 % during the whole period of
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measurement. Insome sitesinthechannelarea, theobserved valuesevengobeyond 15%.
Thecontent oforganicmatterdecreases inthenorthward direction, withapercentagebelow
5 % during theperiod of measurement. Thisobservationcanbecorrelated tothe grainsize
distribution of fine sediments inthearea. Theabundance of finer sedimentsinthe southas
compared to the north is, on the average, proportional to the amount of organic content of
the sediments. Thepre-dominance of organic-rich silt fraction inthechannel area explains
the observed spatial gradient.
It should alsobenoted that the organicmatter content of bottom sediments atthe study site
ishighly correlated withthenutrientcontentofthesediments. Ontheaverage, nitrogen(N)
andphosphorus (P) are2%and0.5% oftheorganicmattercontent respectively atthestudy
site.

7.3. Light Extinction in Cape Bolinao
Theunderwater light observations provide information useful for understanding theecology
of the seagrasses, seaweeds, phytoplankton and corals etc. as well as on the processes
responsiblefor thediminutionoflightwhichincludethedynamicsofsuspendedmatter. The
available light of interest is confined to the Photosynthetically Available Radiation (PAR)
waveband which, asalready described inChapter 5, diminishes inthe water column dueto
the presence of the optically active components such as inanimate suspended particulate,
phytoplankton, gilvin, and water itself. The diminution of PAR is expressed through the
estimated light extinction coefficientkd.
The characteristics of the marine environment off Cape Bolinao are different than those of
many natural water systems. Of particular significance isthe abundance of seagrasses and
seaweeds in the area. After decomposition, decay products can contribute much to light
extinction by absorption and scattering of PAR. The enhanced phytoplankton growth
benefitting from the relatively high amount of organic matter and nutrients in some areas
around Cape Bolinao is another factor contributing to light extinction. Furthermore, the
presence of relatively high concentrations of suspended sediments (as compared to oceanic
water) can make a significant contribution to light extinction. The variation of the light
extinction coefficient isprimarily governed by the dynamics of the suspended matter. The
contribution of water itself in the general extinction of light is another factor. Absorption
ofPARbypurewaterprovidesabackgroundextinctionwhichbecomesdominantwhenother
contributing components are of minor importance.
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7.3.1. Light Extinction Dynamics
Theestimated lightextinctioncoefficients atCapeBolinao watersare relatively lowwith an
averagekd of lessthan 1.0m"1 during thewholeperiod of observation. Inthereef area, the
estimated light extinction coefficients is generally lower than 0.5 m"1. Higher extinction
coefficients, often exceeding 0.5 m 1 , wereobserved inthechannel area (Figure7.31). The
relatively higherconcentrations ofphytoplankton andTSSinthechannel ascompared tothe
reef area explains the difference inthe observed light extinction coefficients (see 7.3.3).
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Figure 7.31. Temporal variation of the light extinction coefficient at the Bolinao reef
waters during the period from February 1994to June 1995.
These lightextinction coefficients aremuch lowerthanthosemeasured ininland waters,but
generally higher than in oceanic waters. The presence of the various optically active
components (suspended sediments, phytoplankton, gilvin) at various concentrations, all
contributed to the observed light extinction coefficients. The lower concentrations of these
componentsinthecoastalmarineenvironmentascomparedtomostinlandwatersexplainthe
smaller extinction coefficients observed.
It isageneral observationthatthe(highfrequency) dynamicvariationofthelightextinction
coefficient isattributedtothedynamicsofTSSconcentrations sincetheotheropticallyactive
components (algae and gilvin) are usually not very variable in the short term. A series of
continuous observations of TSS and light extinction coefficient obtained during the period
from 9-20 December 1993and 16-26 June 1994 is shown in Figure (7.32).
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Figure 7.32. Temporal variation of TSSandkd inthe Bolinaoreef during theperiod from
9-20 December 1993and 16-26June 1994.
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Figure 7.33. Cross-correlation analysis between the time series of TSS andkdshown in
Figure 7.32. The time lag is a multiple of 4hours.

Across-correlation analysisbetweenthetwotimeseriesrevealed apositive influence ofTSS
on the light extinction coefficient (Figure 7.33). A cross-correlation of the observed TSS
concentration and light extinction coefficient during the storm of 20-22 October 1994also
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showed the positive influence of TSSconcentration (Figure 7.34).
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Figure 7.34. Cross-correlation analysis between thetime series of TSS andkd during the
storm of 20-22 October 1994 inthe Bolinao reef. Thetime lag is amultiple of 4 hours.

7.3.2. Dependence of Light Extinction on Sediment Size
The light extinctioncharacteristics of various suspended sediments depend on their particle
size. Theclayparticles for example, areknowntocontribute moreto lightattenuationthan
thecoarse silt or sandparticles. Laboratory measurements onbeam attenuation coefficients
ofthethreedefined sedimentfractions namelysand, siltandclay, weretherefore performed.
Particles collected by sediment traps were used for this purpose. The measured beam
attenuation coefficient in this way is by itself the sum of both absorption and scattering
coefficients (see Chapter 6).

7.3.2.1. Beam Attenuation of Sediment Fractions
The fractionation experiments on suspended sediments provided material to execute the
spectrophotometric beammeasurements for thethreesediment sizesassumed (e.g. sand, silt
andclay) inthe laboratory. Samplesfrom varioussitesoftheBolinaoreef (normally where
automatic measurements of TSS and light irradiance are executed) were collected by traps
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and the three sediment fractions were distinguished according to their respective fall
velocities (see Chapter 3 for discussion on the method). The specific beam attenuation
coefficient ofeachfraction isthenestimated from theobservedbeamattenuation coefficients
divided by the respective dry weight concentrations of each fraction.
Measurements for the whole photosynthetic range (400 - 700ran)cannot be done in some
sites due to the limited capability of the available spectrophotometer. With the Spectronic
20 used, absorbance measurement above the 600 nm wavelength needs a change in the
phototube which isnot suggested while carrying out theexperiments. Figure (7.35) shows
the observed spectral variation of the specific beam attenuation coefficients of various
sediment fractions.
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Figure 7.35. Specific beam attenuation coefficients (averaged) of various sediment size
fractions obtained in CapeBolinao.

The estimated values confirm the inverse relationship between particle size and the beam
attenuation coefficients aspredicted by theory. As shown in the figure, the specific beam
attenuation coefficient decreases in the order clay-silt-sand. Further, there is a general
decrease ofspecific beamattenuationcoefficients withincreasing wavelengthconfirming the
general observation. This general decrease of the observed specific beam attenuation
coefficients withincreasingwavelengthhasalsobeenreportedbyKirk(1980)whoattributed
this to humicmaterials.
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7.3.2.2. Beam Attenuation Measurements of Suspensions
Themeasurement ofbeamattenuationcoefficients of water samples isdifficult toundertake
in the coastal sea due to the low concentrations of each of the factors affecting light in the
watercolumn. Therefore, several 'turbid sites' wereselectedforthispurpose. Inparticular,
the sites close to the coastal mainland of Cape Bolinao and south of Santiago Island which
areknowntohaverelativelyhigherconcentrationsofsuspendedanddissolvedmatter(gilvin)
were chosen. Also, these sites showed relatively higher algal concentrations than the reef
sites north of Santiago Island (see 7.3.3).
Thespecificbeamattenuationcoefficients fromthewatersamplescollectedinthedesignated
siteslikewiseindicateadecrease inthevalueswithincreasingwavelengths(seeFigure7.36).
Theapparentincreasewithdecreasingwavelengthisgenerally attributedtohumicsubstances
whichmay originate from the land andfrom thedecaying seaweedsand seagrasses nearthe
coast.
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Figure 7.36. Spectral variation of specific beam attenuation coefficients of watersamples.

Of particular interest is the observed small shoulder at 650 nm wavelength. The presence
of algal particles in the suspensions is thought to be responsible for this. This typical
variation manifests the spectral variation of the mean absorption cross-section of
phytoplankton component present (see Figure 6.5 in Chapter6).
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7.3.3. TheContribution ofPhytoplanktontoLight Extinction
There isanenhanced phytoplankton growth inthechannel areaofCapeBolinao. Observed
algal concentrations often exceed 1mgchlorophyll-a m'3inthearea (Figure 7.37). Lower
concentrations, often below0.5mgchlorophyll-am 3 , wereobserved inthereef. Thehigher
algal concentrations inthechannel canbe attributed tothe relatively higher percentageof
organic matter in the area which implies higher amounts of nutrients available for
phytoplankton growth (seeSection 7.2.4).
Across-correlationanalysisofalgalconcentrationsandtheextinctioncoefficient showedthat
the contribution of phytoplankton tothelight extinction coefficients inthechannel area is
significant (Figure 7.38). Theanalysisshowedthatthealgalcontributionto light extinction
in the area dominates over thecontribution of TSS andgilvin. This observation doesnot
apply to the reef area where the algal concentration is low. In the reef, the same crosscorrelation analysis showed that the contribution of TSS concentration to the extinction
coefficient isdominant.
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Figure 7.37. Temporal variation of algal concentrations (mgchlorophyll-a m~3)in Cape
Bolinao from March 1994-June1995.
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area of Cape Bolinao. The time lag isamultiple of 1week.

To quantify the specific beam attenuation coefficient due to the phytoplankton inthe study
area, cultured algae at theBolinao Marine Laboratory were subjected to spectrophotometric
analyses. Two diatom species {Chaetoceros gracilis andIsochrysis galbana) at laboratory
concentrations reaching somehundreds of mgchlorophyll-a m 3 wereused. Themeasured
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Figure7.39.
Specific beam attenuation coefficient of twodiatom species inCapeBolinao.
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specific beamattenuationcoefficients ofbothsamplesareshowninFigure 7.39. Duetothe
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limited capability of the spectrophotometer used, the phytoplankton absorbance could only
be measured up to 600 nm at a scan intervals of 50nm.
Thespectral shapeissimilartothegeneralobservationsmadeinmanynaturalwaters. There
is an enhanced absorption at the 450 nm wavelength which decreases towards increasing
wavelength (at leastuntil600nm). Anotherpeakat650nm(lower one)isusually observed
nearthe650nmwavelengthbutcouldnotbemeasured inourexperiments. Itisobviousthat
both diatom species follow the same spectral variation, but Isochrysisgalbanashows a
somewhat lower specific beam attenuation coefficient as compared to Chaetoceros gracilis
throughout the investigated wavelengths. Thiscould berelated tothedifferences insizesor
shapes of the cells of the two algal species. This typical spectral variation of the specific
absorptioncoefficient isknowntocorrespondtothespectralvariationofthemeanabsorption
cross-sections of the phytoplankton (see Section 6.3.2 in Chapter 6).

7.3.4. Gilvin Absorption
The absorption due to gilvin is very variable throughout the observation period at all sites
inthe study area. Measured absorption coefficients at the 380 nmwavelength vary from a
very low (near zero) value to moderately high (above 2 m"1) values. These absorption
coefficients are similar to the observed values in some estuarine areas (Figure 7.40). The
substantialprimary production intheareacoupledwithlanddrainagefrom themainlandand
the islands are expected to contribute together to the relatively high absorption coefficients
measured. Using Equation (6.5), the spectral variation for three locations were calculated
and plotted in the graph below the map. Note the decreasing absorption coefficient with
increasing distance from the coast. The observations at A, taken less than 100m from the
coast shows the highest average value, while the farthest (at C) shows the least gilvin
absorption coefficient.

7.3.5. Estimated Specific Extinction Coefficients
Rather than the specific beam attenuation coefficient which isjust derived from laboratory
spectrophotometric analyses, thespecific extinctioncoefficient isthe real important quantity
to be estimated. Unfortunately, this quantity can not be derived from measurements in a
spectrophotometer because in a spectrophotometer, beams of monochromatic light areused
and only thebeam attenuation duetothismonochromatic light ismeasured. Inreal marine
waters, the whole photosynthetic waveband and its attenuation due to the presence of the
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different components intheaquatic medium needstobe quantified. Hence, other meansof
obtaining anestimateofthespecific extinctioncoefficient ofeachofthevariouscomponents
havetobeused. Sincemeasurements wereavailable ontheconcentrations of TSS(organic
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Figure 7.40. Gilvin absorption coefficient measured on several sites at Cape Bolinao.
Average values (at 380nm) throughout theperiod of observation are presented.

and inorganic), algae, and absorption coefficient of gilvin (at 380 nm), these were used in
the analysis. Distinction is made between the organic (detritus) and inorganic (mineral)
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fraction ofTSSsincetheseareknowntohavedifferent specific extinctioncoefficients. For
the organic part of TSS, thealgal concentration is further subtracted. Multiple regression
ofthe observed extinctioncoefficient andthesefactors wasexecuted asinVanDuin(1992),
Lijklema etal. (1994) andBlometal. (1994). The resultsoftheregression analysisforthe
reef and channel sites are shown in Figures (7.41-7.42) with the observed extinction
coefficient plotted against the predicted. The estimated specific extinction coefficients,
including their standard errors, areprovided inTables (VII.2-VII.3).
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Figure 7.41. Multiple regression analysis of kd (m1) as a function of (inorganic and
organic) TSS(mg/1), algae (mgchlorophyll-am"3)andgilvin absorption coefficient (m1)in
the Bolinao reef. Thenumber ofobservations N =585.

Component

K

2

Estimated

std. error

TSS (organic)

KP.„ (m

g"1)

0.0210

0.0017

TSS (inorganic)

V(m2g-')

0.0138

0.0008

Algae

KC m2 mg"' chl-a

0.1485

0.0156

Gilvin

«,(-)

0.0253

0.0105

Table VII.2. Estimated specific extinction coefficients intheBolinao reef.
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Figure 7 . 4 2 . Multiple regression analysis of kd (nr 1 ) as a function of (inorganic and
organic) TSS (mg/1), algae (mg chlorophyll-a m"3) andgilvin absorption coefficient (nr 1 ) in
the Bolinao channel. Thenumber of observations N = 260.

Component

K

Estimated

std. error'

TSS(organic)

V. fa' g"')

0.0233

0.0064

TSS(inorganic)

K?.,(m2g"')

0.0150

0.0025

Algae

<ccm 2 mg' 1 chl-a

0.0736

0.0250

Gilvin

*»(-)

0.1409

0.0247

Table VII.3. Estimated specific extinction coefficients intheBolinao channel.

The specific coefficients obtained for the reef differ slightly with those obtained forthe
channel. T h e difference is attributed to the relatively higher extinction coefficients and
higher algal concentration measured inthe channel (as compared tothe reef). F o rthe whole
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marine system of Cape Bolinao (combined reef and channel), the result of the regression
analysis isshowninFigure (7.43). Theestimated specific extinctioncoefficients, including
the standard errors, are shown in Table (VII.4). All the components involved were
significant at a significance level of < 0.01. However, because of the very low valuesof
theextinction coefficient andconcentrations atCapeBolinao marinewaters, itisdifficult to
obtain avery good fit betweentheobserved andpredicted lightextinctioncoefficients. The
inherent inaccuracies of measuring the concentrations of the different components and the
extinction coefficient itself, contribute to the low correlation. For comparison, literature
valuesaccordingtoBuiteveld(1990)areprovided inthelastcolumn. Itshouldbenotedthat
mostliteraturevalueswereobtained ininlandwatersystems(freshwater). Itcanbeseenthat
the estimated specific extinction coefficients for TSS (organic and inorganic) inthe present
study are lower thanliterature values. Thelowervalues obtained inthepresent studycould
be due to the fact that, in the marine environment, suspended sediments tend to flocculate
moreduetotheincreased ionconcentrations. Theresultingincreasedparticlediametersdoes
notonlyresult inanincreased settlingrateoftheflocculated particlesbutalsoinadecreased
specific scattering and absorption coefficients (Kirk 1983, Blom 1994). Hence, lower
specific extinction coefficients could beexpected inthe marine environment.
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Figure7.43. Multipleregressionanalysisofkd(m1)asafunction of(inorganicandorganic)
TSS(mg/1),algae(mgchlorophyll-am3)andgilvinabsorptioncoefficient (m"1). Thenumber
of observations N = 845.
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Component

151
std. error

Estimated

K

Literature
(Buiteveld 1990)

TSS

*„ (m2g')

0.0134' - 0.01472

0.001' - 0.00232

0.0253' - 0.04902

Algae

KC m2 mg'1 chl-a

0.1695

0.0115

0.0209

Gilvin

*.(-)

0.0858

0.0123

0.0498

1
2

-inorganicTSS
-organic TSS(minusalgae)

Table VTI.4. Estimated specific extinction coefficients at Cape Bolinao marine waters.

Estimation of specific extinctioncoefficients of sedimentfractions hasalsobeenexecuted in
this study. The observed specific beam attenuation coefficients of each of the sediment
fractions are used inthe estimationprocedure. Generally, itcanbe assumed that there isa
linear relationship between theextinction coefficient kdandthebeam attenuation coefficient
e(Van Duin 1992);
(7.1)

K =ci + c2e
where Cjand c2 are constants to be determined. Through linear regression of the observed
extinction coefficients and the measured beam attenuation coefficients, the constants were
obtained. The specific extinction coefficients of the sediment fractions can be determined
by correcting the measured specific beam attenuation coefficient with the derived constant,
c2. Theincrementc : isgenerally neglected sinceazerospecific beamattenuation coefficient
means a zero specific extinction coefficient. The estimated partial specific extinction
coefficient ofthethreesedimentfractions canbeseeninTableVII.5. Theestimationyielded
low correlation coefficient (r < 0.5) which isdue to the limited number of data collected.
fraction

2

K (m

g>)

"clay"

0.014

"silt"

0.010

"sand"

0.009

Table VII.5. Estimated specific extinction coefficients of the different sediment fractions.
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It should be noted that measurements of the beam attenuation coefficient of the sediment
fractions were performed at a later stage of the research only. Nevertheless, the estimated
specific extinction coefficients for the three sediment fractions confirm the general
observation that finer sediment fractions contribute more than coarser sediments per unit
weight material.

Chapter 8
Sensitivity Analysis, CalibrationandValidationoftheNumericalModels

The results of the modelling studies on the hydrodynamics, sediment transport and light
extinctioninCapeBolinaoarepresented inthischapter. Mostofthemathematicalequations
solved inthemodelling exercise havebeenpresented inthepreviouschapters. It shouldbe
noted thatthere are inherentuncertainties in someoftheseequations. The parameterization
of some processes represented by these equations is only an approximation of the actual
physics involved. In the hydrodynamic model for example, the bulk aerodynamic formula
for estimating surface stress from the wind involves theuse of a drag coefficient whichhas
nouniquevalue. Thesameistrueforthebottomdragcoefficient intheconventionalbottom
friction formula. Evenmoreparametersare involved inthesedimenttransportmodelwhich
define the fluxes of resuspension and sedimentation. From estimating the significant wave
characteristics toestimatingthewave-related bedshearstress,severalparameters areneeded
which are not known apriori. The same istrue withthe current-related stressparameters.
The absence of actual field measurements of these physical processes precludes the
determination ofuniversalparameters. Ineffect, literaturevaluesof someparameters differ
greatly, sometimesbytwoordersofmagnitude. Concerningthelightextinctionmodel,there
are also uncertainties in the specific extinction coefficients obtained through multiple
regression as the output of such analysis is strongly dependent on the quality of available
data. Here, measurement errors whichcould notbeavoided, all contribute to uncertainties
inthe estimated specific extinction coefficients.
Ingeneral, the valuesoftherelevant parameters aredependent onthemeasurement siteand
theexisting conditions intheparticular area of study, i.e. they aresite-specific. Therefore,
relyingonlyonliteraturevaluesmaynotgiveagooddescriptionoftheinvestigatedprocesses
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at a particular site. In order to arrive at a reliable predictive model for Cape Bolinao and
the Lingayen Gulf, these parameters which are poorly known should therefore be adjusted
in order toget agoodfitbetweenthe simulated and observed data, i.e. the model hastobe
tuned or calibrated. Due to the complexity of the hydrodynamic and sediment transport
models, a 'trial and error' calibration procedure was used after which an optimum set of
parameter values was derived. The calibration procedure, encompassing model sensitivity
analysis, is addressed in Sections (8.1-8.3). Validation of the numerical models of the
hydrodynamics, sediment transport and light extinction in Cape Bolinao is presented in
Section (8.4). Thedata obtained during theobservational period wasusedfor thispurpose.

8.1.

The Hydrodynamic Model

8.1.1. Sensitivity to Advection of Momentum
The advection of momentum, represented by the first-order non-linear terms in the
hydrodynamic model is usually neglected in many coastal models describing the dynamics
of long-wave induced currentsduetothewindandtide. Thereasonfor theexclusionofthe
advective terms are that, their contribution to the magnitudes of the currents is small, and
their inclusion in the model greatly increases the computational time. Furthermore, the
difficulty in obtaining accurate numerical solutions for the non-linear convective terms
remains aproblem.
In general however, the advectiyeterms are important in shallow areas (Flather and Heaps
1975, Xian Xao 1993). Especially inareas near thecoast withabrupt bathymetricchange,
theassociated non-lineartermsarenotnegligible, hence,theyareimportantwhenmodelling
the general circulation in the coastal zone. Another reason for including advection isthat,
ithasa cumulative influence onthe flows which meansthat it is important whenmodelling
thelong-termevolutionoftheflowvelocitiesusingatime-dependentmodel. Itcanbeshown
through mathematical analysis that it plays an important role in the dissipation process of
vorticity (circulationperunitarea). Asin(XianXou 1993),assuming aconstantwind stress
and linear bottom friction, the (potential) vorticity isgivenby

+
d
V—I f
h \
dt

h

h
kUu -

kUf
h h

Is.
P

+

dh

l
h3

kUv - - Is. dh
P . dx

(8.1)
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where £ (= dv/dx - du/dy) is the relative vorticity, / is the Coriolis parameter, U is a
reference (characteristic) flow velocity, k is the bottom friction coefficient, and t) is a
coefficient whichdetermines whether advection isconsidered (rj = 1)orneglected (r; = 0 ) .
Equation (8.1) describes the process of vorticity dissipation through the bottom frictional
resistance witha typical timescale for decayTd andalengthscale for dissipationLd givenby

r„=il
d

kU

, L^nl
d

(8.2)
k

It can be seen from Equation (8.2) that the vorticity is instantaneously dissipated (Ld = 0)
if the advective terms are neglected (ij = 0) (Xian Xou 1993). Hence, in modelling the
temporal evolution of flow velocities, advection becomes important.
The use of the expanded advective terms in the present hydrodynamic model has to be
emphasized aswell(seeChapter4). This 'modified advection' hasbeenderivedbyKoutitas
(1988)byassumingaquadraticprofile ofcurrentinthevertical. Theadvantage ofusingthe
expandedadvectiontermsisthat, non-uniformity ofthecurrentprofile intheverticalistaken
intoaccount. Thiscanbe seenasacorrection imposed onadvection which is important in
simulating wind-driven flows in the coastal zone, as wind-driven flows are highly nonuniform. It was also shown by Koutitas (1988) that this modification does not only result
in a faster convergence of the numerical solution but also to a more reasonable simulation
of the wind-driven surface elevation inthecoastal zone. Hence, inthepresent application,
this modified model is adopted.
Numerical simulations of the wind andtide-driven flows inCapeBolinao withand without
the expanded advective terms are presented in Figures (8.1-8.2). The model is run witha
uniform wind speed of 3 m s"1 from the north-northwest direction (annual mean) in
conjunction withthetidalforcing describedbyEquation(4.44). Thesurface drag coefficient
in both exercises (with and without advection) is assumed constant (cd = 0.0035). As the
model includes the tidal forcing, results for both flood and ebb tide are shown for
comparison. Theseresultsshowthatthecontributionoftheadvectivetermstothemagnitude
ofthecurrents issmallasthemagnitudesoftheflow velocities, withandwithoutadvection,
arevery similar. Thisistrueduringbothflood andebbtide. Inhisquasi-three dimensional
model, XianXou(1993)alsonotedthesmallcontribution of advectiontothemagnitudesof
the simulated currents.
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Figure 8.1a. Simulatedflowpattern in Cape Bolinao atfloodtide (standard condition).
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Figure 8.1b. Simulatedflowpattern in Cape Bolinao atfloodtide (standard condition).
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Figure8.2a. Simulated circulationpattern inCapeBolinao without advection (flood tide).
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Figure 8.2b. Simulated circulation pattern in Cape Bolinao without advection (ebbtide).
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Concerning the effect of advection on the sea surface elevation, Figure (8.3) shows the
simulated time series of water level (tide) near the coast of Cape Bolinao during a storm
event. It can be seen that, before the storm (t < 116h), advection has a negligible effect
onthe sea surface elevation. However, theeffect of the advectivetermsbecome noticeable
during the storm (116 h < t < 160h). Here, surface winds approaching 20 m s"1were
experienced in the area. As shown, the surface elevation during the storm ishigher when
advection is included. The difference in the sea surface elevation is expected to increase
when the storm winds are stronger. This is actually one of the obvious advantages of the
modified model. It results in higher free surface gradients balancing both the free surface
shear and thebed shear (inthe samedirection) andconsequently to areasonably higher sea
surface elevation along the coast (Koutitas 1988).

Figure 8.3. Simulated sea surface elevation inCape Bolinao with and without advection.

Generally, however, the results suggest the relatively small influence of advection in the
hydrodynamics ofCapeBolinao. Thisisgenerally attributedtothe(still) largegriddistance
used inthe numerical model (As = 500m). Thegrid distance shouldbemuch smallerthan
thedissipation lengthLd for advection tobecome significant. Withdepthsof about 10min
the main area of interest (the Bolinao reef and surrounding) and taking k = 0.01 as a
representative value for the bottom friction coefficient, Ld = 1000 m which is still
comparable to As. Nevertheless, the advective terms are retained in the present modelling
application to ensure conservation of momentum and faster convergence of the numerical
solutions.
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8.1.2. The Effect of Momentum Diffusion
To investigate the effect of momentum diffusion, the hydrodynamic model isrun with and
without the diffusion terms (instead of changing thevalues of thediffusion coefficients). A
fixed value for the diffusion coefficient isused (Ah = 10m2 s"1). The same wind and tide
forcing as applied in Section (8.1.1) are used in the sensitivity analysis. Results of the
simulation during flood andebbtidearepresented inFigure (8.4). Theresultsat flood tide
showthedistinctformation oftheweakanticycloniccirculationsnorthwestofSantiagoIsland
andCape Bolinao. Comparing thesewiththe standard condition (Figure 8.la), thevelocity
gradients near the center of the gyres appear stronger without the diffusion terms. This is
due to the fact that diffusion tends to smooth out gradients and neglecting it will certainly
result in more pronounced velocity gradients. The effect of diffusion on the sea surface
elevation can also be seen in Figure (8.5).
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Figure 8.4a. Simulated circulation pattern inCape Bolinao without diffusion (flood tide).
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Figure 8.4b. Simulated circulation pattern inCape Bolinao without diffusion (ebbtide).
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Figure 8.5. Simulated seasurface elevation inCape Bolinao with and without diffusion.
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Asshown, diffusion hasanegligibleeffect ontheseasurface elevation, asbothresults (with
andwithoutdiffusion) correspondverywell. Similartoadvection, theinfluence of diffusion
inthe general circulation of Cape Bolinao appears tobe small. However, their retention in
the model and the use of constant diffusion coefficients are recommended as the induced
physical/numerical diffusion smooths out numerically induced perturbations in the velocity
field(Koutitas 1988).

8.1.3. Wind-driven Currents - Surface Stress Effect
Investigation onthe effect of surface stress onthe wind-driven circulation of Cape Bolinao
is mainly confined to changing the value of the drag coefficient cd in the surface stress
formulation. In general, the drag coefficient isweakly dependent on the magnitude of the
wind speed (seeWu'sdrag formulation inEquation4.12). Toexamineitseffect, themodel
isrunusing Equation4.12(givingcd = 1 x 10~3) andahigherconstantdragcoefficient value
(cd = 0.0035). For both simulations, the mean annual wind speed (3 m s1) and direction
(NNW)isused. Withbothadvectionanddiffusion included inthehydrodynamicmodel,the
results of the simulation are shown inFigure (8.6).
A general feature of the simulated wind-driven circulation (shown by both results) is the
formation of theweak anti-cyclonic circulations before the reef slopenorthwest of Santiago
Island. Thesecanbe seenalso inthegeneral circulation inFigures (8.1-8.2). Apparently,
they are wind-driven. The clockwise deflection inthe current directions inthis area isthe
resultof flow modification bytheabruptbathymetric change, theirregular coastal geometry
of CapeBolinao andtheprevailing winddirection. It shouldbenotedthatatthereef slope,
water depths increase abruptly. Also, mass transport through the Bolinao channel ispartly
obstructed by its small opening. The observed current pattern is also the result of the
prevailing wind direction (NNW). It is shown in Section 8.4, that this general circulation
pattern does not appear during the southwest monsoon season.
Comparing Figure (8.6a) with Figure (8.6b), it can be seen that using Wu's formulation
results in smaller magnitudes of simulated depth-meancurrents inCape Bolinao (see scale).
Table VIII.1also shows some computed depth-mean currents using Wu's drag coefficient
(0.001) and a higher constant drag coefficient of 0.0035. In three locations inthe Bolinao
reef, a great difference in the current magnitudes (= 51 %) was noted. When the actual
observations on surface current are used for comparison, it is evident that the surface
currents are underestimated using Wu's drag formulation. From model calculations, the
surface currents canbe estimated from the depth-mean currents using the equation
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Figure 8.6a. Simulated circulation pattern in Cape Bolinao using cd = 0.001.
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Figure 8.6b. Simulated circulation pattern inCape Bolinao using cd = 0.0035.
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usuif = 1.5« +aJA

v

surf = l-5v + ay/4

where umrfand vmrfare the magnitudes of thex andy-componentsof surface currents

cd

Loc 1

0.0010

2.33 cm s 1

1.92 cm s 1

2.16cms"1

0.0035

4.54 cm s"1

3.76 cm s 1

4.20 cms"1

%change

51.32%

Loc2

51.06%

Loc3

51.42%

Table VIII.1. Computed depth-mean currents inthree locations in the Bolinao reef.

In accordance with Equation (4.22), the stress-related terms axand ayadd up a flow speed
of lessthan2.5 cms"1 tothesurface current (with awind speedof 3ms"1). With simulated
uand voflessthan5cms"1 usingWu'sdrag formulation, thesurface currents aregenerally
lessthan 10cms"1. Fromtheresultofthemodelsimulationwithahigher valueofcd,itcan
be shown using Equation (8.3) that the simulated magnitudes of current become more
reasonable when compared with observations. This is shown in the model validation in
Section 8.4.

8.1.4. Tide-Driven Circulation
Thecontribution ofthetideinthegeneralcirculationpatternofCapeBolinaowasexamined
separately. Investigationoftheindividual contributionofthetidecanbedoneby settingthe
wind to zero. Because of the non-linear interaction that is expected between the wind and
thetide, it isnotproper todetermine thetide-drivencurrentsby subtracting the wind-driven
current from the general model simulation with wind and tide forcing as input. For
simulating the tide-driven currents, the present non-linear model has to be modified. It
should be noted that this model does not apply for pure tide-driven flows since it was
originally derived for wind-driven circulation with wind stress specified as boundary
condition in the derivation. In particular, the advective terms have to be reduced-to their
original forms (Equations 4.1-4.2) when the wind effect is neglected. An important
consequence of this modification is that, thefinitedifference forms of the advective terms
in the general equations used (Equations 4.17-4.18) have to be changed for reasons of
numerical stability. Inparticular, thetermsudu/dx andvdv/dy aregivenby (Koutitas 1988)
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The other advective terms (i.e. vdu/dy and udv/dx) do not include the correction and stressrelated terms and are computed by central differences (no interpolation as in Equation 8.4).
Furthermore, the conventional quadratic bottom friction (Equation 4.13) has to be applied
for pure tide-driven flows since the modified friction relationships (Equation 4.24) result in
a zero bottom friction when the wind speed is zero. Due to the absence of frictional
dissipation, this tends to giveunstable numerical solutions. With theuseof the conventional
quadratic friction law, the solutions become stable.
The results of the simulation for pure tide-driven flows for both flood and ebb tides are
shown in Figure (8.7). As in Koutitas (1988), the bottom drag coefficient k is assigned a
The results for both
value of 0.01 which corresponds to aChezy coefficient of 31.3m1/2s"'
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Figure 8.7a. Simulated circulationpattern inCapeBolinao for puretide forcing (flood tide).
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Figure8.7b. Simulated circulationpattern inCapeBolinaofor puretideforcing (ebbtide).
flood andebbtidedonotshowtheanti-cycloniccirculation. Atflood tide,thereisageneral
southward flow, while a northward flow appears at ebb tide. For both tidal regimes, the
current directions arestrongly influenced by theirregulartopography of CapeBolinao. The
flood currents tend to penetrate inside the channel bordering Santiago Island and Cape
Bolinao (Figures 8.7a). The opposite is observed during ebbing (Figure 8.7b) with tidal
currentsgoing outof thechannel. Ingeneral, the simulated ebbcurrents (~ 10cms1)are
stronger than the flood currents (< 10cm s"1), which is in accordance with observations
presented in Chapter 7.

8.2. The Sediment Transport Model
8.2.1. The Resuspension Flux
In the sediment transport model, the resuspension flux is probably the most difficult to
estimate since nofield measurements of thisvariable areavailable. This isalso truefor the
wave and current-stresses responsible for resuspension. Investigation on the effect of the
resuspension flux on the dynamics of suspended sediment concentration and transport is a
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broad exercise involving many parameters, e.g. resuspension constant, critical stress, wave
and current friction factors, and many other relevant parameters. For the purpose of
investigating the effect of the different parameters inthe resuspension flux, the formulation
(Equation 5.31) according toParchure andMehta (1985) isused. Thereasonfor using this
resuspension formulation in the sediment transport model and basis of a preliminary
calibration is that it gives good estimates of the suspended sediment concentrations when
compared with observations. The sensitivity analysispresented here concerns the influence
of the resuspension constant, a-parameter, and critical shear stress. The relative influence
of current and waves isalso investigated. The following sections present the results of the
modelling exercise.

8.2.1.1. Effect of the Resuspension Constant
The resuspension constantkr(also called the floe erosion rate) shows a strong influence on
thedynamicsofTSSconcentration. Reported valuesofkrfor fine cohesive sedimentsrange
from 6.6 x 10"8to5.3 x 10"6kgm 2 s 1 (Parchure andMehta 1985). Inaseries ofnumerical
simulationsconductedinthepresentstudy,thehighervalueappearmorereasonableforCape
Bolinao sediments. For theclay, siltand sandfractions assumed inthemodel,krvalues of,
respectively, 2.0 x 10"7, 3.0 x 10"6and 5.5 x 10"6 kg m"2s"1were found to be reasonable
estimates. To show the strong influence of the resuspension constant on the TSS
concentrations, a two-fold increase and decrease of thesekrvalues were adopted. Amean
annualwind speed of3ms 1 (NNWmeanannualdirection) inconjunction withthetidewas
used to force to hydrodynamic model. The simulated distribution patterns of the total
suspended sediment concentrations inCapeBolinaofor thismodellingexercise areshownin
Figure (8.8a,b). It can be seen that, a two-fold increase in the value of kr results in
unreasonablyhighTSSconcentrations(Figure8.8a). Theoppositeisobservedforatwo-fold
decrease inkr,giving anunderestimation of observed TSSconcentrations.

8.2.1.2. Effect of the a-parameter
The a-parameter in the resuspension model is known to be inversely proportional to the
absolute temperature. Typical values reported in literature range from 4.2 to 25.6 m/N1'2
(Parchure andMehta 1985). However, it isshown ina seriesof numerical simulationsthat
these values are too high for Cape Bolinao. The strong dependence of the simulated
sediment concentrations onthe a-parameter isshown inFigure (8.9). Intheexperiments,
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Figure 8.8a. Simulated TSS distribution pattern in Cape Bolinao with a two-fold increase
inthe resuspension constantkr.
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Figure 8.8b. Simulated TSS distributionpattern inCape Bolinao with a two-fold decrease
inthe resuspension constantkr.
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Figure 8.9. Simulated TSSconcentration (gm3) with a = 1.0 and a = 0.1.
two values of a were used, i.e. case a, a = 1.0 and case b, a = 0.1. The same
hydrodynamic forcing used in Section 8.2.1.1 is applied in this exercise. For a = 1, the
simulated sedimentconcentrationsareconsiderablyhigherthanobservedTSSconcentrations.
For a = 0.1, the simulated concentrations are, incontrast, much lower. When compared
with observations inCape Bolinao, aparameter value in the range (0.1 < a < 1)appears
to be representative for Cape Bolinao. In a series of numerical experiments, it was found
that a = 0.5 is reasonable for Cape Bolinao sediments. The simulation results using this
value of a are shown inthe model validation (Section 8.4).

8.2.1.3. Effect of the Critical Shear Stressr„
The critical shear stress for resuspension is dependent on the sediment sizes and densities.
Forthethreesedimentfractions assumedinthepresent study,thecriticalshearstresseswere
estimated using the Shields approach (see Chapter 5). Using representative sizes for the
different fractions, the estimated critical shear stresses were, respectively, 0.14, 0.15, and
0.19Nm 2 for the 'clay', 'silt' and 'sand' fractions. Forasensitivity analysisonthecritical
shear, anorder ofmagnitude increaseanddecreaseoftheseTcrvalueswereused. Usingthe
same hydrodynamic forcing as in the previous sections, the influence of the critical shear
stress rcron the total suspended sediment concentrations is shown in Figures (8.10-8.11).
Itcanbe seen thatthe critical shear stressdoesnothave avery strong influence ontheTSS
concentrations (as compared withkrand a). Anorder of magnitude increase and decrease
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of T„ results in just atwo-fold increase ofthe TSS concentration (Figure 8.10). This
observation isalsoevident intheTSSdistributionpatterns showninFigures (8.11a-8.11b).
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Figure8.10. SimulatedTSSconcentration (gm"3)withanorderofmagnitudeincreaseand
decrease in the critical shear stress r„. The a-parameter in the resuspension flux is set at
0.5 m/N1/2.
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Figure 8.11a. Simulated TSS distribution pattern inCape Bolinao with anorderof
magnitude increase inthecritical shearstress T„. Thea-parameter inthe resuspension flux
is set at 0.5 m/N1/2.
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Figure 8.11b. Simulated TSS distribution pattern in Cape Bolinao with an order of
magnitude decrease inthecritical shear stress T„. Thea-parameterintheresuspensionflux
is set at 0.5 m/N1/2.

8.2.1.4. Wave-Current Influence
Toget anestimate of therelative influence of wavesandcurrent inthedynamics of TSSin
CapeBolinao,numericalexperimentswereconductedseparatelyforbothfactors. Theresults
of these exercises are shown in Figures (8.12-8.13). Both simulations were done with
stormy wind conditions to get anappreciable effect from both factors. In Figure (8.12), it
isshownthatthewaveinfluence dominatestheTSSconcentrationsintheBolinaoreef. This
result is taken north of Santiago Island. However, as shown in Figures (8.13a,b), the
current-induced TSS concentrations are of comparable magnitudes to the wave-induced
concentrations. The areal maps further show that thewind-induced TSSconcentrations are
even higher in some sites. It is evident that during enhanced wind speeds, there is a
significant influence of both waves and current on the total suspended sediment
concentrations. Both factors have to be considered therefore for an accurate modelling of
the suspended sediment transport in CapeBolinao.
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Figure 8.12. Simulated TSSconcentration (gm*3)due to waves and a current.
8.2.2. TheSedimentation Flux
Inaseriesofnumericaltestsinvolving severalformulae for thesedimentationflux <t>s, itwas
found that using the sedimentation model 4>s = vv/c - c„) gives a better estimate of the
suspended sediment concentrations in CapeBolinao than other formulations. The formula
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Figure8.13a. Simulated TSSconcentration (gm3) duetowaves inCapeBolinao. Theaparameter inthe resuspension flux is set at 0.5 m/N"2.
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Figure 8.13b. Simulated TSSconcentration (gm3) due to currents in Cape Bolinao. The
a-parameter inthe resuspensionfluxis set at 0.5 m/N1/2.

according to Krone (1962) where the sedimentation flux is function of the probability of
deposition (<j>s = pwsc,,)was not successful because it gave high suspended sediment
concentrations. Lijklema et al. (1994) also noted similar observation where there is an
unlikely accumulation of suspended sediments in the water column using Krone's
formulation. The sensitivity of the model predictions due to the sedimentation flux
formulation was thenexamined, particularly for the settling velocity ws.

8.2.2.1. Effect of the Settling Velocityws
The estimation of the settling velocities, ws, of the sediment fractions was done using the
Stoke's law as a first approximation. From Stake's law, the estimated settling velocities
from clay tosand fractions areontheorder of 10"4to 10'3ms"1. After aseriesof numerical
experiments, settling velocities of 1.0 x 10"3,5.5 x 10"4and 3.5 x 10"4m s"1were found to
be representative for the 'sand', 'silt' and 'clay' fractions respectively. Ingeneral, there is
astronginfluence ofthesettlingvelocityonthesimulatedsuspended sedimentconcentrations
(Figure 8.14). For example, a two-fold decrease in the settling velocities (ws/2)results in
anunrealistic increase inthe sediment concentrations.
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Figure 8.14. Simulated TSS concentration (g m3) with a two-fold increase and decrease
in the sediment settling velocity ws.

Ontheother hand, atwo-fold increase inthesettling velocities (vv, x2), result in(very)low
TSS concentrations. As shown, the total suspended sediment concentrations are always
below 20 g m~3with an order of magnitude increase in ws. This is not representative of
observed TSS concentrations in Cape Bolinao (see Chapter7).

8.3. The Light Extinction Model
Thelightextinctionmodelwhichwasdevelopedandapplied inthisstudyfollows thegeneral
linear relationship discussed in Chapter 6. The result of the regression analysis in the
previous chapter provided the input specific extinction coefficients for the light extinction
model. Thepredictionsofthesedimenttransportmodelforthreesedimentfractions arethen
used in modelling the light field in Cape Bolinao. The concentration of algae and the
absorption coefficient of gilvin were assumed constant since these two components do not
vary significantly in the short term. Based on observations, a mean algal concentration of
0.3 mg chlorophyll-a m 3 and a mean gilvin absorption coefficient of 0.8 nr1 (at 380 nm)
were used. Furthermore, a distinction between organic and inorganic fractions in the total
sedimentconcentrations wasmade. Inaccordancewithobservedproportions ofAFDWand
TSS concentrations in Cape Bolinao, the organic fraction was about 30% of the total
sediment concentration. The inorganic fraction wasthendetermined from the difference of
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the total sediment concentration (combined sand, silt and clay) and the organic fraction.

8.3.1. The Specific Extinction Coefficients
Two sets of specific extinction coefficients were used in the sensitivity analysis and
calibration of the light extinction model. The first set comprised the coefficients obtained
from the present study, while the second set comprised literature values (excluding the
constant) from Buiteveld (1990). These were shown in the previous chapter (see Table
VII.4). Theresultsofmodelcalculation, usingtheestimatedextinctioncoefficients from the
present study,andtheliteraturevaluesofthesecoefficients, areshowninFigure(8.15). The
simulatedlightextinctioncoefficients usingtheestimatedspecificextinctioncoefficients from
thepresentstudyaregenerally lowerthantheestimatedextinctioncoefficients usingliterature
values from Buiteveld (1990). The difference is attributed to the lower specific extinction
coefficients for TSSobtained inthepresent study. Whilethe specific coefficients for algae
and gilvin obtained in thepresent study are generally higher than literature values, they do
notcontributemuchtothetotalextinctioncoefficient duetotheirlowconcentrations inCape
Bolinao. Usingthe averagealgalconcentration and gilvinabsorption coefficient, their total
contribution isabout 0.16m 1 , roughly 40 % of themeankd ( « 0.40 m1) in CapeBolinao.
Onthe other hand, thecontribution of TSS (organicand inorganic) tokd is, ontheaverage,
about 52 %( « 0.21m 1 ).
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Figure 8.15. Simulated light extinction coefficients using the estimated specific extinction
coefficients from thepresent study and literature values (excludingconstant) from Buiteveld
(1990).
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From linear approximation, this would give ameancontribution of 0.03 m"1for pure water
which is within the mean background extinction as reported by Smith and Baker (1981).

8.4. Model Validation with Observed Data
Using observed data from CapeBolinao, thenumerical modelsdeveloped inthis study have
been validated. While a comprehensive validation can not be achieved due to the lack of
independentdatawhichhadnotbeenusedfor calibrationpurposes, theresultsofthe 'partial'
validation made here can give insight into the usefulness and predictive capability of the
numerical models. Theresults of thisexercise arepresented inthefollowing sub-sections.

8.4.1. Current Velocities and Circulation Patterns
Thenumericalmodelforhydrodynamicshasbeenruntosimulatethetwoprominentseasons,
i.e. the northeast (NE) and southwest (SW) monsoons. A uniform wind speed of 3 ms"1
(meanannual),representative forbothseasons,wasused. Themeanwinddirectionused for
thenortheast monsoonisabout337.5° (asshownbymeteorological observations), while for
the southwest monsoonseason, amean winddirection of 225° isused. Themodelwas run
inconjunction with atidal forcing which includesthefour primary constituents, namely O^
K,, M2andS2. The simulated depth-mean currents for both seasons and for both flood and
ebbtides are presented in Figures (8.16-8.17). Also, the simulated (and observed) surface
currentsfor bothseasonsarepresented inFigures(8.18-8.19). Comparingtheresults,there
is a reasonable agreement between the simulated and observed surface currents. The
simulated andobserved surface currents areofthe sameorder of magnitudes (= 10cms"1).
Regarding the current directions, the discrepancy (especially for the southwest monsoon
season) canbeattributed tothetide andvariability inthewind direction. It shouldbenoted
that measurements of the surface currents could not bedone simultaneously at all the sites.
In this case, changes in the tidal phase and wind direction during measurements are
manifested inthe observed surface currents.
Afurther validation of the hydrodynamic model was made in terms of the simulated (tide)
sea surface elevation (Figure 8.20). As shown, there is a close agreement between
observation andmodel simulation. Theminor differences inthesea surface elevation isdue
to the difficulty in describing the actual tide in the area. It should be noted that the model
includes only the four primary tidal constituents. There are also natural oscillations of the
sea surface with frequencies close to the frequencies of the involved tidal constituents. All
these factors, contribute to the observed sea surface elevation.
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Figure 8.16a. Simulated circulation pattern (depth-mean currents) in Cape Bolinao during
the northeast monsoon season (flood tide).
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Figure 8.16b. Simulated circulation pattern (depth-mean currents) inCape Bolinao during
the northeast monsoon season (ebbtide).
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Figure 8.17a. Simulated circulation pattern (depth-mean currents) inCape Bolinao during
the southwest monsoon season (flood tide).
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Figure 8.17b. Simulated circulation pattern (depth-mean currents) inCape Bolinao during
the southwest monsoon season (ebbtide).
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Figure 8.18. Predicted (a) and observed (b) surface currentsduring the northeast monsoon
season. Thepredicted surface currentcomponents arecalculated from usurpvsurf= 1.5u,v +

axJ4.
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Figure8.19. Predicted (a)and observed (b)surface currentsduring thesouthwestmonsoon
season. Thepredicted surface current components arecalculated from usurPvsulf = 1.5u,v +
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Figure 8.20. Observed and predicted tide (sea surface elevation) in CapeBolinao.

8.4.2. Suspended Sediment Dynamics and Distribution Pattern
Itwas shown inthe foregoing sensitivity analysesthat thesimulated TSSconcentrations are
sensitive to both waves and currents particularly during stormy conditions. To test the
validity of the sediment transport model, the storm event (October 1994) in Cape Bolinao
wassimulated. During thisperiod, surface windsof about20ms"1 wereexperienced inthe
area. Theeffects ofbothwavesandcurrentsasdriving forces forresuspensionandtransport
were included inthemodel run. Thevaluesofthedifferent parameters whichresulted from
a series of sensitivity tests and calibration can be seen in Table (VIII.2).

Parameter

Description

kr(kg m"2s1)

resuspension constant

Tcr (N m-2)

critical shear stress

ws(ms1)

settling velocity

a (m N"2)

resuspension parameter

'clay'

'silt'

'sand'

2.0 x10"7

3.0 x10"6

5.5 x 10"6

0.14

0.15

0.19

3.5 x10"4

5.5 x10"4

1.0x 10"3

0.5

0.5

0.5

Table VIII.2. Parameter valuesused inthe suspended sediment transport model.

The simulated depth-meancurrents, significant waveheights andbottom shear stressduring
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the maximum winds ofthe storm areshown inFigures (8.21-8.23). Thesimulated depthmean currents during thestorm went over50cms"1(Figure 8.21). Thegeneral circulation
pattern shows ananticyclonic gyre northwest of Santiago Island. Astrong southward flow
in the reef can be seen. This circulation pattern is also shown by the previous model
simulation using uniform winds from theNNWdirection. Thesimulated significant wave
heightsaregenerally lessthan 1 minthereef area(Figure8.22). Whilehigherwave-heights
are expected inthedeeper areas outside thereef, these simulated wave heights aredeemed
representative inmost ofthe shallow reef areas of interest.
The (total) bottom shear stress went over 1Nnr2during themaximum wind ofthestorm.
Generally, thewave-induced stressismoredominant thanthecurrent-induced stressnearthe
Bolinao coast (Figure 8.23). However, the current-induced stress canbe comparable in
magnitude tothewave-induced stress insome areas ofthe reef.
During thesame period, thesimulated sediment transport rates inCape Bolinao areshown
in Figure (8.24). Thedepth-averaged suspended load transport rates in Cape Bolinaoare
generally low(< 500gnr1s1)- This isattributed tothelowTSSconcentrations available
for transport.
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Figure 8.21. Simulated depth-mean currents (cms1) inCape Bolinao during thestormof
October 1994. Theresulting suspended sediment transport ispartly duetothis currents.
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Figure 8.22. Simulated significant wave heights (cm) inCape Bolinaoduring the stormof
October 1994.
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Figure 8.23. Simulated bottom shear stress (N m2) due to current and waves in Cape
Bolinao during the storm of October 1994.
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Figure 8.24. Simulated sediment transport rates (g s"1 m"1)inCape Bolinao during the storm
in October 1994.
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Figure 8.25. Simulated and observed TSS concentration (g m"3) in Cape Bolinao during the
storm of October 1994.
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Theunavailability ofobserveddata onthesignificant waveheights,bottomshearstress,and
suspended load transport during the storm precludes validation of these simulated results.
However, field observations of TSSconcentrations north of Cape Bolinao coast duringthis
period (17-24 October 1994) are available and these are used for model validation (Figure
8.25). Itcanbeseenthatthemodelproducesareasonableagreementbetweenthesimulated
andtheobservedTSSdata. Withtheinherentuncertainties inthesimulated significant wave
characteristics, the associated bed shear stresses due to waves and currents, and the
resuspensionflux, thesimulated magnitudesandvariations intheTSSconcentrationsarenot
very different from the observed concentrations. If the observations are smoothed out, the
simulated TSSconcentrations approximate the observed concentrations.

8.4.3. Light Extinction
Usingtheestimatedspecificextinctioncoefficients forthecombinedreef-channel system,the
light extinction coefficients corresponding to the northeast and southwest monsoon seasons
were simulated in Cape Bolinao. Results ofthe simulations for both seasonscanbe seenin
Figures(8.26). For anarealdescriptionofthelightextinctioncoefficients, theresultsofthe
model run for both ebb and flood tide are shown in Figure (8.27-8.28). The simulated
extinctioncoefficients weregenerally low (0.29-0.48 m1)butwithintheobserved rangeof
light extinction coefficients in Cape Bolinao. There is little difference ( « 0.02 m1) inthe
magnitudes ofkdfor both seasons, and for both flood andebb tides. However, the
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Figure 8.26. Time series of simulated light extinction coefficients in Cape Bolinao during
the northeast and southwest monsoon seasons.
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distribution pattern ofthe lightextinction coefficients appearstochange withthetide. This
is also true for both seasons. The transport and redistribution of suspended fine sediments
by tidal and wind-driven currents determine the simulated distribution of the extinction
coefficients. Notethedifferent circulationpatternsduringdifferent seasonsandtidalregimes
(Section 8.4.1).
An actual validation of the light extinction coefficient model is made for the period 10-30
November 1994. Observed wind data inconjunction with a tidal forcing are used to force
the hydrodynamic model. The sediment transport model simulates the three sediment
fractions. Inthe lightextinctionmodel, the specific extinctioncoefficients obtained inthe
presentstudyandliteraturevalues(excludingtheconstant)from Buiteveld (1990)wereused.
Here,distinctionwasmadebetweenthecontributionsoforganicandinorganicfraction inthe
total suspended sediment concentrations. The algal concentration and gilvin absorption
coefficient are settotheir average values (inaccordance with observed data). Theresultof
thesimulation isshowninFigure 8.29. Asshown, there isareasonable agreementbetween
the simulated and observed light extinction coefficients using the set of specific extinction
coefficients obtained from the present study. Using Buiteveld (1990) data resulted in very
high light extinction coefficients. The discrepancy between the simulated and observed kd
could be due to uncertainty in the specific extinction coefficients.
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Figure 8.27a. Simulated light extinction coefficients in Cape Bolinao during the northeast
monsoon season (flood tide).
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Figure 8.27b. Simulated light extinction coefficients inCape Bolinao during the northeast
monsoon season (ebbtide).
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Figure 8.28a. Simulated light extinction coefficients inCape Bolinao during the southwest
monsoon season (flood tide).
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Figure8.28b. Simulated lightextinction coefficients inCapeBolinao during the southwest
monsoon season (ebbtide).
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It can also be seen in Figure (8.29) that the observed extinction coefficients show a more
dynamic character than the simulated extinction coefficients. Daily observations usually
show higher extinction coefficients at sunrise and before sunset. This is attributed to the
longerpathlengththatthequantaofradiationtraverseinthewatercolumnandtheassociated
increase inthe absorption and scattering coefficients whenthe sunisnotatthe zenith. The
lack of dynamics in the modelled extinction coefficients is due to the fact that the sun is
assumed to be perpendicularly above the water column (i.e. at thezenith).

Chapter 9
Simulations and Impact Assessment inCapeBolinaoand Lingayen Gulf
Usingthe numerical models developed inthepresent study, the impactof external sediment
loads in Cape Bolinao and the Lingayen Gulf is investigated. The external sediment loads
usually come from river discharges. Accelerated soil erosion during heavy precipitation,
riverbankerosion, tailingsfrom miningactivities, agriculturalrun-off, anddomesticsewage
all contribute to the bulk of the river loads. Partly, the deforestation in the watershed and
land use changes for agriculture andurban expansion contribute to the high rate of erosion
inthe surrounding areas. Asaconsequence, theLingayenGulf issuffering from ahighrate
of sedimentation. As reported by Santos et al. (1989), the sedimentation rate inthe gulf is
estimated through nuclear isotope dating to be about 4.7 cm yr'.
Itisparticularlyimportanttoinvestigatethetransportofthefinesuspendedsedimentscoming
from river sources. The transport and redistribution of these materials by wind and tidedriven currents canhaveasignificant influence onthewaterquality ofthegulf waters. For
example, the underwater light extinction has been shown in the previous chapters to be
strongly dependentontheconcentrationsanddistributionpatternsofthesuspended material.
Furthermore, there is the associated pollution of the gulf waters by nutrients and
micropollutants adsorbedontothesuspendedparticulates. Fromanecologicalviewpoint, the
whole Lingayen Gulf ecosystem isendangered by siltation andeutrophicationproblems.
For the impact assessment undertaken in the present study, the transport and distribution
pattern of the suspended material and the associated effect on the light conditions in Gape
Bolinao and the Lingayen Gulf have been quantified by the numerical models described in
the previous chapters. Two case studies are presented. The first one concerns the impact
on the Bolinao reef of sediment discharges by rivers in the vicinity of Cape Bolinao itself.
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Here, the transport of the suspended sediments (from rivers and resuspended bottom
materials) andtheir impactonlightextinction isinvestigated (Section 9.1). Thesecondone
concerns the impact of river discharges in the Lingayen Gulf. Here, the discharged river
sedimentsareassumed tobeconservative andthusfunction asatracer showingthesimulated
transport patterns (Section 9.2). This case study is especially undertaken to determine
whetherriverdischarges inthesouthoftheLingayenGulfcanhaveanimpactontheBolinao
reef system. The results of the numerical investigations are presented in the following
sections.

9.1. Impact of External Sediment Loadsin CapeBolinao
The rivers near Cape Bolinao whicharelikely tohaveanimpact onthe Bolinao reef system
includetheBalingasayRiver, Guiguiwanencreek, LucienteRiver, EnsiongRiverinSantiago
Island, and Sta. RitaRiver inCabarruyanIsland (seeFigure9.1). Thecontribution ofthese
river systems to the external sediment loads are generally very low during the dry season
(NE Monsoon). However, considerable TSS loads are usually discharged by these rivers
during therainy season (SWMonsoon). Field measurements intheBalingasay river during
the start of the rainy season of 1995 showed ameanTSS concentration of 17.2 mg/1. This
observation was undertaken during a very ordinary rain event, i.e. total precipitation was
recorded at 22.2 mm in a rainy period of 4 hours. This gave anaverage precipitation rate
of 5.6 mm hr'. With higher precipitation rates experienced in the area during the rainy
season, river loads are expected to increase due to enhanced erosion rates. And with
deforestation asanadditionalprobleminthearea, theassociatedhigherextremerun-off rates
also implies higher sediment loads.

9.1.1. Impact onthe Levels of TSS Concentrations
In modelling the impact of river discharges, it was assumed that the fine TSS loads
discharged by the rivers close to Bolinao are 50mg/1 each, except for the Balingasay River
which is the biggest in the area, where a TSS concentration of 100mg/1is assumed. The
simulated TSS distribution pattern during the rainy season is shown in Figure (9.1). This
isthe simulation result after 6months (SW monsoon season). Itcanbeseenthat the levels
of TSS concentrations in the Bolinao reef are only slightly affected by the river discharges
as the TSS levels (12-15 mg/1)are comparable totheresult of the simulations without river
discharges (see Chapter 8). The time series of simulated concentrations in Figure (9.2)
shows this slight increase in the TSS levels. There is a gradual build up of TSS
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concentrations which is attributed to theriver discharges. The impactof the river loads on
the TSS levels in the reef at the end of the rainy season isgenerally less than 2mg/1.
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Figure9.1. Simulated distributionpattern of TSSinCapeBolinaoduring the rainy season.
Combinedeffects ofresuspensionandsedimentationofbottomsedimentsandriverdischarges
are included in the sediment transport model.
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Figure 9.2. Simulated temporal variation of TSS concentration inthe Bolinao reef during
the rainy season. Combined effects of resuspension and sedimentation of bottom sediments
and river discharges are included inthe sediment transport model.
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Assuming the external sediment load as a conservative tracer, an impact study of theriver
discharges was further undertaken in Cape Bolinao. This investigation is tantamount to
assumingthatonlytheriverscontributetothesuspendedsedimentsaroundCapeBolinaoand
that resuspension of bottom sediments is completely balanced by sedimentation. The
sediment transport model was run to simulate the SWmonsoon season (rainy) where rivers
areexpectedtodischargeconsiderableamountsofsuspendedsedimentstothecoastalsystem.
Themodel was run for a 6-month duration (SWmonsoon) and thefinalconcentrations are
shown in Figures (9.3-9.4). It can be seen that most of the 'external sediments' are
transported alongtheBolinaocoastandintothechannelarea (Figure9.3). TheBolinaoreef
(northofSantiagoIsland)receivesamaximumTSSconcentrationof2mg/1. Thetimeseries
of TSSconcentrations inFigure (9.4) also showstheminimal influence of river discharges
in the reef area. In most sites, a TSS contribution of less than 2 mg/1can be seen. This
minimalinfluence ofriverdischargesinthereefcanbeattributedtotheinfluence ofthetide
in the area. It was shown in the hydrodynamical simulations (Chapter 8), that the tidal
circulationaround CapeBolinaofavors theadvectionof suspendedmattereastorwestofthe
Santiago Island, bypassing most of the reef area north of the Santiago Island.
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Figure9.3. Simulateddistributionpatternofaconservative tracer inCapeBolinaoafter the
entireSWmonsoonseason. ThecontoursrepresentapproximateTSSconcentrationsinmg/1.
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Figure 9.4. Time series of tracer concentrations in the coast and the reef areas of Cape
Bolinao. The simulated concentrations are inmg/1.

9.1.2. Impact on Light Extinction
Usingthepredicted TSSconcentrations inFigure (9.1), thelightextinctioninCapeBolinao
is simulated. Here, aconstant algal contribution isassumed using anaveragechlorophyll-a
concentration of 0.45 /zg/1. Also, anaverage gilvin absorption coefficient of 0.95 m"1and
abackground extinctionof0.1m ' forpurewaterareassumed. Althoughshortterm(weekly
to monthly) fluctuations of algal and gilvin contributions have been observed, the use of
constant partial extinction coefficients for these components allows the assessment of the
impact of external sediment inputs on the light extinction in Cape Bolinao. Assuming that
the sediment inputs havethe same specific extinction coefficients asthe internal sediments,
the simulated light extinction coefficients are shown in Figures (9.5-9.6). The extinction
coefficients show very little influence of the river discharges in the reef as the levels ofkd
(0.35 -0.5m') shownareclosetothoseobtainedinsimulationswithoutriverdischarges(see
Chapter 8). Withriverdischarges, thereisonlyavery slight increase (muchlowerthan0.1
m"1)in thekd values in the Bolinaoreef.
Simulations of the impactofriver discharges (assumed asaconservative tracer) onthelight
conditionsinCapeBolinaoalsoshowedlittleinfluenceofexternalsedimentloadsonthelight
extinction in the reef (Figures 9.7-9.8). Because of the expected transport pattern of
suspended matter intheareaaroundCapeBolinao,higherextinctioncoefficients canbeseen
inthe Bolinao coast and inthechannel than inthereef area. This indicates that evenwhen
river discharges are minimized, light conditions inthe reef will remain almost unchanged.
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Figure 9.5. Simulated light extinction coefficient in Cape Bolinao during the rainy season.
River discharges and resuspension and sedimentation of bottom sediments are included.
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Figure 9.6. Time series of simulated light extinction coefficient in the Bolinao reef during
the rainy season. River discharges have been included in the simulation.
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Figure 9.8. Temporal variation of the simulated light extinction coefficients inCape Bolinao
due to a conservative tracer.
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9.2. Impact Assessment intheLingayen Gulf
One of the questions posed during the early stages of this study is whether the sediment
discharges by the river systems intheLingayen Gulf have an impact onthe Bolinao reef
system. To answer this question, an integrated simulation of the hydrodynamics and
sediment transport inthegulf has beencarried out. Theresults ofthemodelling studyon
the hydrodynamics, andimplications forthetransport of suspended matter arepresented in
Section (9.2.1). Using the predicted flow velocities to force the suspended sediment
transport model, the transport of river loads (assumed as a conservative, non-settleable
tracer)andtheprobable(maximum)impactonthelevelsofsuspendedmatterintheLingayen
Gulf (including Cape Bolinao) wasinvestigated (Section 9.2.2).

9.2.1. TheHydrodynamics ofthe Lingayen Gulf
The coarse resolution model described in Chapter 4 is used to simulate the long-wave
currents intheLingayen Gulf. Theindividual contribution aswellastheinteraction ofthe
wind and tide-driven currents in the general circulation of the gulf are considered inthe
present study. Whileauniform wind isusedtoassessthewind-drivencurrents inthegulf,
a realistic tidal forcing, obtained from observations inCape Bolinao, isusedtosimulatethe
tide-driven currents. Similar to the fine resolution model for Cape Bolinao, the coarse
resolutionmodel appliedtothegulf usedaconstantdiffusion coefficient (Ah = 10m2s4)in
the momentum equations.

9.2.1.1. Wind-Driven Circulation
Using uniform winds for the two prominent seasons (SW and NE), the wind-driven
circulationpatterns inthe Lingayen Gulf are showninFigures (9.9-9.10). Auniform wind
speed of 3ms"1forboth seasonshasbeenused. Thewind directions assumed for the NE
and SWmonsoon seasons are337.5° and225° respectively. Thetidal forcing was further
settozero.
During the SW monsoon season, the wind-driven circulation pattern shows a general
eastward flow along the southern coast of theLingayen Gulf (Figure 9.9). Attheeastern
coastal areas, anorthward flow isobserved. This iscompensated bya southward flow in
the center ofthe gulf. Inthewesternpart ofthegulf, ananticyclonic gyre centered about
9 kmeast of Cabarruyan Island develops.
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Figure 9.9. Simulated wind-driven circulation pattern in the Lingayen Gulf during the
southwest monsoon season.

During the NE monsoon season, twopronounced circulations can be seen in the Lingayen
Gulf namely, ananti-cyclonic gyre inthewesternpartof thegulf andacyclonicgyre inthe
eastern part (Figure 9.10). Also, thereappears aweakanticyclonic gyre northwest ofCape
Bolinao during this season. This small gyre (also predicted by the fine resolution model)
vanishes during the southwest monsoon season.
In general, the simulated depth-mean current magnitudes for both seasons are less than 10
cm s 1 . If the surface currents are calculated according to Equation (8.3), it can be shown
that these simulated results are also in good agreement with observations in Cape Bolinao
(see Chapter 7). A further validation for the Lingayen Gulf circulation isdifficult because
mostmeasurementswereavailableonlyforCapeBolinaowhichisthemainareaof interest.
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Figure 9.10. Simulated wind-driven circulation pattern inthe Lingayen Gulf during the
northeast monsoon season.

9.2.1.2. Tide-Driven Circulation
The simulated tide-driven circulation patterns inthe Lingayen Gulf are shown inFigures
(9.11-9.12). Theresults showageneral southward masstransport during flooding withthe
tidal currents having magnitudes ofless than 10 cm s 1 inmost parts ofthe gulf (Figure
9.11). Similar tothe prediction ofthe fine resolution model (see Chapter 8), theflood
currents appear topenetrate insidethechannelbordering CapeBolinaoand Santiago Island.
Theflood currentsenterthechannelonbothsidesof the SantiagoIsland. IntheTambac Bay
west ofLingayen Gulf, strong flood currents can be seen. The channel area between the
southerntipof the Cabarruyan Islandandthemainland appeartobeatidalinletwhere flood
currents attain maximum speedsofover 30 cm s"1. The current pattern is reversed during
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ebbing (Figure 9.12). A general northward transport in the Lingayen Gulf can be seen.
Also similar to theprediction of the fine resolution model, the ebb currents at the channel
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Figure 9.11. Simulated tide-driven circulation pattern inthe Lingayen Gulf at flood tide.

ofCapeBolinaoshowageneralnorthwardflowexitingoneithersideoftheSantiagoIsland.
In the Tambac Bay, a strong outward flow towards the Lingayen Gulf can be seen. The
relatively higher flow velocities in this area as compared to the rest of the gulf waters are
attributed tothedifference inthesea surface elevation insideTambacBayand theLingayen
Gulf. The simulated ebb currents are slightly stronger than the flood currents (see scale).
Except intheTambacBay, the flood currents intheLingayenGulf aregenerally muchless
than 10cms 1 . Theebbcurrents approaches 10cms"1 insomeareas ofthe gulf suchasthe
Bolinao channel.
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Figure 9.12. Simulated tide-driven circulation pattern in the Lingayen Gulf at ebb tide.

9.2.1.3. Wind and Tide-Driven Circulation
The interaction between the wind and the tide has been simulated with both driving forces
included in the hydrodynamic model. It should be noted that the combined wind and tidedriven currents (and notjust the independent action of the wind and the tide) are the true and
realistic conditions when describing the suspended sediment transport in the Lingayen Gulf.
The results of the simulation, assuming a southwesterly wind direction, are shown in Figures
(9.13-9.14) for flood and ebb conditions respectively.
The general circulation during flood tide (Figure 9.13) shows a strong curvature of the
currents past Cape Bolinao from a northeastern to a southeastern direction. Furthermore,
an amplification of the current velocities in the area northeast of Cape Bolinao can be seen.
It should be noted that this is a shallow area (called a barrier reef by McManus et al. 1994)
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Figure 9.13. Simulated circulation pattern in the Lingayen Gulf with auniform SWwind
of 3m s 1 atfloodtide.

andhence surface stresseffects becomesignificant. Also,duetothe suddendecrease inthe
depth distribution, the associated gradient in the sea surface elevation contributes to an
increase in the flow velocity.
In the middle of the gulf, a general southward flow can be seen (Figure 9.13). This is
counteracted by a northward flow along the eastern coasts. A series of anticyclonic gyres
forming a vortex street can be seen in the western coastal areas. The most pronounced of
these gyres can be seen east of Cabarruyan Island. Off Santiago Island, two weak
anticyclonic circulationscanalsobe seen. Theseareattributed tothenon-linear interaction
of the wind and thetide. It should benoted thatthese circulationpatterns do not appear in
the separate simulations for wind and tide-driven flows.
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Figure 9.14. Simulated circulation pattern in the Lingayen Gulf with a uniform SW wind
of 3 m s 1 at ebb tide.

At ebb tide, the vortices along the west coast of theLingayen Gulf vanish and the circulation
pattern in most areas shows a general mass transport inthe northeast direction (Figure 9.14).
Furthermore, similar to Figure (9.13), there is a general eastward transport in the south of
the gulf. It should be noted that this has an important consequence on the transport of
sediments discharged by the big rivers in this area, i.e. the western part of the gulf is barely
affected by the river discharges inthe south. The magnitudes of the current ishigher at ebb
tide. Especially in the Tambac Bay, the wind and tide-driven currents attain higher values,
often exceeding 40 cm s"1. The amplification of the current velocity inthis area isdue to the
complementary action of the wind and the tide. Note that at ebb tide, strong currents exit
Tambac Bay. The wind, which comes from the southwest in this case, amplifies the ebb
currents in the bay. The interaction between the wind and the tide is further shown in the
area northeast of Cape Bolinao. Here, the generally northward tidal flow is modified to an
eastward flow due to the prevailing wind direction.
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9.2.2. Transport of aConservative Tracer intheLingayen Gulf
There are five major rivers discharging sediments into the Lingayen Gulf namely, Agno,
Dagupan, Patalan-Bued,AringayandBauangRivers. Therearealsosomeothersmallrivers
located inthewesterncoastofthegulfwithapotentialcontributionstotheexternalsediment
loads inthe area. These include Inerangan, Garita, Barcadero andColiat rivers whichall
drain inTambacBaywest oftheLingayen Gulf. TheAgno andthePatalan-Bued systems
areconsidered tobemajor contributors tothesiltationproblem inthegulf. Allother rivers
contributing external sediment loads, derive these from either deforestation actions, mining
or domestic sewage.
To simulate more or less realistic sediment transport patterns in the Lingayen Gulf, the
sediment concentrations andflow discharges bytherivers are needed as input. Themean
flow discharges during the rainy season, including thedrainage areas of some rivers, are
listed inTable IX.1.

River
Agnoa

Drainage Area(km2)

Discharge (106 m3d'1)

5952.0

6664.0

Dagupan3

897.0

1002.0

Patalan-Bueda

347.0

388.0

Alaminos"-1

200.0

224.0

Balingasayb

72.0

6.0

source: NWRC Philippines,1976.
b

source: EIA,1994.
comprises Inerangan, Garita, Barcadero andColiatrivers.

Table IX.1. Major rivers contributing to the sediment loads in Lingayen Gulf and Cape
Bolinao.

For TSSconcentrations, anaverageofabout250mg/1 wasmeasured near themouthofthe
Agno river (EIA 1994, AGNO River Flood Control). For the rivers in the west coast
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(Alaminos), aTSSconcentrationcloseto 100mg/1wasmeasuredneartherivermouthduring
the dry season. The present levels of suspended sediments in the other rivers are not
available duetotheabsence offield measurements. However, reasonable assumptionscan
be made. It can be assumed that the levels of TSSconcentrations are increased dueto
increased river loads from increased miningactivitieseast ofthegulf and increased ratesof
erosionduetourbanexpansionandagricultural activities. AssumingthatboththeAgnoand
Patalan-BuedriversystemscontributeTSSconcentrationsofabout500mg/1each(ofthefine
fractions), andassuming further thatalltheother small river systemscontribute 100mg/1to
themarinewatersoftheLingayenGulf,the numericalmodelwasruntosimulateandpredict
the transport anddistribution patternofthese suspended sediments. Thesediment transport
model assumes that thesuspended sediments areconservative, i.e. decay andproductionof
solids are neglected. So, a balance between sedimentation and resuspension of these
suspended sediments is assumed. Theabsence of a bottom sediment model makes this a
gross simplification butnevertheless also a reasonable assumption since settling sediments
areusually resuspended againbytidaland/or wind-drivencurrentsandbecomeavailablefor
transport. Furthermore, itistheslowly settling,fine particulateswhicharesignificant when
considering light extinction (seeChapter6).
Thesimulateddistributionpatternsofaconservativetracer(representing theriver sediments)
for a 1-year duration are shown in Figures (9.15-9.17). The hydrodynamic model was
drivenusing theannual mean wind speed anddirection inconjunction withthetide. Itcan
be seen that during the northeast monsoon (NE) season (Figures 9.15), Cape Bolinao is
hardly affected bytheriver discharges inthesouthandtheeast ofthe Lingayen Gulf. The
sediment loads coming from thebigrivers inthesouth aregenerally transported alongthe
central andeastern parts of the gulf. It istherivers inthe vicinity of Cape Bolinao(i.e.
Balingasay andSta. Rita) that contribute more tothesuspended sediment concentrations in
the cape, albeit minimalduetothegeneral circulationpatterns inthearea around thecape.
This effect hasbeen shownintheprevious simulations inCape Bolinao (Section9.1).
The simulation result atthepeak ofthesouthwest monsoon season (after 9months) shows
that thebulk ofthe river sediments from thesouthernpart ofthegulf would betransported
towards theeastern coasts (Figure 9.16). This is also attributed tothegeneral circulation
patternsduring thisseason. Itisfurther shownthatCapeBolinaoismorevulnerableduring
this season. The(already) suspended materials could betransported inthesurroundingsof
thecapeduetotheprevailing windandtide-driven currents around thearea. However,the
levelsof TSS concentrations intheBolinao reef arenotsignificantly increased even during
thisperiod (rainy season). Thisispartlyattributedtothedispersionofsuspendedmatterthat
canoccurattheopenseaboundaries. Furthermore, theeffect ofthetide(flushing) inCape
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Bolinao can significantly reduce the concentrations of suspended matter in the open reef
system. Suspended sediments appear adverted (transported) out of the cape into the open
sea.
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Figure 9.15. Simulated distribution pattern of a conservative tracer in the Lingayen Gulf
after 3 months (NE monsoon season). The contours represent approximate TSS
concentrations inmg/1.

The result for a 1-year simulation (also representing the NE monsoon season) is further
shown in Figure (9.17). Similar to (Figure 9.15), it can be seen that the bulk of the
suspended matter would be transported along the axis of the Lingayen Gulf from the south
tothenorth. Theinfluence ofthebigriversinthesouthernpartsofthegulftoCapeBolinao
also appears minimal.
The results of the simulation could not be verified due to the absence of a field experiment
ontracerdistributionpatterns. However, withthevalidatedcirculationandtransportmodels
developed in the present study, the general distribution patterns are most likely as shown.
Theprobability remains, however, that the sediment loadsby the big rivers inthe southof
the Lingayen Gulf incidentally can have a significant impact on the Bolinao reef system.
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Thiscanbetrueespecially during theSWmonsoon seasonwhenstormwindsfrom varying
directionscaninfluence thedispersionpatternsofsuspendedmatter. Forexample,ifastorm
crosses south of the Lingayen Gulf and remains quasi-stationary in the southwest,
southeasterlytoeasterlywindscandrivecurrents, andasaprobableconsequence, suspended
sediments from the south may betransported towards CapeBolinao.
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Figure 9.16. Simulated distribution pattern of a conservative tracer in the Lingayen Gulf
after 9 months (SW monsoon season). The contours represent approximate TSS
concentrations inmg/1.

The simulated distribution patterns of suspended matter have an important implications on
the underwater biota in theentire Lingayen Gulf. The reduced light penetration due to the
suspendedmattercansignificantly affect theseagrasspopulationinthearea. Theseagrasses
insilted areas arebecomingly scarceandthis ispartly duetorelatively highlight extinction
coefficients inthoseareas. Theimpactoftransported suspendedmatterintheLingayenGulf
isnot only confined to increased lightextinction but alsoto eutrophication andheavy metal
pollution of the affected marine waters. Nutrients andheavy metals tend toflocculatewith
the fine sediment fractions. Through suspended sediment transport by wind and tidal
currents, transportation and redistribution of micropollutants inthe gulf waters occur. The
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impact ofthese water quality problems isnotonly confined tothedecline ofseagrassesbut
also tothedecline ofthe fishery resources inthewhole LingayenGulf.
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Figure 9.17. Simulated distribution pattern ofaconservative tracer inthe Lingayen Gulf
after 1-year(NEmonsoonseason). Thecontoursrepresent approximate TSSconcentrations
inmg/1.
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Chapter 10
Summary and Conclusions

Observational and modelling studies onthehydrodynamics, sediment transport processand
lightextinction dynamicshavebeencarried outinCapeBolinao. Thecape issituated atthe
mouthoftheLingayenGulf atthenorthwesterncoastofthePhilippines. Typicalof fringing
coral reefs, it isabundant with variousflora andfauna species suchas seagrasses, seaweeds
and corals. Siltation and eutrophication are threatening the biodiversity of this marine
ecosystem. Forthisreason, anintensivestudyofrelevantphysicalenvironmental factorshas
been carried out with the following objectives:
1.

To provide a quantitative description of the general circulation patterns, sediment
transport processes and light extinction inthemarine waters off CapeBolinao.

2.

Todevelopan integrated numerical modelof thehydrodynamics, sediment transport
and light extinction at Cape Bolinao and adjacent waters for environmental impact
studies.

The observational part of this study, which consisted of field measurements and laboratory
experiments,wasundertakeninaperiodofnearlytwoyearsfrom August 1993 toJune1995.
Several measurement sitesaround CapeBolinaowereselected representative for mostofthe
reef areas abundant with seagrasses. These seagrasses were the subject of a separate
ecological study for whichthe lightconditionsweresupposed tobeanimportant inputtobe
provided by the present study. Different frequencies of measurements, related to the time
scalesoftherelevantprocessesandvariablesofinterest, wereemployed intheobservational
program. These include a high-frequency hourly measurement, weekly measurement and
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quarterly measurement. For the high-frequency measurements, continuous observations of
current speed and direction, total suspended solids (TSS) concentration, downward
irradiance, and water level variation wereexecuted atfour designated sites inthe reef using
a platform. Except for TSSconcentration, which wasmeasured in intervals of 4 hoursdue
to instrumental limitations, measurement of the other variables wasundertaken in intervals
of 5minutes andwere averaged hourly. Once inevery 1Vi months, theplatform equipped
with the automatic instruments was transferred to oneof the4 sites. This made it possible
to cover both the dry (NE monsoon) and the rainy (SW monsoon) seasons in all the
designated sites. For the weekly measurement, measurement of surface currents,
temperature, salinity, total suspended solids concentrations, ash-free dry weight
concentrations(ofthesuspendedsediments),sedimentationflux,gilvinabsorption coefficient,
phytoplankton concentration (measured as chlorophyll-a) and downward irradiance were
executed at 13 sites around Cape Bolinao. This provided data for analysis of the monthly
andseasonalvariabilityofrelevantvariables. Forthequarterlymeasurements,samplingand
analyses of bottom sediments were undertaken. Grain sizedistribution and organic content
of the sediment samples were analyzed. For both the weekly and quarterly measurements,
fractionation experiments to determine the size distribution and light attenuation
characteristics ofamixture ofsediments (bottomandsuspended)wereexecuted. Additional
measurements on relevant meteorological variables such as wind (speed and direction) and
rainfall were also undertaken.
The results of the field measurements on the hydrodynamics of Cape Bolinao showed that
the currents are governed by the non-linear interaction of the wind and the tide. During
normal conditionsofnostorms,surface currentsaregenerally lowinthereef ( « 10cms"1).
Tidalcurrents areof similar magnitudesexcept insometidal inletsandthechannelbetween
Santiago Island and the mainland, where flow velocities often exceed 10 cm s"1.
Measurement of the water level variation showed a mixed tide with a dominant diurnal
characteristic near Cape Bolinao. Onceafortnight, thesemi-diurnal component inthetidal
excursion became evident. The tidal range was about 1mbut was often exceeded during
spring tide. The salinity of the reef waters had a distinct seasonal variation. Due to
freshwater input, minimum salinity values (S < 30) were observed in the reef during the
rainy season (SW monsoon). On the other hand, maximum salinity values (S > 33) were
recorded during the dry season (NE monsoon) due to enhanced evaporation and negligible
freshwater input. The temperature in the shallow reef waters showed a strong diurnal and
seasonal fluctuation. This was attributed to the variation in the amount of insolation
received. Concerning the suspended sediments,lowTSSconcentrations ( « 15gm3) were
observed around Cape Bolinao. Variations in the TSS concentrations during normal
conditions of low wind speed was primarily dictated by tidal currents. During stormy
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conditions, the effect of the wind on the variability of the TSS concentration became
significant. The sedimentation flux in the channel had a mean value of 3.2 g nr2 hr1.
Lower sedimentation flux, with a mean of 0.7 g m"2hr"1, wasobserved inthe reef area.
Observations of the phytoplankton concentrations in the Bolinao reef showed very low
chlorophyll-a content ( « 0.45 mg nr3). However, higher algal concentrations, often
exceeding 1mgnr3, wereobserved inthechannel areas. Thegilvin absorption coefficient
(at 380run) showed a low average value of 0.95 nr1. Theorganic matter content ofthe
suspended sediments showedameanvalueof30 % duringthewholeperiod ofobservation.
The bottom sediments around Cape Bolinao were heterogeneous. Thereef areas showed
more coarsethanfine sedimentswhiletheoppositewasobserved inthechannel areaswhere
fine sediments were more dominant. Theorganic matter content of thebottom sediments
weregenerally lower inthereef areas(< 5 %)thaninthechannel areas (mostly5-20 %).
The light extinction coefficients in Cape Bolinao were low. A mean kdof 0.40 m ' was
obtained during the whole period of observation. This low extinction coefficient was
attributed tothelowconcentrations of suspended sediment, algae andgilvin inthearea.
The modelling part of this study focused on the development of a set of prognostic and
diagnostic finite-difference numerical models of the hydrodynamics, suspended sediment
transport andlight extinction dynamics. Twoindependent models were developed namely,
a fine-resolution model of the main area of interest (around Cape Bolinao) and a coarseresolution model ofthe whole LingayenGulf. Thefine-resolution model wasdevelopedto
describe and predict local processes while the coarse-resolution model was developed to
understand transport processes inthegulf. Thehydrodynamic model applied toboth areas
is a quasi three-dimensional model inthesense that current velocities at anydepth canbe
estimated from modelpredictions. Realistic driving forces from thewindandthetide were
used in this model. The tidal forcing consists of the four primary tidal constituents
responsible for thewater level variation inthearea. These include theOu K,, M2andS2
tides. Using this prognostic hydrodynamic model for wind and tide-driven currents in
conjunction withadiagnosticmodelforsurfacewaves,asuspendedsedimenttransportmodel
wasdeveloped. The suspended sedimenttransportmodelisthird-order accurateinspaceand
time. With the addition of resuspension and sedimentation as source and sink terms, this
modeldescribedtheadvectionanddiffusion ofsuspended sedimentsintheCapeBolinaoand
the Lingayen Gulf. Like thehydrodynamic model, thesediment transport model wasalso
based on a finite difference scheme in its solution approach. This third-order prognostic
model can handle sharp gradients of sediment concentrations and does not suffer much
numerical oscillations as long as the hydrodynamic forcing is numerically stable.
Furthermore, there isvery littlemassfalsification (e.g. massisconserved) from thistypeof
modelwhichmakesitdesirabletousewheninvestigatingtransportprocesses. Thepredicted
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sediment concentrations from thismodel,togetherwithknowncontributions ofalgae, gilvin
and pure water, were used in adiagnostic model for light extinction. This model is based
on the assumption that the total light extinction coefficient is a linear function of the
contributionsofthedifferent opticallyactivecomponents. Averagedalgalconcentrationand
gilvin absorption coefficient, obtained from field and laboratory measurements, were used
inthesimulations. Usinglinearapproximation, itwasshownthatalgaeandgilvincontribute
comparably (= 20%each)totheextinctionoflightinCapeBolinao. Inorganic andorganic
TSS (less algae) contribute 52 %, while pure water contributes about 8 %to the total light
extinction coefficient.
A series of sensitivity analysis and calibration was performed with the numerical models.
With the parameter values established through manual calibration, a reasonable agreement
between observations and model simulations was achieved. This was especially true for
current velocities, sea surface elevation, total suspended sediment concentrations and light
extinction coefficients where direct observations were compared with model predictions.
Using the integrated model, the impact assessment studies done for Cape Bolinao showed
little influence of the rivers on the levels of TSS concentrations and light extinction in the
Bolinao reef. Sediment discharges in the vicinity of the cape appeared to be advected
through the channel and away from the reef area. Furthermore, river discharges in the
southoftheLingayenGulf alsoshowedminimalinfluence ontheBolinaoreef system. From
themodel simulations, itwasshownthatmorethan90%oftheTSSconcentration inthe-reef
was contributed by internal and local fluxes of resuspension and sedimentation of bottom
sediments while lessthan 10 %wascontributed byexternal (river) inputs. Theslight effect
of river loads wasmainly attributed tothe general circulation patterns inthe LingayenGulf
and the Cape Bolinao marine environmental systems.
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Appendices

Appendix 1
Sediment Fractionation and Chlorophyll-a Determination

Bottom Sediment Fractionation
Fractionation of bottom sediments was undertaken in the laboratory using the following
procedure. For each of the three fractions assumed, thecorresponding sampling depthand
sampling time are shown inTable (1).
1.

Take 200 g of newly obtained wet sediment samples from the field. Put sample in
a petri-dish. Mix sample, then measure the weight (sample + disc).

2.

Take (with spoon) some sample for the experiments. Weigh dish again noting the
difference in original weight (W^.

3.

Weigh an aluminum cup (W^. Take a second sample from the petri-dish and
measure the wet weight of cup and wet sample (W2).

4.

Dry the sample inthe aluminum cup andmeasure the dry weight (W3).

5.

Fill a 2-liter cylinder with (filtered) seawater. Mix the sediment sample thoroughly
inthecylinder andtake suspensionsof 500mleach attheparticular depths and time
intervals given in Table (1). For the sand fraction, the time interval of 0 second
means that a sample istaken while stirring (vigorously) the 2-1suspension.

6.

Determine the dry weight of each of these 500 ml samples by the NEN (Dutch)
procedure for TSSdetermination. Thedry weightof Fl, F2and F3arerespectively
Wsl, Ws2andWs3.
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Sample

Depth

Time Elapsed

Fl (Sand)

11cm below water level

0 second

F2 (Silt)

22cmbelow water level

11seconds

F3 (Clay)

11cmbelow water level

30minutes

Table 1.

Sampling depths and time intervals for sediment fractionation.

Estimate the relative contributionof sand (Fl), silt (F2)andClay (F3)tothebottom
sediment using
% Fl = [(Wsl -Ws2)x 2 x 100]/[0.5 xW: x (W3- WC)/(W2-Wc)]
%F2 = [(Ws2 -Ws3)x 2x 100]/[0.5 x W , x (W3-WC)/?N2 -Wc)]
%F3 = [Ws3x 2 x 100]/[0.5 x W , x (W3- WC)/(W2-Wc)]

Suspended Sediment Fractionation
Fromthe sedimenttrapsamplestakeninthefield,a2-liter suspensionisprepared insettling
tubes (2-1 graduated cylinders). ,Similar sampling depths and time intervals shown inTable
(1) are used. The dry weights of the samples are also determined in accordance with the
(Dutch) NEN methods.

Chlorophyll-a Determination
The procedure used for measuring Chlorophyll-a is outlined below. The method itself is
based on the Manual of Chemical and Biological Methods for Seawater Analysis (Parsons
et al. 1984) with slight modifications.
1.

Filter 2-liter seawater samples over a glass microfibre (GF/C) filters under 1/2
atmospheric pressure vacuum.

2.

Drainthefilter thoroughlybysuctionandstoreorextractasnecessary. Whenstored,
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samplesarewrappedcompletelywithaluminumfoils inpetri-dishesandplaced inthe
freezer. Temperatureshouldbekeptbelow0°Casmuchaspossibleandstoragetime
should not exceed 2weeks.
3.

Place thefilter inacentrifuge tube; add 15mlof 90 %acetoneto volumeand shake
thoroughly. Allow to stand overnight in adark place (preferably refrigerated).

4.

Centrifuge thecontents of eachtube atroom temperature for 10minutesunder 2000
rpm.

5.

Decantthesupernatantintoaspectrophotometer cuvetteandmeasurethe absorbances
at wavelengths of 750, 664, 647 and 630nmwithout delay.

6.

Correct each extraction for a small turbidity blank by subtracting the 750 nm from
the 664, 647 and 630nm absorptions.

7.

Calculate the amount of pigment in the original seawater sample using C =
11.85E6S4-1.54E647-0.08E63Q where E is the corrected absorbance at different
wavelengths.

8.

The amount of Chlorophyll-a (/ig/1)isthencalculated from (Cxv)/(V xP) wherev
is the volume of acetone inml, Vis the volume of seawater used and P is the path
length characteristic of the spectrophotometer cuvette used.

Except for the addition of several dropsof MgC03 solutiontothe samplesduring filtration,
theaboveprocedure is similar tothemethod outlined inParsonset al. (1984). Thelimitof
detectionofchlorophyll-a withthismethod isabout0.03 /*g/lwhich isgenerally acceptable.

Appendix 2
Numerical Solution of the 3rd Order Transport Equation

Usingupstreamdifferences forthespatialderivativesofEquation(5.49),thefollowing finite
difference form is obtained (Ekebjaerg and Justesen 1991);
cf/1 = c?j[l - 2{\Cl + D) + CxCy- 2{\C)
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Here, Cis the Courant number defined inthex andy-directionsas

(1)
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At
C, = u—
Ax
andD is adimensionless diffusivity givenby
n

D. = K

At
Ax2

c

(2)

A. = K At2
Ay

(3)

>-%

The original upstream scheme proposed by Leonard solves Equation (1) by making use of
interpolating polynomials in a transport function defmed in one dimension. Ekebjaerg and
Justesen (1991) extended Leonard's scheme by defining tije transport functions in twodimensions. In this study, the same two-dimensional transport equation is used with the
addition of the resuspension and sedimentation fluxes as source and sink terms. The
extended transport equation solved in the staggered grid used in the present application is
givenby
<; + [(7X-V - 73$ + (Tytj-r- Tytj)\ + At

(<t>r ~ <*>,)

where-75candTy aretransportfunctions inthexandv-directionsrespectively. Thebasicgrid
element inFigure (1) shows thepositions of thetransport functions relative tothe sediment
concentration c.

Ay

Txv

Txi-lj

Ax

Figure 1. Basic grid element of the present transport model.

(4)

numerical solution ofthe3rdorder transport equation
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In accordance with Equation (1), the transport functions canbe estimated from
T*ij- ^iC^ij +A2Cjj + A3Cj_ij + AAcijtl +A5Cij.i DxcMJ + DxCjj
Tytj =Btfj* +B2c?j+ Brfj.! * B.c^j +B.c^j - Dyc,% +/>,<£

(5)

The interpolating weights/4andB canbe obtained from
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+ Dx)C,

* +W

It shouldbe notedthatthetransport functions TxandTyaredefined atthe samelocationsas
u and vinthe hydrodynamic model, i.e. at theedgesof agrid cell as shown inFigure (1).
This gives vanishing sediment transport normal to solid boundaries such as islands and
coasts, as normal flow velocities are zero in the present grid setup. This is one of the
obvious advantages of the present transport formulation (Ekebjaerg and Justesen 1991).
Theupstream natureoftheschemeimpliesthatthespatialindices iandj havetobechanged
in accordance with the local hydrodynamic conditions. The locations of the interpolating
weights are thus adjusted whenthe flow velocities change directions. Figure (2) shows the
positioning of the variables in cases whena) u > 0, v > 0, and b) u < 0, v > 0. Note
thattheconcentrations c's arepositioned alongwiththeinterpolatingpolynomials, i.e. atthe
center of the grid cell.
The resuspension and sedimentation fluxes are likewise estimated at the center of the grid
cells similar to the sediment concentrations. While no special numerical techniques are
required for their solutions, a correct balance of these two fluxes should nevertheless be
ensured in order to obtain positive concentrations. The addition of the resuspension and
sedimentationprocessesmakesthepresentscheme suitablefor suspended sediment transport
modelling in coastal areas in thepresence of both currents and waves.
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For numerical stability, the general criterion imposed on the present scheme involves the
inequality
(8)

(\CX\ + \C\ + \Dx\ + \D\) £ 1
In a series of experiments, it was found by Ekebjaerg and Justesen (1991) that the scheme
is stable if the convective Courant numbers do not exceed unity. The inclusion of the
diffusive terms was found to increase the stability of the numerical scheme as long asthey
donot dominate over theconvective terms. If theydominate, thestability decreases. With
flow velocitiesof lessthan 1ms"1 anddispersioncoefficients (KxandKy)of 10m2s"1,atime
interval At of 60 seconds gives stable solutions inthepresent numerical scheme.
A4
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B3
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Figure 2. Determination of thetransport functions for a)u, v > 0 and b)u < 0, v > 0
(Ekebjaerg and Justesen 1991).

Appendix 3
List of Symbols

The values of some parameters asused intheCape Bolinao andLingayen Gulf models are
given inthe following list. Parameter values, determined from calibration experiments,are
given inthetext.
a
a
a
ax
ay
ac
ad
aB
a
i,2,3A
A
Ah
b
bM
bbu
c
c
ca
cb
cB
cd

reference height (level)
stress-related variable
absorption coefficient
x-component ofthe stress variable
v-component of the stress variable
absorption coefficient ofphytoplankton
diffuse absorption coefficient
average tidal amplitude
ti^
amplitudes (O^ K,, M2 andS2constituents)
absorption cross-section of phytoplankton
diffusion coefficient (10)
scattering coefficient
diffuse backscattering coefficient for downward irradiance
diffuse backscattering coefficient forupward irradiance
phase speed ofa boundary variable
depth-averaged sediment concentration
reference concentration
near-bed concentration
sediment concentration atthe boundary
surface stress drag coefficient

m
ms"1
nr 1
ms1
ms"1
m1
m"1
m
m
/xm2
m2 s"1
nr 1
m1
m"1
m s"1
kg m 3
kgm"3
m3 m 3
kg m 3
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maximum volumetric concentration
background concentration
Chezy coefficient

m3 m"3
kg m 3
m1'2s_1
m1/2s"1

Q

grain-related Chezy coefficient
non-dimensional variable in the Orlanski Radiation Condition

d

particle diameter

m

ds

diameter of a spherical particle

C/n

Co

C

c

d

50

D,
E
Ed
Eu
Ez
E0
F

f
fc

L
8
G
h

m

mean particle diameter
dimensionless particle parameter

m

sediment pick-up rate
downward irradiance

kg m 2 s"1
/xEnr 2 s_1

upward irradiance

/*Em 2 s"1

downward irradiance at depth z
incident downward irradiance

pE m 2 s"!
^E m"2s"1

Fetch (distance)

m

Coriolis parameter
bed friction coefficient for current
bed friction coefficient for waves

s_1

gravitational acceleration (9.81)
absorption coefficient of gilvin measured at 380 nm

m s2
m

1

H„

total water depth
still water level
critical wave height

m
m
m

Href

reference wave height

m

significant wave height
spatial index in the ;c-direction
spatial index in the y-direction
bottom friction coefficient (0.01)
constant in Equations (5.26 and 5.28)
extinction coefficient

m

K

i

J
k
k

*d,p

x

d,g

K

m'

partial extinction coefficient due to pure water
partial extinction coefficient due to suspended particulate
partial extinction coefficient due to phytoplankton chlorophyll

m
m
m

partial extinction coefficient due to gilvin
resuspension constant (also floe erosion rate)

m
kg m 2 s"1

current-related bed roughness height (0.1)
wave-related bed roughness height (0.01)
constant in Equations (5.29 and 5.43)

m
m

list of symbols
Kxyz
Ls
m
M
n
n
N
p
P1,2,3,4
Pe
qb
qs
R
s
s
S
td
ts
Ts
T
Tx
Ty
u
ub
ucr
um
umc
usurf
\surf
u,
v
V
ws
wsm
W
Wx
Wy
x,y,z
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dispersion coefficients (10 for x and y-axes only)
significant wave length
empirical constant in Equation (5.43)
Partheniades erosion parameter
wave frequency
time level
number of algal cells
probability of deposition
^ a l phases (O,, K,, M 2 and S2)
Peclet number
bed load transport rate
suspended load transport rate
irradiance reflectance
smoothing coefficient for bathymetry (0.5)
specific weight of sediment ipjp)
practical salinity scale
time scale for dispersion
time scale for settling
significant wave period
dimensionless bed-shear stress parameter
transport function in the x-direction
transport function in the y-direction
^-component of depth-averaged flow velocity
sediment particle velocity
critical depth-averaged flow velocity
maximum wave orbital velocity
critical wave orbital velocity
x-component of the surface current
y-component of the surface current
bed shear velocity
y-component of current velocity
magnitude of flow velocity
sediment settling velocity
particle settling velocity in a mixture
wind speed
wind speed component in the ^-direction
wind speed component in the y-direction
Cartesian coordinates

m 2 s"1
m
kg m 2 s 1
s"1

rad
kg m"1 s"1
kg m 1 s"1

s
s
s
kg m 3
kg nr 3
m s_1
m s"1
m s"1
m s_i
m s"1
m s"1
m s"1
m s"1
m s"1
m s1
m s"1
m s"1
m s"1
m s"1
m s"'
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zm
z.

mid-point of the euphotic zone
Rouse or suspension number

m

a
j8
8b
Ax
Ay
As
At
ef
f
tit)
r\
6
6cr
0
K
KP
KC
Kg
K
i,2,3
X
X
XA
ix
li(z)
v
vh
v
£
p
pa
ps
TSX
Tsy
Tbx

parameter in Equation (5.31) (0.5)
m N1/2
proportionality constant between sediment and fluid diffusion
bed-load layer thickness
m
grid spacing in the x-direction ( = As)
m
grid spacing in the y-direction ( = As)
m
grid spacing (fine andcoarse model = 500m and 1000 m)
m
time interval (fine andcoarse model = 10s)
s
fluid mixing coefficient
m 2 s"1
sea surface elevation
m
tidal forcing function
m
coefficient determining inclusion or exclusion of advection
mobility parameter
critical mobility parameter
coefficient of form resistance
Von Karman constant (0.4)
specific extinction coefficient for suspended particulate
m 2 g"1
specific extinction coefficient for algae
m 2 mg" 1
specific extinction coefficient for gilvin
specific extinction coefficients of sediment fractions
m2 g 1
wavelength
nm
non-dimensional constant in Equation (4.21)
saltation length
m
non-dimensional phase speed
depth-dependent average cosine of a quanta of radiation
m2 s 1
kinematic viscosity coefficient of water
m2 s"1
diffusion coefficient
m2 s"1
eddy viscosity
dimensionless parameter in Equation (5.20)
kg m"3
water density (1025)
kgm3
air density (1.22)
kg m 3
sediment density
Nm2
surface stress component in the ^-direction
Nm2
surface stress component in the y-direction
Nm2
bottom stress component in the ^-direction

list of symbols
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Tty
rb
TC
Tcr
T„
TW
<t>r
4>s
<$>
*

bottom stress component in they-direction
bed shear stress
current-related shear stress
critical bed shear stress
current-wave shear stress
wave-related shear stress
resuspension
flux
sedimentation
flux
boundary variable denoting velocity orseasurface elevation
Latitude (16.33)

N m2
N m2
N m2
Nnr2
Nm2
N m2
kg m 2s"1
kg m"2 s"1
m s ' orm

X
u
i.2,3,4
Q

dimensional coefficient inEquation (5.1)
^ a l frequencies (Ou Ku M 2 andS2)
Earth's angular rotation rate (7.292 x 10"5)

skg"1
rad hr 1
rad s"1

V2h

2-D Horizontal Laplacian operator
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SamenvattingenConclusies

In deze studie is onderzoekuitgevoerd naar dewaterbeweging, het sedimenttransport ende
uitdoving van licht onder water in Cape Bolinao. Het studiegebied is gesitueerd in de
monding van de Lingayen Gulf, aan de noord-west kust van de Filipijnen. Zoals in veel
koraalrif ecosystemen is de lagune rijk aan flora en fauna soorten, zoals zeegrassen,
algensoorten en koralen. Aanslibbing en eutrofiering bedreigen de bio-diversiteit van die
marineecosysteem. Omdezeredenen iseenintensief onderzoekuitgevoerd naarde fysische
milieufactoren, met de volgende doelstellingen:
1.

Hetgevenvaneenkwantitatievebeschrijving vandecirculatiepatronen, de sediment
transport processen ende lichtuitdoving inhet zeewater in CapeBolinao.

2.

Het ontwikkelen van een geintegreerd numeriek model voor de waterbeweging, het
sedimenttransportendelichtuitdoving inCapeBolinaoendeomgevingdaarvan,ten
behoeve van milieu-effect-studies.

Het meetprogramma, dat bestond uit veldmetingen en laboratoriumexperimenten, werd
uitgevoerd in een periode van bijna twee jaar, van augustus 1993 tot juni 1995. Er zijn
verschillende meetlokaties geselecteerd rond Cape Bolinao, samen representatief voor het
grootste deel vandemet zeegrassenbezette gebieden. Detoegepaste meetfrequenties waren
gerelateerd aandetijdschalen vanderelevanteprocessenenvariabelen. Hetmeetprogramma
omvatte metingen die met een hoge frequentie, een maal per uur, werden uitgevoerd,
wekelijksemetingenenmetingendieeensperkwartaalplaatsvonden. Destroomsnelheidenrichting, zwevende stofconcentratie (TSS),neerwaartse instraling enwaterstand werdenmet
eenhogefrequentie gemetenop,afwisselend, vierlokatiesvanafeenmeetplatform. Behalve
voor de zwevende stofconcentratie, die vanwege de beperkingen van het instrumentarium
gemeten werd met een interval van 4 uur, werden deze metingen met een interval van 5
minuten gemeten, waarna de waarden per uur gemiddeld werden. Eens per 6 weken werd
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hetplatform enhetdaaropaanwezigeinstrumentariumverplaatstnaareenvande4lokaties.
Dit maakte het mogelijk om op alle gekozen lokaties metingen te verrichten in zowel het
droge (Noordoost moesson) als in het regenachtige (Zuidwest moesson) seizoen op alle 4
plaatsen. De wekelijkse metingen werden uitgevoerd op 13 lokaties in het studiegebied en
omvatten de oppervlakte-stromingen, de temperatuur, de saliniteit, de zwevende
stofconcentratie, het as-vrij drooggewicht, de absorptie door humuszuren, de
algenconcentratie en de neerwaartse straling. Hiermee werden gegevens verkregen voor de
analyse van de maandelijkse en seizoensvariatie van de relevante variabelen. Eens per
kwartaal werd de waterbodem bemonsterd en geanalyseerd. Gemeten werden de
deeltjesgrootteverdeling en het organische stofgehalte. Eens per week werden
sedimentmonsters verzameld met behulp van sedimentvallen. Met dezemonsters en ook in
de eens per kwartaal verzamelde bodemmonsters werden fractionerings-experimenten
uitgevoerd om de deeltjesgrootteverdeling en de licht extinktie karakteristieken van een
mengsel van sedimentdeeltjes te bepalen. Tevens werden in dit onderzoek de relevante
meteorologische gegevens verzameld zoals dewindsnelheid enrichting ende regenval.
De resultaten van het veldonderzoek naar de waterbeweging in het studiegebied laten zien
dat de stroming bepaald wordt door een niet-lineaire interactie tussen wind- en getijdeinvloeden. Onder normale omstandigheden, zonder stormen, waren de oppervlakte
stroomsnelheden binnen het rif laag ( « 10cm s'). Dedoor getijde beweginggei'nduceerde
stroomsnelheden waren van dezelfde orde van grootte, met uitzondering van die in enkele
openingen in het rif en in het kanaal tussen Santiago Island en het vaste land, waar de
stroomsnelheden vaakgroter warendan 10cms"1.Waterstandsmetingen lieteneengemengd
getijde zien, waarin een dagelijkse component domineert. Eensper veertien dagen waseen
semi-dagelijkse component inhet getij duidelijk waarneembaar. Dewaterstandsvariatie was
ongeveer 1 meter, hoeweldezevaakoverschredenwordtgedurendespringvloed. Desaliniteit
binnen het rif kende een duidelijke seizoensvariatie. De laagste saliniteit (S < 30) werd
gemeteninhetregenseizoen(Zuidwestmoesson)alsgevolgvantoestroming vanzoet water.
Demaximale saliniteitswaardenwerdengemeteninhetdroge seizoen(Noordoostmoesson),
ten gevolge van de grotere verdamping en de verwaarloosbare zoetwatertoevoer in deze
periode. De temperatuur in het ondiepe water van de lagune wordt gekenmerkt door een
sterke dagelijkse en seizoensvariatie; dit ten gevolge van de variatie in de instraling. De
gemeten zwevende stofconcentratie inhetgebiedrond CapeBolinaowaslaag ( « 15gnr3).
De variatie in de zwevende stofconcentratie werd onder normale omstandigheden, bij lage
windsnelheden, vooralbepaalddoorgetijdestroming. Instormachtigesituatieswerdhet effect
van wind opde variatie inde zwevende stofconcentratie significant. De sedimentatieflux in
het kanaal tussen Santiago Island en het vaste land was gemiddeld 3.2 g m 2 hr1. Kleinere
fluxen, gemiddeld 0.7 g m~2 hr"1, werden gemeten binnen het rif. De gemeten
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algenconcentratiebinnenhetrifwaserglaag( « 0.45mgm 3Chlorofyl-a). Hogeregehalten,
vaakmeerdan 1 mgnr3, werdeninhetkanaalwaargenomen. Deabsorptiedoorhumuszuren
(bij 380ran)was laag; gemiddeld 0.95 m"1.Hetgehalteorganischmateriaal indezwevende
stof wasgemiddeld 30%,gedurendedegehelemeetperiode. Binnenhetrifdomineerdegrof
materiaal debodemsamenstelling, terwijl inhetkanaal meer fijn materiaal voorkwam.Het
organische stofgehalte indebodemwasoverhetalgemeen lager binnenhetrif(< 5%) dan
in hetkanaal (over het algemeen 5 - 20%). Deextinktie coefficienten inhet studiegebied
waren laag. Gemiddeld wasdekd0.40 m'1. Deze lageextinktiecoefficient ishetgevolgvan
de lage zwevende stof-, algen-enhumuszurenconcentraties inhetgebied.
Demodelontwikkelingindezestudiewasgerichtophetontwikkelenvannumeriekemodellen
voor de analyse en voorspelling van waterbeweging, zwevende stoftransport en
lichtuitdoving.Erwerdentweeonafhankelijke modellenontwikkeld, teweteneenmodelmet
een fijne resolutie voor hetstudiegebied zelf (hetgebied rond Cape Bolinao) eneenmodel
met eengrote plaatsstap voor de gehele Lingayen Gulf. Het model metde fijne resolutie
werd ontwikkeld om de lokale processen te beschrijven en voorspellen, terwijl het grote
model ontwikkeld werd om transportprocessen in de Lingayen Gulf te analyseren. Het
waterbewegingsmodel dattoegepast werd inbeide gebieden iseenquasidrie-dimensionaal
modelindezindatstroomsnelhedenopelkedieptekunnenwordengeschat.Inhetmodel zijn
realistische gegevens voor de drijvende krachten, wind en getijde, gebruikt. De
getijdebeweging bestaat uit vier getijdecomponenten, die verantwoordelijk zijn voor de
variatie indewaterstand inhetgebied. Dezeomvatten 0 l f Klt M2enS2getijden. Opbasis
van ditmodel voor wind- engetijde-geinduceerde stroming, incombinatie meteenmodel
voorwind-geinduceerdegolven,werdeenmodelvoorhetzwevendestoftransport ontwikkeld.
Dit zwevende stof model heeft eenderde-orde nauwkeurigheid inruimte entijd. Doorde
toevoeging vanresuspensieensedimentatie, alsbron-enputtermen, beschrijft ditmodelde
advectie en diffusie van gesuspendeerd sediment in Cape Bolinao en de Lingayen Gulf.
Evenals inhet waterbewegingsmodel is ookde numerieke oplossing die inhet zwevende
stofmodel gebruikt wordt gebaseerd op een eindige-differentie methode. Het derde orde
schema isgeschikt voor situaties metscherpe zwevende stofconcentratiegradienten enkent
weinig numerieke oscillatie zolang hetwaterbewegingsmodel numeriek stabiel is.Verderis
de gebruikte oplossing massabehoudend, wat wenselijk is wanneer transportprocessen
onderzocht worden. De met dit model gesimuleerde zwevende stofconcentratie werden,
samenmetgemeten bijdragen vanalgen, humuszurenenwater zelf, gebruikt ineenmodel
voor de lichtuitdoving. Het lichtmodel is gebaseerd op de veronderstelling dat de totale
extinktiecoefficient een lineaire functie is van de bijdragen van de verschillende optisch
actieve componenten. Gemiddelde algenconcentraties enabsorptiecoefficienten veroorzaakt
door humuszuren, gemeten in het veld en het laboratorium, werden in de
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simulatieberekeningengebruikt. Opbasis vandeze lineairebenadering werd aangetoond dat
algenenhumuszuren ingelijke mate(elk = 20 %)bijdrage endelichtuitdoving rond Cape
Bolinao.Anorganischeenorganischezwevendestof(exclusiefdebijdragevanalgendaaraan)
dragen 52 %bij, terwijl water zelf ongeveer 8% vande lichtuitdoving veroorzaakt.
Met de numerieke modellen werden gevoeligheidsanalyses en modelcalibraties uitgevoerd.
De parameterwaarden werden door middel van handmatige calibratie vastgesteld. Er werd
eenredelijke overeenkomst tussengemetenengesimuleerdewaardenbereikt, metnamevoor
destroomsnelheden,waterstanden,totalezwevendestofconcentratie enextinktiecoefficienten.
Simulatieberekeningen met het geintegreerde model lieten zien dat de invloed van rivieren
inhetstudiegebiedopdezwevendestofconcentratie enextintiecoefficient binnenhetrifklein
is. Sediment vrachten in de nabijheid van de kaap blijken door het kanaal weg van het rif
getransporteerdteworden.Verderblekenrivierafvoeren inhetzuidenvandeLingayenGulf
weinig invloed ophetkoraalrif bij Bolinaotehebben. Model simulaties lietenziendat90%
vandezwevendestofconcentratie binnenhetriftoegeschrevenkanwordenaaninterne,lokale
resuspensie van bodemmateriaal, terwijl minder dan 10% afkomstig is van externe (rivier)
bronnen. Hetbeperkteeffect vandebelasting vanuitrivierenwordtvooral veroorzaaktdoor
het algemene circulatiepatroon in de Lingayen Gulf en de marine omgeving van Cape
Bolinao.
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